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CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION 

by 

RICHARD W. E. PERRIN 

Executive Director 

Milwaukee Housing Authority 

Urban blight and its devastating effect upon the American city’s economy has become 
recognized as a problem of paramount public concern, since each blighted area embodies a 
hidden subsidy which is assessed directly or indirectly upon every citizen of the community. 

Accelerated deterioration of physical value, a declining tax base, and the toll of disease, crime 

and delinquency are but a few of the attributes of these areas and are the burden of the entire 
community. Apart from the social consequences, an actual dollar cost to the community is in- 
volved which, while difficult to measure exactly, is no less heavy for being thus concealed. 

During the past several years, public attention has been focused upon this problem and 

numerous studies have been undertaken in major population centers throughout the United 

States to determine the extent of urban blight, to measure its effects, and to bring about, if pos- 
sible, an orderly program of rehabilitation and redevelopment. Recognizing that a similar 

problem existed in the City of Milwaukee, various proposals were advanced by public and 
private groups; but lack of essential information and coordinated effort resulted in widely 
divergent opinions as to how best to proceed. The Common Council, therefore, on November 

12, 1946 established the Redevelopment Coordinating Committee in order to correlate the efforts 

of all city departments which, under various applicable laws, have general and specific func- 
tions relating to ordinance enforcement as well as to planning and the physical rehabilitation 

of problem areas. 

The Redevelopment Coordinating Committee, after a series of conferences and studies, 
concluded that the first step to be taken must encompass a thorough and comprehensive exam- 
ination of existing conditions in order to produce findings sufficiently definitive to serve as a 

basis for remedial action. Previous attempts to evaluate the scope and degree of urban blight 
appeared to have been based upon techniques now considered inadequate. The new method 

of survey and qualitative analysis decided upon was that of the American Public Health 

Association's Committee on the Hygiene of Housing. The substance of this report is the de- 
lineation of findings based upon this method supplemented by other relevant information as 

applied to 11 census tracts selected for initial study. 

Participating directly in the survey were the Health Department, the Board of Public Land 

Commissioners, and the office of the Tax Commissioner. 

The Health Department is concerned with the quality of housing on the basis of health 
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standards and the enforcement of ordinances, rules, and regulations relating to the mainte- 
nance of housing in a sanitary, livable condition. In this report, therefore, reference to physical 
quality, embracing facilities and maintenance, is in terms of public health values. 

Environment, land use, neighborhood standards, and related factors are of primary concern | 
to the Board of Public Land Commissioners; and the contribution to this report by its planning 
division is the environmental survey, undertaken to project a more complete picture of the ex- 
tent of urban blight and to serve as the basis for recommendations regarding land use in areas 
found to be eligible and suitable for rehabilitation or redevelopment. 

The office of the Tax Commissioner is concerned with the stabilization of property values 
and the ultimate use of land to be rehabilitated or redeveloped. For purposes of estimating prob- 
able acquisition costs of blighted areas, this office compiled the required information on a block 
basis within selected areas. This information is incorporated as a part of this report. 

Although each department has assumed full responsibility for the material contained in 

its respective chapter of the report, this document in its entirety is endorsed by the Redevelop- 
ment Coordinating Committee in the belief that it will facilitate the selection of areas suitable 
for rehabilitation and redevelopment, disclose the need for additional regulatory legislation 
designed to remove or inhibit the causes of blight, and establish adequate standards of 
measurement. 

It is fully recognized that only a beginning has been made. A continuing effort will be 
necessary to cope with the results of blight in areas shown to be unrehabilitable as well as to 
check the causes of blight in areas now deemed salvagable. 

Three selected districts, comprising 11 census tracts, are the subject areas embraced in this 

report. They were selected for initial study by the Redevelopment Coordinating Committee be- 

cause they were geographically separate and apparently blighted to a sufficient extent to warrant 

detailed study. In making this determination, reference was made to a study by the Board of 
Public Land Commissioners dated July 1946," purporting to disclose, on a census tract basis, 

genera! evidence of blight based upon the following factors: 

1. Old Dwelling Units:—50 per cent or more dwelling units over 45 years old. 

2. Substandard Dwelling Units:—20 per cent or more dwelling units without bathroom or 

ing major repairs. 

3. Dwelling Units of Low Value:—Average value of owner-occupied dwelling units under 
4,000. 

4. Decreasing Property Values:—Assessed real property values decreasing. 

5. Low Rentals:—Average monthly rentals under $25 per dwelling unit. 

6. Overcrowding of the Land:—Population density per net acre over 30 persons. 

7. Overcrowding of Dwelling Units:—3.55 per cent or more of dwelling uits with 1.51 or 
more persons per room. 

8. High Rate of Sickness:—Average rate of tuberculosis hospital admissions 0.70 or over 
per 1,000 population. 

9. High Rate of Juvenile Delinquency:—Rate of juvenile delinquency 20 or over per 1,000 

population 19 years of age or younger. 

10. High Rate of Relief Cases:—Rate of relief cases 40 or over per 1,000 population. 

“Board of Public Land Commissioners, Evidences of Blight in the City of Milwaukee, July 1946. 
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Not included with these data were other measures of blight; namely, lack of parks and 

play space, mixed land use, and improper zoning or street arrangement. 

The map, Principal Blight by Census Tracts (Fig. 1), shows 36 of the city’s total of 153 census 

tracts, or 14.5 per cent of the city’s total net acres in which at least seven of the ten factors 

indicative of residential blight were present. These 36 census tracts are occupied by 144,980 

persons, or 24.7 per cent of the city’s 1940 population. 

The fact that delineation is made by census tract does not imply that factors of blight are 

confined to such boundaries. Actually no clearly defined boundaries for specific blighted areas 

are possible of determination at the outset of any study but rather are resultants which such a study 

may disclose. The use of census tracts for practical purposes, however, has been continued in 

this report; since comparable data have been, and will continue to be, assembled on this basis 

by all interested agencies and particularly the United States Bureau of the Census. 

The three districts covered in this report comprise a total of 11 census tracts or approximately 

one-fifth of the previously described blighted areas. 

l. District Number One, lying partly within the sixth and tenth wards, consists of five 

census tracts (20, 21, 29, 30, and 31) and extends north from West Juneau Avenue to West 

Brown Street and east from North 12th Street to the Milwaukee River. 

2. District Number Two, lying wholly within the first ward, consists of three census tracts 

(6, 7, and 8) in the area bounded by East Boylston Street, North Warren Avenue, East Brady 

Street, North Astor Street, East Juneau Avenue, and the Milwaukee River. 

3. District Number Three, lying partly within the fifth and twelfth wards, also consists of 
three census tracts (113, 114, and 116) and extends south from West Florida Street to West 

Lapham Street and west from South Ist Street to South 9th Street. 

The survey and analysis presented in this report bring into sharp focus many of the 

problems attendant upon the elimination of urban blight. The same technique if applied to 

other areas in which there are indications of blight will probably reveal the existence of similar 

problems and like solutions. : 
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Chapter II 

CHAPTER II. 

AN APPRAISAL OF THE QUALITY OF HOUSING 

IN THE SURVEY AREA 

by 

E. R. KRUMBIEGEL, M. D. 

Commissioner of Health 

The Need for Housing Appraisal 

The City of Milwaukee, like all older, urban communities, is confronted with the problem 
of dealing effectively with the decay of its residential areas. Areas showing such decay are 

' commonly spoken of as “blighted.” It is generaly recognized that blight spreads insidiously 

but inexorably; first, from dwelling to dwelling; then, from block to block; and finally, from 

neighborhood to neighborhood. It eventually destroys in its wake not only the best in property 
values but, more often than not, much of the best in human values. Blight has grown from 
lack of vision, apathy, and neglect. | 

Any effective program for arresting and correcting residential blight must encompass the 
following three objectives: (1) utilization of measures for the protection of the better areas, (2) re- 
habilitation of the less severely blighted areas through large scale improvement and modern- 

ization, and (3) clearance and rebuilding of the most severely blighted areas. 

No one of these objectives is, from a long range viewpoint, of greater importance than 

either of the others. Protection of the better neighborhoods is the easiest objective to realize, 

because it involves the least cost and administrative difficulty. In Chapter I, it was pointed out 

that 11 census tracts were chosen for detailed study because a preliminary appraisal indi- 

cated the coincidence of at least seven of the ten general symptoms of blight within each 

j tract. The prevention of blight through the protection of better areas is, therefore, eliminated 

as a problem for consideration in this chapter. 

The first problem is to measure adequately the character of housing conditions in those 

areas shown, on the basis of preliminary study, to be blighted. This is necessary in order to: 
(1) permit demarcation of the serious and lesser problem areas, (2) distinguish between the 
types of deficiencies in different places, and (3) indicate whether the solution lies in rehabilita- 
tion of existing dwellings, in demolition and residential reconstruction, or in conversion from 

| residential to commercial, industrial, or other uses. | 

In order to formulate a sound policy to serve as the basis for a blight elimination pro- 

gram, objective and economically practical criteria must be used to distinguish between the 

need for rehabilitation in one area as contrasted with the need for demolition and reconstruction 

in another area. The quality of factors intimately related to health, safety, and decent livabil- 

° ity determine whether a house is satisfactory or unsatisfactory for human habitation. These 
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are the factors which must be measured and evaluated before an economically sound and 

uniformly applicable blight elimination program can be formulated. 

To be truly useful, any method for appraising the quality of housing must objectively 

evaluate a wide range of housing characteristics. The data obtained must lend themselves 

to interpretation in such a manner that valid comparisons can be made among individual struc- 

tures, individual blocks, or areas of any chosen size. The Milwaukee Real Property Survey of 

1939 and the 1940 Census of Housing have provided much useful information but are based 

on relatively crude and partially subjective indices of housing. The only method of housing 

appraisal now available which meets the necessary requirements and is at the same time 

practical for use on a large scale is that of the Committee on the Hygiene of Housing of the 

American Public Health Association. It is the method used for the appraisal of the quality of 

dwelling units in this chapter. | 

A distinctive feature of the method is the application of a rating system involving the 

use of scores consisting of penalty points. Each condition that fails to meet a reasonable stand- 

ard for decent housing has assigned to it a certain number of penalty points. The number of 

points assigned to each deficiency is directly proportional to the seriousness of that condition 

in relationship to health, safety, and decent livability. 

If a condition meets a reasonable standard, it receives a score of zero. The number of pen- 

alty points assigned to individual deficiencies ranges from 1 to a maximum of 45. For example, 

8 penalty points are assigned to a dwelling unit sharing a bath with another unit, and 10 points 

if the toilet is shared. If no bath is available for use by occupants of the unit, the penalty is 

20 points. Conditions of lesser importance, such as insufficient number of closets or minor 

obstruction of daylight by adjacent structures, are scored from 1 point upward. 

The arrangement of this chapter is such that the reader who is interested solely in a prac- 

tical designation of dwelling quality need read only the second section (pp. 11-38). The reader 

who wishes to avoid all detail and desires to become familiar only with the recommendations 

of the committee need read only the portion of Chapter V dealing with formulation of a policy 

for the elimination of residential blight (see pp. 87-94). In appendix A, there are tables contain- 

ing data used as the basis for construction of the various maps, etc. a | 

For the critical reader who wishes to become acquainted with the details of the method 

and its validity as an instrument for housing appraisal, the third section (page 38) is included 
and an explanation of each appraisal item is contained in appendix B. The incidence of specific 

dwelling deficiencies within ’the 11 census tracts is shown in tabular form in appendix C. 

The fourth section (page 47) will prove of interest to the student of the problem of housing in | 

blighted areas. This section presents an analysis in the 11 census tracts of the relationship of 

housing to race of occupants, character of occupancy, size of families, rentals paid, and other 

significant factors. 

Practical Analysis of the Quality of Dwellings 

This section presents a practical analysis of the quality of dwellings in 11 census tracts 

chosen for detailed study by the Redevelopment Coordinating Committee for reasons set forth 
in Chapter I. The 221 blocks in these tracts contain 5,345 structures used for dwelling pur- 

poses and 12,050 dwelling units. The number of persons living in the areas studied is approx- 
imately 42,837, of which 32,446 are white and 10,391 are non-white. 
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Timing of the Dwelling Appraisal 

A consultant in housing appraisal from the staff of the Committee on the Hygiene of Hous- 
ing of the American Public Health Association was employed by the City of Milwaukee for a 
period of about four weeks in August, 1945, for the purpose of training a few key people in the 
Health Department and Land Commission in the proper use of the appraisal method. Two san- 

itation inspectors of the Health Department then trained several other sanitation inspectors 
in the use of the method. Actual field appraisal was begun in census tracts 20 and 21 the latter 

part of September, 1945. Because no additional personnel were available to carry on this work, 
it was necessary to divert several inspectors and one clerk from other sanitary tasks. Ap- 

praisal within census tracts 20 and 21 was completed during December, 1945, at which time the 
pressure of other work made it necessary to discontinue temporarily the housing study. 

Appraisal work was resumed in February of 1946 and continued until June of that year, 
at which time census tracts 29 and 30 were completed. At this point the study was dropped 
because personnel could no longer be diverted from other duties without seriously handicapping 

regular environmental sanitation activities. 

The Common Council authorized the creation of eight positions in the Health Department 
for 1947 in order to permit housing appraisal and housing ordinance enforcement. Following 

civil service examinations, one Sanitation Inspector Il, five Sanitation Inspectors I, and two 
clerical employes began work in June, 1947. After a training period of approximately four 
weeks, the inspectors began actual field appraisal work in July, 1947. The remaining seven 
census tracts were completed by the middle of February, 1948. The processing and analysis 

of data was completed by the end of March, 1948. 

Type of Coverage 

The coverage in census tracts 20, 21, 29, 30, and 31 was of the complete type. An effort was 
made to gain access to every dwelling unit within these tracts. The number of occupied dwell- 

ing units not appraised in the five tracts was remarkably small. 

In order to conserve time, the coverage in the remaining six tracts was of the sampling 
variety. In the sampling study, one-third of the units in each block were selected from each 

' principal type of dwelling structure—one-family, two-family, large and small multiple family, 
and rooming houses. Selection of structures to be surveyed was made at random from maps 
and dwelling lists. The Tippett system of random sample selection was employed in order 

to avoid any bias in selection. 

| Although a 25 per cent sample is sufficient to permit an analysis by blocks, if the blocks 

contain an average of 40 or more dwelling units, a basic sample ratio of 33 per cent was em- 

ployed in this study. In blocks where the types of dwelling structures were not homogenous, it 

was necessary to increase the sample size to anywhere from 40 per cent to 100 per cent in 

order to obtain data which would permit valid analysis on a block basis. The percentage of 
units appraised in each census tract is shown in Table 1]. The percentage appraised in any 

particular block can be calculated by referring to Tables 12 to 22 inclusive shown in appendix A. 
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Table 1 

NUMBER AND PER CENT OF OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS 

APPRAISED BY HEALTH DEPARTMENT, BY CENSUS TRACT 

Number of Number of Per Cent of 

Census Tract Dwelling Units Units 

No. Units Appraised Appraised 

20 i 478 ! 468 98 

21 | 1079 | 1064 99 
29 1354 1330 | 98 

30 1006 985 | 93 
31 6595 | 650 | 99 

6 1542 | 1095 | 71 
7 1402 | 883 | 62 
8 1018 | 517 | 51 

114 719 | 643 | gg 
| 113 1191 | 868 | 73 

116 1602 | 986 ! 6] 

| Objections to formulating any part of a blight elimination policy on the basis of data 

secured on a sample basis are groundless, since sampling, when used with suitable controls 

as described above, yields data sufficiently valid to permit analysis by blocks. 

Median and Quartile Scores 

Tables 12 to 22 inclusive (see appendix A), present in tabular form for each block within 
the 11 census tracts, the following information: 

(1) Census tract block number 

(2) Total number of structures in block used for dwelling purposes 

(3) Number of structures scored 

| (4) Number of dwelling units scored 
(5) Median score’ for facilities with upper and lower’ quartiles 
(6) Median score for maintenance, with upper and lower quartiles 

(7) Median score for facilities and maintenance combined, with upper and 

lower quartiles 

In assigning penalty scores to blocks or areas the median score is used. 

*The median for any series of cases is obtained by arranging the cases (scores for facilities, mainte- 

nance, etc.) in order from the smallest value to the largest value. The median is the middle value in this 

ordered series, with half the cases on one side and half on the other. Medians are not the same as aver- 

ages and possess significance not borne by averages. 

“The lower quartile is the middle value in the ordered series from the median to the one having the 

highest numerical score. 

*The upper quartile is the middle value in the ordered series from the median to the one having the 

lowest numerical score. Therefore, one-half of all cases fall above the median, and one-half bclow the 

median; also, one-half of all cases fall between the upper and lower quartiles, with one-fourth above the 

upper quartile, and one-fourth below the lower quartile. 
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The median block scores for facilities, maintenance, and facilities and maintenance com- 
bined, provide the basic data needed for the construction of the various maps which follow in 
this chapter. | 

Analysis by Facilities 

Facilities include the fixed physical characteristics of a dwelling unit and the structure which 

contains it. The appraisal of facilities includes consideration of a wide variety of items important 

to health, safety, and decent livability. The better dwelling units have few if any penalty points 
for facilities, while those with a high number of points lack many or most of these important items. 

When a block or an area has a median penalty score for facilities of 10 to 29, the useful- 
ness of some dwelling units may be seriously impaired. If, however, maintenance is good and 

the environment unobjectionable, the dwelling units in such a block, considered as a whole, can 

be rehabilitated on a sound, economic basis to the end that satisfactory housing will result. 

As the median penalty score for facilities increases within a block, adequate rehabilitation 
of existing dwellings becomes more difficult and costly. The Committee on the Hygiene of 

Housing, on the basis of considerable study and experience, has found that when the median 
score for facilities in a neighborhood runs to 50 points and upward, there is usually no practi- 

cal remedy except demolition and reconstruction. Similarly, facilities scores of 50 points and 
over can indicate those individual dwellings which are fundamentally so poor that usually they 
cannot be completely modernized on an economical basis. Generally speaking, these state- 

ments are axiomatic,’ being true even though maintenance of the dwellings may be good. 

‘While this concept of unrehabilitability is sound for the average block, there are exceptions to the 

rule. For example, a block may have originally contained 20 structures, each consisting of a single family 

dwelling unit. With aging of the neighborhood, four of the structures may have been converted to single 

room, light housekeeping units, with each structure containing eight such units. Often the only alteration 

made at the time of conversion was the installation of a sink and gas stove in each room. Such con- 

versions were legal in Milwaukee prior to 1918. 

Most such rooms are occupied by a family unit, consisting usually of husband and wife; father, mother, 

and one child; or mother and one or two children. As a result, eight persons from three or four families 

often share a single toilet and bath. Because cooking is done in such rooms, they are used for family 

living, and are scored as individual dwelling units. Such units incur heavy penalties, and rightfully so on 

* the basis of deficiencies in sleeping and non-slecping area as well as inadequacy of toilct, bath, kitchen, 

washing, and other facilities. 

The hypothetical case of the four structures, each containing eight substandard living units, would con- 

stitute a total of 32 dwelling units whose high facilities scores would over-balance the scores of the remaining 

16 structures in the block which might be very low. This interpretation is justifiable because housing is 

not an abstract thing but a matter of conditions under which people live. Thirty-two of the one-room, light 

housekeeping units contained in four structures might house 64 people, while the other 16 structures in the 

block, providing good facilitites for living, might house only 54 people. The dwelling conditions of 64 per- 

sons are not made better because 54 other people in the same block live under good conditions. 

On the other hand, demolition of 20 structures is not warranted because four happen to contain many 

low grade living units. Three solutions are possible in a block of the type described and relate to cor- 

rective action applicable to each of the four structures, as follows: (1) convert back to original one-family 

usage, (2) convert to two or three apartments in accordance with present minimum dwelling standards re- 

quirements, (3) convert to rooming house containing no light housekeeping units. Changing to a legal room- 

ing house usually results in a change in the character of occupancy. Families do not ordinarily live in 

rooming houses where cooking is not permitted. While the rooming house may provide satisfactory hous- 

ing for single individuals who take their meals in restaurants, it usually provides housing of a slum character 

for a family. 

| 9
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When blocks are rehabilitable in spite of a median facilities score of 50 or over, it is 

because of the existence of unusual conditions of the type described in footnote four. Within 
the 11 census tracts studied, block 5 in census tract 6 is the only real exception to the rule. Re- 

habilitation in this block may be possible even though the median facilities penalty score is 
greater than 50. 

Figs. 2-3-4 (pp. 20-22) show the condition of dwelling units by blocks based on the con- 
dition of facilities only. The red and orange colored blocks have median facilities scores of 
50 or over. Rehabilitation of existing dwellings is economically not feasible in these blocks with 
the exception of block 5 in census tract 6 referred to above. 

Blocks colored red have a median facilities score of 60 or over. Provision of proper hous- 
ing in these blocks is dependent upon demolition and reconstruction. Because these blocks fall 
in the poorest category, they are designated as demolition problems of first priority. 

The orange colored blocks have a median facilities score of between 50 and 59. Although 
the dwelling facilities in these blocks are sufficiently poor to warrant demolition, they are not 
as bad as in the blocks shown in red. They are, therefore, referred to as demolition problems 
of second priority. | 

This does not necessarily mean that demolition in the red colored blocks must be completed 

before demolition is begun in the orange colored blocks. 

The blocks colored yellow have a median facilities score of 40 to 49. They are designated 
as suitable for rehabilitation and as constituting the most difficult rehabilitation problem.° 

Rehabilitation is economically feasible in such blocks provided the condition of maintenance is | 
good. 

The green colored blocks have median facilities scores of 30-39. They are designated as 

being suitable for rehabilitation, but as constituting a moderately difficult problem.’ 

The blocks colored blue have a median facilities score of from 0 to 29 and are described 

as constituting the least difficult problem in rehabilitation. Even in such blocks, some dwell- 
ing units may remain as difficult problems in rehabilitation.’ 

*That rehabilitation is difficult in the yellow colored blocks is understandable if it is borne in mind that 

40 to 49 is the median facilities penalty score. To illustrate, block 9 of census tract 6 has a median facilities 

score of 47 with a very low maintenance score. The upper quartile facilities score is 28. One-fourth of the 

dwelling units have a score of less than 28, and one-fourth have a score of from 28 to 47. The lower quar- 

tile facilities score is 75. This means one-fourth of the dwelling units have a score between 47 and 75, and 

would require extensive and rather costly rehabilitative procedures. The remaining one-fourth of the dwell- 

ing units have a score of 75 or greater. Considered individually, most such dwelling units are unsuitable 

for rehabilitation on an economic basis. Some of them will need to be demolished while others can be 

rehabilitated only by providing some public subsidy. Blocks of this type can be rehabilitated if provision 

for adequate legislation is made. These considerations will be dealt with at a later date in a communication 

to the Common Council. 

"Block 12 of census tract 6 will illustrate the extent of the problem in the green colored blocks. The 

median facilities score is 37. The lower quartile is 54, indicating that one-fourth of the dwelling units have 

scores of between 37 and 54, and another one-fourth have scores of more than 54. The rehabilitation prob- 

lem is less difficult to solve than when the lower quartile score is 75, as in block 9, census tract 6. 

"The difficulty is illustrated by block 1 of census tract 6 in which the lower quartile score is 60. One- 

fourth of the dwelling units, therefore, have a score of 60 or more, and constitute a difficult problem in 

rehabilitation. 
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It should be noted that the map relating to the quality of facilities distinguishes among blocks 
on the basis of groupings of penalty points, differing from each succeeding poorer grade by 
10 points, except that the best grade grouping is from 0 to 29 points. 

Analysis by Maintenance 

Maintenance deals with the upkeep and sanitary condition of the dwelling unit and the 

structure which contains it. Inadequate maintenance can be the cause of some of the most intol- 

erable housing conditions even when facilities are good. Grossly inadequate maintenance can 
of itself make a dwelling unit unfit for habitation. 

Lack of proper maintenance is readily apparent to casual viewers of housing in blighted 

areas. Grossly deficient maintenance is the factor that such persons are most apt to asso- 

ciate with the word "'slum.”” As a general rule, poor facilities and poor maintenance are found 

to be coexistent when dwellings are considered as groups as on a block basis. There are excep- 

tions, however, where facilities are deplorable and maintenance is good. Where this occurs, 

the casual viewer of blighted areas sees only the good maintenance and is prone to believe 

that no serious housing problem exists. 

The truth is that facilities and maintenance are both important. Excellence of one does not 
compensate for marked deficiency in the other. From the viewpoint of rehabilitation of existing 

dwellings, correction of deficiencies in facilities is usually much more costly than improvement 
in maintenance. 

The better dwelling units have few, if any, penalty points for maintenance, while those 
with a high number of penalty points are poorly maintained and usually have a basic deficiency 
in deterioration.” As the median score for maintenance increases, rehabilitation of existing dwell- 
ings becomes more difficult and costly. When the median score for maintenance in a block 
runs to 30 points and upward, there is usually no practical remedy except demolition even 
though facilities may be good. | 

Table 2 

PERCENTAGE OF DWELLING UNITS WITH BASIC DEFICIENCY IN 
DETERIORATION, CLASSIFIED BY PENALTY POINTS FOR MAINTENANCE 

Penalty Points Percentage of Dwelling 

for . Units with Basic 

Maintenance Deficiency in Deterioration 

20-24 21 

25-29 50 | 

30-34 70 | 

35-39 a 9] 

*The most costly corrections of poor maintenance occur when a dwelling suffers a basic deficiency in 

deterioration. (Basic deficiencies are described in the third section of this chapter; 15 or more penalty points 

for deterioration constitute a basic deficiency for this item.) Studies have been made to determine the rela- 

tionship between total penalty points for maintenance and that portion of the total score attributable to de- 

terioration. The results of studies based on all of the surveyed dwelling units in census tracts 6, 7, and 8 

are summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 2 shows that when the median block maintenance score reaches 30, more than 90 
per cent of the dwelling units have a basic deficiency in deterioration. Who will contend that 

a block can be economically rehabilitated when more than half of its contained dwellings need 
new siding, floors, stairs, porches, foundation repairs, and replastering; to say nothing of cor- 

rection of mal-alignment of walls, which are out of plumb in many structures? 

| When a block or an area has a median penalty score for maintenance of less than 30, re- 

habilitation is economically feasible if facilities are good and environment is unobjectionable. 

Figs. 5-6-7 (pp. 25-27) show by block the condition of dwelling units based on the condition 
of maintenance only. Blocks shown in orange and red have a median maintenance score of 

30 or over and are regarded as unrehabilitable. Those colored red have a score of 40 or over 
and are designated as demolition problems of first priority. Blocks colored orange have a 
median maintenance score of 30-39, and are demolition problems of second priority. 

Blocks with a median maintenance score of 20-29 are shown in yellow, those with a score 

of 10-19 in green, and those with a score of 0-9 in blue. If facilities are good, the problem of 
rehabilitation, considered on the basis of condition of maintenance only, will be most difficult 
to accomplish in the yellow blocks, less difficult in the green blocks, and least difficult in the blue 

blocks. 

Analysis by Facilities and Maintenance 

Analysis of the blocks within blighted areas on the basis of facilities only and maintenance 

only serves to screen out most of the blocks in which demolition of existing housing is indicated. 

There are, however, additional blocks in which the median character of dwellings is not suffi- 

ciently poor to warrant demolition on the basis of consideration of facilities only or maintenance 

only; but where the combination of these factors is indicative of conditions which are so poor 

as to make rehabilitation economically unfeasible.’ 

When dwelling units are considered as groups, as on a block basis, a median penalty score 
of 60 or more for facilities and maintenance combined is an indication for demolition. 

By classifying blocks on the basis of median combined score for facilities and maintenance, 
it becomes possible to assign quality designations, as shown in Table 3. 

° An example of this is block 22 in census tract 7 which has a median facilities score of 48. This indi- 

cates the existence of a most difficult problem in rehabilitation. The median maintenance score for this block 

is 25, also indicative of a most difficult rehabilitation problem. The combination of difficulties is sufficient to 

make clear the necessity for demolition. In this block the median score for facilities and maintenance com- 

bined is 85. 
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Chapter II | 
agg ee EOP OO TESTI TTR Es TCs IO OEP TO SIO OO EIST TPE EI aT SCTE TOC SETI CLTOTO T 

Table 3 

QUALITY OF DWELLINGS BY MEDIAN SUBTOTAL PENALTY 

SCORE FOR FACILITIES AND MAINTENANCE COMBINED 

Hee eee eee ee eee reese eer eee nena reer aero ener eee erence ene 

Grades” Character Penalty Points 

A ! Good to Excellent , 0-19 

B | Generally Acceptable 20-39 
C Intermediate 40-59 

D Substandard | 60-79 
E Slum | 80 or more 

a 

When classified in this manner the designations substandard and slum” are synonymous 

with an indication for demolition. This is in contrast to the possibility of rehabilitation when the 

combined subtotal score is less than 60. 

Figs. 8-9-10 (pp. 30-32) show blocks as red or orange which have a median penalty score of 

60 or more for facilities and maintenance combined. If the block score is 80 or over, it is un- 

rehabilitable and designated as a demolition problem of first priority. If the score is between 

60 and 79, it is also unrehabilitable but designated as a demolition problem of second priority. 

Yellow, green, and blue are again used to designate the rehabilitable blocks and to indicate 

whether the accomplishment of adequate rehabilitation would involve great, intermediate, or 

minor difficulty. | 

% Grade A signified good to excellent dwelling units which are entirely free of serious deficiencies and 

have only a scattering of minor defects, if any. Into Grade B fall those dwellings which, while not fully up 

to the best standard, are still essentially free from serious problems. Grade C designates the mediocre 

dwellings in which extensive blight and obsolescence can be expected to develop. Grade D areas are sub- 

standard, just better than the poorest, in which there are widespread deficiencies and serious obstacles to 

rehabilitation. Grade E marks the slum area where serious deficiencies are almost universal, and where 

the majority of dwelling units show two or three basic deficiencies apiece. 

19
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Chapter II 
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Analysis by All Factors 

(Facilities, Maintenance, and a combination of Facilities and Maintenance) 

Figs. 2-3-4 show the quality of dwelling units in the various blocks, interpreted in the light 

of possible types of remedial action based on a consideration of facilities only. Figs. 5-6-7 

designate the quality of dwelling units with remedial action suggested on the basis of mainte- 

nance only. Figs. 8-9-10 interpret the quality of dwelling units by block with possible remedial 
measures based on a consideration of a combination of facilities and maintenance. 

Using the basic data contained in these maps, it becomes possible to construct another set 

of maps which will summarize the indications for remedial action. This has been done in Figs. 

11-12-13 by assigning to each block the most serious remedial designation given the block in the 

preceding series of figures.” 

Figs. 11-12-13 are, therefore, the most important in the entire series. They summarize the data 

dealing with the condition of dwelling units on a block basis.” 

The quality of dwelling units classified by type of remedial action as shown in Figs. 11-12-13 

is summarized in Table 4 on the basis of the number of affected blocks and the approximate 
number of affected structures, dwelling units and contained residents. 

A factor which can create poor housing from what might otherwise be good housing is 
the environment. Figs. 11-12-13 suggest solutions to the problem of blight elimination within the 

various blocks, without consideration of whether or not the suggested solutions would be com- 

patible with the master plan and general environmental quality. These considerations are the 

responsibility of the Board of Public Land Commissioners and are dealt with in Chapter II. 

As a result of the appraisal of the quality of dwelling units within the 11 census tracts, a 

vast amount of useful data are available for interpretation. Presentation of all of the significant 

data would make this report unnecessarily voluminous. On the basis of available data, a policy 

for the elimination of residential blight within the 11 census tracts studied has been formulated 

and is presented in the conclusions in Chapter V. 

"For example, in Fig. 3, block 18 in census tract 7 is shown as red, a demolition problem of first priority, 

based on facilities; and in Fig. 6, it is shown as yellow, a serious rehabilitation problem, based on mainte- 

nance; and in Fig. 9, it is shown as red, based on facilities and maintenance. The ultimate requirement 

is demolition, necessitated by the condition of facilities. 

*” Overcrowding of dwelling units by an excessive number of occupants can serve to yield poor hous- 

ing condition, even though the facilities and maintenance are excellent. Because the primary purpose of 

presenting Figs. 11-12-13 is to show the condition of dwelling units in relationship to possible program for 

remedial action, occupancy penalty scores have not been taken into consideration. One does not advocate 

a program of demolition within a given area because existing dwelling units are overcrowded with occupants. 

The solution where overcrowding exists lies in changing the character of occupancy. 

93.
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Table 4 

NUMBER OF BLOCKS, DWELLING UNITS, STRUCTURES, 

AND RACE OF OCCUPANTS CLASSIFIED BY QUALITY 

OF DWELLING UNITS AND REMEDIAL ACTION 

Color on Maps Red Orange Yellow Green Blue > 

| $$$] = 
. Remedial Designation | Demolition | Demolition | Rehabilitation | Rehabilitation | Rehabilitation | Total § 

No. of blocks ........ 51 49 49 59 13 221 ~ 
No. of structures .. 917 1199 1202 1693 334 5345 

No. of dwelling 

unitS 2. 2338 2719 2689 3664 640 12050 

Population: 

White _............ 4110 6829 6745 | 12495 2267 32446 

Colored ............ 4111 2904 2974 379 23 10391 

Total 8221 9733 9719 12874 2290 42837



Blight Elimination Urban Redevelopment in Milwaukee 

Dwelling Appraisal Rating System | 

One may question whether the appraisal technique of the Committee on Hygiene of Hous- 
ing of the American Public Health Association is actually a valid instrument for measuring the 
adequacy of health, safety, and general livability factors in relationship to dwelling units. One 
may also wish to know the extent to which various dwelling deficiencies exist within different 

, parts of blighted areas. 

This section gives a brief description of the manner in which field data are gathered, the 
manner of processing these data, and use of the rating system, including the manner of scale 
construction and validation. Each item entering into the appraisal is explained in terms of its 

purpose, content and range of scores in appendix B. Those who wish to study the appraisal 

technic in minute detail are referred to other sources.” 

In the preparation of this section the writer, as a member of the Committee on the Hygiene 

of Housing of the American Public Health Association, has taken the liberty of re-stating verba- 

tim numerous sentences and even whole paragraphs appearing in these sources. This has been 

done because such sentences and paragraphs are worded so as to present technical detail in 
as clear and succinct a manner as possible. 

| Dwelling Survey 

sanitation inspectors, who have been especially trained in the field appraisal technic, re- 

cord the results of the field observations and measurements on three types of schedules. Two of 

these, the structure’ schedule and the dwelling unit” schedule (see Figs. 26 and 27 in appendix 
G) are used for the usual types of family dwellings. The third type of schedule is used for room- 
ing houses” only. | os 

** American Public Health Association Committee on Hygiene of Housing, An Appraisal Method for Meas- 

uring the Quality of Housing—Part II, Appraisal of Dwelling Conditions. Vol. A, Survey Director's Manual; 

Vol. B, Field Procedures; Vol. C, Office Procedures; 1946, 

**For purposes of this appraisal, a structure is a residential building (or other enclosure of living quar- 

ters) which either stands by itself with open space on all sides, or has a common (party) wall or walls from 

ground to roof dividing it from adjoining structures. 

** A dwelling unit is a room or group of rooms with facilities for regular cooking and occupied (or in- 

tended to be occupied) by one household as a home where its members live and sleep. It may include, as in 

a one-family house, unfinished or non-habitable space (basement, attic, hall) which is not shared with other 

units. 

One or several dwelling units may occur in a structure. Each unit will usually have its own entrance 

from the outside or other public space and be closed off from other units. A room or group of rooms without 

such entrance and separation is ordinarily considered a separate dwelling unit only if it has separate cook- 

ing facilities. 

** A rooming unit is a group of rooms, in one structure and under one management, without facilities 

for regular cooking by the occupants, offered for rent to individual lodgers or to families. It does not in- 

clude the rooms of an operator with regular cooking facilities for his own family. Such quarters are con- 

sidered a dwelling unit and are reported separately as such, regardless of how they are laid out in the 

structure. 

If a stove is used or intended to be used for preparing regularly the principal meals of the household, 

it makes the room or group of rooms a dwelling unit, whether or not it provides substantial or adequate 

cooking facilities. 

—28— |



Chapter II 

Inspectors enter into every room of every occupied dwelling unit included in the survey. 

Their recordings are based on criteria which are as objective as it is possible to make them and 

still keep the method practical for use in a large scale survey. In Milwaukee legal violations 
are recorded on the back of the structure and dwelling unit schedule. The inspectors do no 
scoring and do not assign penalty points for any deficiency recorded. 

Processing of Schedules 
The various schedules mentioned above are processed by clerks who do not see either the 

structures or their contained units. They calculate the daylight obstruction factor under Sl6a 

(Structure Schedule—Item 16a) through the use of tables. Calculations are also entered for sleep- 
ing and non-sleeping areas under D9 (Dwelling Schedule—Item 9), for the purpose of determining 
whether units are substandard in area. 

Clerks then insert the structure schedule in a structure scoring template and record on the 

unit appraisal form (See Fig. 28 in appendix G) the appropriate penalty scores. They then insert 

the dwelling unit schedule in a dwelling unit scoring template and record, on the same unit 
appraisal form, the appropriate penalty scores. 

The unit appraisal form is attached to an underlying unit punch card of the marginal punch 
variety (See Fig. 29 in appendix G). Through the use of an intervening sheet of carbon paper, 
recordings made on the unit appraisal form are copied on the punch cards. Marginal punching 

is then done in accordance with an appropriate punching code. The marginal punch cards 
facilitate rapid comparison among individual dwellings, blocks, or larger areas. 

Construction and Validation of Penalty Scale 
The rating system is based on the judgment of experienced, professional workers in public 

health, housing, and city planning. Members of the Committee on Hygiene of Housing and others, 
serving as a consulting panel on scale-construction, were asked individually to designate scores 

for all items of the field schedules. Every condition reportable on the schedules was separately 
evaluated as a detriment to health, safety, or basic amenity. In assigning scores to each sched- 

ule item, members of the panel considered whether the field information was of a type giving 
reliable and objective data; whether the item could be expected to have constant significance 

as between different types of housing, various economic strata, and the like; and whether the 

item was a true reflector of the detriment it seeks to measure. Specially designed scale-con- 

struction forms were used to assure systematic consideration of each item, and definitions of 
penalty classes were formulated for assignment of scores. 

Under this scheme scores were assigned in the following class ranges: 

1-3 points for a condition deemed to involve only slight threats to or impairment of 

health or safety; 

4-7 points for a condition involving such detriments in moderate degree; 

8-15 points for considerable and ever-present threat to health and safety; 

16-30 points for conditions involving extreme and ever-present threats to health or to life 

itself. 

Impairments of amenity alone were given scores in the next smaller class than for compar- 

able detriments to health or safety. 

Scores recommended by members of the panel were plotted in a scatter diagram for study 

and reconciliation. So little divergence was found, however, in the recommendations of individ- 

uals that reconciling them presented no difficulty. 

The appraisal items and maximum standard penalty scores are shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5 

APPRAISAL ITEMS AND MAXIMUM STANDARD PENALTY SCORES 
Item Maximum Score 

A. Facilities 
1. STRUCTURE: Main Access 2.200000 ~6 

2. Water Supply (Source for Structure) 0.000 2S 
3. Sewer Connection _22..022.0 ieee eect cece eee teeter BO 

4, Daylight Obstruction .2...00.0..2..0.ecceteeee ce 20 

S. Stairs and Fire Escapes 220.2... oc cccecccec cece ee ce eeceeeeeeteeeeeeeeeeeeteveesees. 30 
6. Public Hall Lighting 220000200 ecco ceteeeeee eevee. 18 
7. UNIT: Location in Structure 22000 eeeceecceetetesteereee. 8 
8. Kitchen Facilities 2.000 ceeeetceececeeveeeeeteeeetteveetsseeeeeee.. 2A 

Q. Toilet® oo... ce eee ce ccc ccen cece cee cece eee tte cece cee ceeecneeveeeteeteeteteeeteeerevetereeeee. 45 
LO. Berth? ooo. eeeeeeeeeeeeee cece c ccc nec ee cece eee cence nett coc cceeeeeeteeeeneeeetettttttttettetteteee 2O 

11. Water Supply (Location and Type for Unit) 0000000000 00... 1S 
12. Washing Facilities 22.00.00... oe ceceeeseceete ects ceeeecetteeetteettttee. 8 

13. Dual Egress 2.2.0.2... ..2ceeeece cece cece eet cece tee BO 
14. Electric Lighting ..........0..0..20.0.0.cecco ce cceceeccc cece ee ete eeeeteteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee. 15 
15. Central Heating 2222.2... eeetet te eeeteeettttettetee 8 
16. Rooms Lacking Installed Heater 200000000 ooo ccc eeceeeeceeteeeeeeeeeeee 20- 
17. Rooms Lacking Window 2.220000. oococccoceetceceeetcceeeeceeceeeeteeeeeeeeeteeeeee-. 80 

18. Rooms Lacking Closet 220.0000 020.2...0occoo eeeecceceesneeeeecneeeeeetcetcteeeteetteeteeeeee. 8 
19. Rooms of Substandard Are 0 ooiooeeoeccceceecceceeeeeeeeeceteeetteeeeeeeeee-- 10 
20. Combined Room Facilities” 

| 360 
B. Maintenance 

21. Toilet Condition Index 22.00 cece cee eeeeeeeeeeteeereveeeeeee-. 12 
22. Deterioration Index® o.oo eect eteettetneeeeseereeeeee. OO 
23. Infestation Indexe 20 eee ccc ee cece cee eeceee ee veveveteteteteeeetteeeeeee, 15 
24. Sanitary Under? ooo iocicec ce ceeeeeeec ce cece cece cette teeter, 80 
25. Basement Condition Index 2.00000 ti(<(CStiS 

120 

C. Occupancy | 
26. Room Crowding: Persons per ROOM ooo..........ecccececee cee cee ceceeeceeseeieeee. 80 

27. Room Crowding: Persons per Sleeping Room .........00000000..... 25 
28. Area Crowding: Sleeping Area per Person |... 2... 30 

29. Area Crowding: Nonsleeping Area per Person 00... 25 
30. Doubling of Basic Families 200... 10 

120 

Maximum Dwelling Total -.......-..---.--------- ee 600 

“Item score is total of subscores for location, type and sharing of toilet or bath facilities. 

bItem score is total of scores for items 16-19 inclusive. This duplicate score is not included in the total 

for dwelling but is recorded for analysis. 

Item score is total of subscores for structure and unit. 
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Although the theoretical possible maximum dwelling total penalty score is 600, it should 

be noted that no individual dwelling in any survey with this method showed a total dwelling 
penalty score above 300 points — though tests have been run in the most degraded sections of 

such cities as Washington, Philadelphia, Memphis and Los Angeles. The highest total dwelling 
score obtained for any individual dwelling unit in Milwaukee was 265 for a unit in census tract 29. 

The subtotal score for occupancy may in individual dwelling units run well up toward the 

possible maximum of 120 points where there is severe overcrowding, such as may occur partic- 
ularly when large families live in tiny dwelling units. 

The subtotal score for maintenance may, in individual units, approach the theoretical max- 

imum of 120 points. The highest recorded in Milwaukee was 96 for a unit in census tract 20. 
In the facilities group, however, with a theoretical maximum of 360 points, the condition is quite 
different and no such high proportion of the total will be incurred except in the rarest cases. 

The first reason for this is that certain facilities items tend to be mutually exclusive. A down. 

iown tenement, for instance, may show heavy penalties for inadequate fire escapes and for 
daylight obstruction, but it will almost always escape the possible maximum scores of 25 points 

each for disapproved non-public water supply and sewage disposal from such toilets as it may 
possess. A shack in the outskirts, on the other hand, may be in wretched repair and lack the basic 

sanitary requirements, but it will not be penalized for lack of fire escapes or for dark public 

halls. 

A second, and equally potent factor, is that the scale for each item must provide for the 

worst expectable condition such as all rooms in a unit of substandard area, extreme daylight 
obstruction on all sides of a structure, or windows lacking in several rooms. The highest sub- 
total score for facilities recorded in Milwaukee was 139 for a unit in census tract 30. 

Median scores for any considerable number of dwelling units will rarely approach the max- 

imum that is possible in an individual case. For example, the median total dwelling penalty 

score was 66 for the block which contained the individual unit with the high score of 265. 

Basic Deficiencies 

A basic deficiency is a major substandard condition which seriously threatens the health or 
safety of dwelling unit occupants, or makes decent livability difficult or impossible for them. 
Basic deficiencies in dwellings are listed in Table 6. 
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Table 6 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES OF DWELLINGS 

Tem 
No. Condition Constituting a Basic Deficiency? 

Facilities | 

2 Source of water supply specifically disapproved by local health department. 

3 Means of sewage disposal specifically disapproved by local health department. 

9 Toilet shared with other dwelling unit, outside structure or of disapproved type (flush hop- 

per or nonstandard privy). 

10 Installed bath lacking, shared with other dwelling unit or outside structure. 

11 Water supply outside dwelling unit. 

13 Dual egress from unit lacking. 

14 No electric lighting installed in unit. 

16 Three-fourths or more of rooms in unit lacking installed heater.* 

17 Outside window lacking in any room of unit.‘ 

Maintenance 

22 Deterioration of Class 2 or 3 (penalty score, by composite index, of 15 points or over). 

Occupancy | 

26 Room Crowding: Over 1.5 persons per room. 

27 Room Crowding: Number of occupants equals or exceeds two times the number of sleeping 

rooms plus 2. 

28 Area Crowding: Less than 40 square feet of sleeping area per person. 

a Numbers refer to items of Table 5. 

b Of the 13 defects which can be designated basic deficiencies, 11 are so classified when the item pen- 

alty score equals or exceeds 10 points. 

Bath (Item 10) becomes a basic deficiency at 8 points, for reasons involving comparability to the . 

U. S. Housing Census; deterioration (Item 22) at 15 points for reasons internal to that item. 

“The criterion of basic deficiency for this item is adjusted for number of rooms in the unit. 
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Socio-Economic Factors Relating to Housing 

The problem of blight elimination necessitates consideration of factors other than demo- 

lition and reconstruction or rehabilitation of structures used for dwelling purposes. Intimately 

related to the problem are certain social and economic considerations relating to the people 

who now live within blighted areas. This section presents some of the more important social 

and economic factors to be considered in connection with the blight elimination program within 
the 11 census tracts studied. 

In appendix D, these factors are presented in tabular form for each of the 11 census tracts. 

Race of Occupants 

In the planning of a positive alternative to the slum, the race of the slum dweller to be re- 

housed is an important factor for consideration. Table 51, in the appendix, shows the percentage 

of dwelling units in each census tract occupied by whites and non-whites. Also shown, is the 

percentage of whites and non-whites on a population basis. Only whites reside in five of 

the census tracts. In the other six tracts, non-whites account for from 1.9 per cent of the pop- 
ulation in census tract 7, to 79.0 per cent in census tract 20. In these tracts there is, generally 
speaking, a fairly close relationship between the percentage of non-whites by population and 
the percentage of dwelling units occupied by non-whites. It should be noted, however, that 

in only one census tract (census tract 20) does the percentage of dwelling units occupied by 

non-whites exceed the percentage of the non-white population. In the other five tracts, the per- 

centage of dwelling units occupied by non-whites is smaller than the percentage of non-white 
population. This may be interpreted, in a general way, as indicating that overcrowding of 

non-white occupied dwelling units is greater than for white occupied dwelling units. 

size of Household—Size of Dwelling Unit 

In planning for the rehousing of slum dwellers, the size of the household is an important 
factor for consideration. Tables 52 to 62 inclusive, in appendix D show for each census tract 

the percentage of households consisting of one person, two persons, etc., up to fifteen persons 

or more. Also shown is the percentage of total dwelling units consisting of one room, two 
rooms, etc., up to seven or more rooms. These tables show the distribution of dwelling units 
on the basis of size of household. The interested reader can determine for himself the extent 

to which gross inequity exists between size of household, and size of dwelling units. For ex- 
ample, 3.6 per cent of all the dwelling units in census tract 20 (see Table 52) consist of 3-room 
units occupied by three or more persons, while 8.2 per cent of all the dwelling units in the same 

tract consist of 5-6 room units occupied by one or two persons. Similarly, 4.2 per cent of all 
the dwelling units in this tract consist of 4-room units occupied by five or more persons, while 
2.6 per cent of the units consist of 7 or more rooms occupied by four or fewer persons. 

Rentals 

The amount of rent which people can pay, is an important factor to be considered in plan- 
ning the extent to which rehabilitation of existing dwelling units is economically feasible, as well 

as in anticipating the extent to which slum dwellers might occupy new dwelling units created 
in slum areas as a result of a program of demolition and reconstruction. Table 63, in appendix | 
D, shows by census tracts the monthly rentals reported by the occupants of the dwelling units. 
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These figures are not indicative of the amount of rent the occupants could now be reasonably 
expected to pay for satisfactory dwelling units. There has been little or no change in rentals 

for most dwelling units since the beginning of rent control in 1942. The figures are, therefore, 

more nearly representative of what the occupants could pay for rent in 1941 or 1942. It should 
be noted that in only two census tracts, namely, No. 6 and No. 7, more than one-half of the dwell- 

ing units rent for $30.00 or more per month. In four census tracts, Nos. 20, 21, 29, and 8, more 

than one-half of the dwelling units rented for less than $25.00 per month. 

Serious Deficiencies 
In the third section of this chapter, it was pointed out that a basic deficiency in a dwelling 

unit is a major substandard housing condition which seriously threatens the health or safety 

of the occupants, or makes decent living difficult or impossible for them to attain. Table 64 
in appendix D shows the percentage of dwelling units within each census tract in relationship 

to the number of existing basic deficiencies. The percentage of dwelling units with no basic 
deficiency varies from a low of 1] in census tract 20, to a high of 46.6 in census tract 31. 

The greater the number of basic deficiencies, the more intolerable housing conditions become. 

Examination of the above mentioned table serves to illustrate the seriousness of the problem 

within the various census tracts. For example, 37 per cent of all dwelling units in census tract 
20, and almost 33 per cent of those in census tract 21, have three or more basic deficiencies. 

Serious Deficiencies by Rental 
Tables 65 to 75 inclusive in appendix D show the relationship between rentals paid, and 

the number of existing basic deficiencies. The general trend toward a decreasing percentage 

of dwelling units with larger numbers of basic deficiencies as the monthly rentals increase, 
is evident. 

By using data presented in these tables, comparisons may be made between monthly 
rentals and characteristics of dwelling units in the various census tracts. For example, in 
Table 7 is shown the percentage of dwelling units within each census tract having one or no 
basic deficiencies, the rent for which is between $30.00 and $39.99 per month. 

Table 7 

PERCENTAGE OF DWELLING UNITS WITH 0 TO 1 BASIC 

DEFICIENCIES AND MONTHLY RENTAL OF $30.00 TO $39.99 

Census Tract Per Cent of Dwelling Units 

No. of Stated Type 

20 48.7 

21 | 69.1 
29 78.9 - 
30 78.0 | 
3] | 88.4 

6 99.0 
7 | 92.3 
8 89.3 

114 42.2 
— 113 68.4 

116 72.2 
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This table is illustrative of the wide variation of housing conditions in the different census 

tracts, even though all the considered dwelling units fall in the same rental group. Within the 

$30.00 to $39.99 per month rental class, a relatively low percentage of dwelling units offers satis- 

factory conditions for living in census tracts 20 and 114 compared to a high percentage in census 

tracts 8 and 31. 

Occupancy Status of Dwelling Units 

Table 76, in appendix D, shows the percentage of dwelling units in each census tract occu- 
pied by owner, tenant, or a building employe. Owner occupancy varies from a low of 6 per cent 

in census tract 20, to a high of 30.4 per cent in census tract 116. According to the 1940 Census 

of Housing, 32.2 per cent of all occupied dwelling units in Milwaukee were owner occupied. The 
low percentage of owner occupancy in blighted areas, as compared to the city average, is, un- 

doubtedly, an important factor in the progression and perpetuation of blight within some of the 

older sections of the city. | 

Dwelling Conditions, vs. Occupancy Status 

Table 77, in appendix D, shows for each census tract the percentage of owner and tenant 

occupied dwelling units classified by dwelling score (a combination of subtotal scores for facil- 

ities, maintenance and occupancy). That markedly better dwelling conditions exist in owner- 

occupied units is readily apparent. In census tract 20, for example, 60 per cent of owner-occu- 

pied units, but only 13 per cent of tenant-occupied units, have fewer than 60 dwelling score penalty 
points. Similarly, in census tract 6, 85.6 per cent of owner-occupied units, but only 29.9 per cent 
of tenant-occupied dwelling units, have a dwelling penalty score of less than 60. It is evident, at 
least in the older neighborhoods, that owner occupancy is an important factor in slowing and min- 
imizing the development of blight, while absentee ownership appears to result in acceleration 
of the blighting process. 

Serious Deficiency by Race and Rental 

Tables 78 to 81 inclusive in appendix D show the relationship between monthly rentals and 
basic deficiencies for both white and non-white occupants. 

Census tracts 20, 21, 29, 30, are the ones in which there is a non-white population of appre- 
ciable size. Table 8 shows for each of these four tracts, the percentage of white and non-white 

occupied dwelling units renting for $15.00 to $24.99 per month, and having only one or no basic 

deficiencies. 
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Table 8 

PERCENTAGE OF ALL DWELLING UNITS WITH 0 TO 1 BASIC 

DEFICIENCY AND WITH MONTHLY RENTAL OF $15.00-$24.99 

BY RACE OF OCCUPANTS 

Census Tract Percentage of Dwelling Units Percentage of Dwelling Units 

No. Occupied by Non-Whites | Occupied by Whites 

20 24.0 19.0 
21 26.0 28.5 

29 40.4 51.4 
30 38.6 49.0 

This table shows that, at least in the $15.00 to $24.99 per month rental class, white occupants 
receive better housing for the money paid than do non-white occupants in census tracts 21-29-30. 

In census tract 20, the situation is reversed; non-white occupants in this rental class live under 

relatively better housing conditions. In census tract 21, the difference in housing conditions 
within this rental class is not significantly different for white and non-white occupants. In census 
tracts 29 and 30, the white occupied dwelling units are markedly superior within this rental class. 
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CHAPTER III. 

APPRAISAL OF THE 

QUALITY OF ENVIRONMENT 

by 

ALVIN C. BROMM 

Planning Director 

Board of Public Land Commissioners 

The previous chapter indicated those dwellings which are blighted and which should either 

be demolished or rehabilitated. Poor environment, however, is just as important as poor housing 
as a factor in the creation of slums or blight. The purpose of this chapter therefore is to examine the 

environment of the areas under study to determine their best use from an environmental 

standpoint. 

This environmental survey which was made by the City Planning Division of the Board of 

Public Land Commissioners is designed primarily to be used with the housing survey conducted 

by the Milwaukee Health Department. In addition, the Land Commission has made recommen. 
dations on land use in those areas which are eligible and suitable for redevelopment. 

Method of Appraisal 

Factors in environment which received consideration in the environmental survey include 
land crowding, availability of public recreational areas, adequacy of public utilities, extent of 
mixed land use, proximity to railroads and major thoroughfares, and the prevalence of hazards 

and nuisances. whee 3 BEBE goed ge 

Both field and office sources were utilized in conducting the survey. Observations on the 
factors mentioned above were entered on a block and frontage rating form prepared by the 
Committee on the Hygiene of Housing of the American Public Health Association. A copy of 

this form is included in appendix G. 

This method of appraisal evaluates the quality of environment by a system of numerical 

scores. The items recorded are objective and measurable, permitting comparison of blocks and 

areas. Standard penalty scores are assigned each of the various types of deficiencies. These 

penalty scores are based on the experience of experts in the field of planning, housing, and 
public health. 

The combination of environmental and dwelling scores provides a total picture of housing con- 
ditions in any selected area. 

Since scores are a primary feature of this appraisal method, some knowledge of the rating 

system is essential to an understanding and interpretation of results. 
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The scores consist of penalty points assigned to conditions that fail to meet reasonably de- 
sirable environmental conditions and measure deviations downward from an acceptable level. 

The following array indicates the appraisal items and the maximum penalty scores employed: 

Mim 
Item Penalty Score 

1. Land Crowding; Coverage by Structures 2.022... eeees---. 30 points 

2. Public Parks and Playgrounds -222202..0.0.200...ocooecooe cece cece eee. 16 points 

3. Sanitary Sewerage System 2... 2... eee eee, 24 points 

4. Public Water Supply .2....20000..2 eee eee cee 20 points 

5. Nonresidential Land Use; Linear Incidence _.......2....2 ee eeeew........... 40 points 

6. Street Traffic 2... eet ees 16 points 

7. Railroads and Switchyards 220... eee 24 points 

8. Hazards and Nuisances . 222... eee. 80 points 

| 200 points 

A high total score indicates a large number of deficiencies in terms of environment. 
Blocks are penalized under each appraisal item. The score for land crowding represents the 

entire as well as the frontage scores. In the case of other items such as street traffic, mixed land 

use, and the item on hazards and nuisances, the average score of the frontages represents the 
block score for that factor. 

In order to classify areas on an environmental basis, five quality grades have been estab- 

lished with a 20 point range for each grade. These five quality grades with their penalty point 

ranges are given below: | 

Number of 

Penalty Points Quality 

0-19.9 | Good to Excellent 

20-39.9 Generally Acceptable 

40-59.9 : Intermediate 

60-79.9 | substandard 

80 and over | Slum 

This method of appraisal has been applied to the three districts previously designated in the 

introductory part of the report. | , 
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Analysis of Environmental Appraisal 

The total environment score for each block in each of the three districts is shown in Figures 
14, 15, and 16. Blocks are shown with identifying tract and block numbers as listed by the U. S. 

Bureau of the Census. These maps indicate those sections within the surveyed areas where de- 
ficiencies are encroaching upon the better developments. The subsequent analysis delineates those 
substandard areas which should be considered for redevelopment in the light of housing appraisal, 
environmental appraisal, and master plan recommendations for land use. 

Table 9 shows the number and per cent of blocks in each district classified according to 

environmental grade. 

Table 9 

QUALITY OF ENVIRONMENT SCORE BY DISTRICTS 

‘District I | District II | District III } Total 

Environmental a rr a en (nn 
Crade No. of | Per No. of | Per No. of | Per No. of | Per 

Blocks | Cent Blocks | Cent Blocks | Cent Blocks | Cent 

Slum | 86 | 36.4 3 | 42) 12 142) 51 19.9 
Substandard ............... | 22 | 222] 2 | 28] 16 | 188] 40 | 15.6 
Intermediate 000... ......, 14 14.1 19 | 26.4 18 | 21.2 51 | 19.9 
Generally Acceptable ......) 5 | 5.1 27, «87.5 | 20 235 | 52 | 20.3 
Good to Excellent 0 J 4 | 4.0 7 | 97) 15 | 176] 2 | 10.2 
Non-Problem 00} 18 18.2 14 | 19.4 4 | 4.7 386141 

~ Total | 99 | 1000] 72 | 1000] 85 | 1000 | 256 100.0. 

An examination of the quality of environment score for the total area indicates that the 
division by grade is rather uniform. A relatively equal percentage of blocks falls into each of the 

five classifications. 

The greatest per cent of environmental deficiencies exists in District I where 36.4 per cent 
of the blocks are classified as slum. The smallest per cent of environmental deficiencies exists in 

District II with only 4.2 per cent of the blocks classified as slum. 

On the basis of need for deficiency correction and environmental improvement, District I 

ranks first followed by District III and District II. 

Table 10 indicates the coincidence of the four most important appraisal items affecting these 

districts. The adequacy of public utilities and the proximity to railroads are excluded from con- 

sideration because their impact is either negligible or limited. The incidence of hazards and 
nuisances has also been excluded because of limited application. 
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Table 10 

PERCENTAGE OF FRONTAGES WITH SELECTED MAJOR 

DEFICIENCIES BY CENSUS TRACTS AND DISTRICTS 

Land Parks and | Non-Residential street 

Census Tract Crowding Playgrounds Land Use Traffic 

District | 

20 66.7 73.3 78.3 20.0 
21 97.5 97.9 52.9 18.4 
29 98.0 34.8 31.9 29.0 
30 40.0 33.3 39.0 23.3 
31 22.6 7.9 37.7 7.9 

Total 90.5 43.2 47.4 20.0 

District II 

6 31.3 — 3.4 21.9 | 
7 46.3 12.5 21.1 21.1 

8 30.6 4.1 22.2 12.5 

Total 37.2 11.7 19.5 18.6 

District III 

l 
113 32.0 — 46.0 21.0 
114 32.4 | 3.7 63.0 25.0 
116 3.6 | — | 17.9 29.0 

Total 22.2 12.5 41.9 23.8 

Grand Total 36.7 19.7 38.1 21.0 

This analysis of some of the major factors contributing to unsatisfactory environmental con- 

ditions corroborates what would be expected in District I from the previous analysis by quality 

grade. District I has the largest percentage of frontages penalized for all items except street traf- 

fic. Frontages penalized for the crowding of land by buildings is twice as prevalent in District I 
as in District III. Park and playground penalties on a frontage basis are more than three times 

as prevalent in District I as in the other two districts. Mixed land use in Districts I and III than 
in District II. Street traffic as a contributing factor to unsatisfactory environmental conditions ap- 
plies somewhat equally to all districts. 

An analysis of each of these major deficiency appraisal items is presented below. 
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Land Crowding 

Excessive coverage of blocks by structures was not generally present in the poorer areas nor 

uniformly absent in the better ones. Land crowding in all three areas is the result of narrow 

lots platted many years ago, containing more than one structure per lot. This condition is ob- 

viously one which is undesirable but one which cannot easily be corrected because of small 

ownerships. In the areas classified as slum on an environmental basis, excessive block coverage 

is also traceable to a large number of nonresidential structures which tend to occupy the greater 

proportion of their lot areas. 

Nonresidential Land Use 

Mixed land use may be expected to limit the reclamation of some blocks for housing even 

| though there are such residential assets as parks, playgrounds, and schools nearby. In some cases, 

the most appropriate and economic use of the land is nonresidential, and consequently rehabilita- 
tion of existing housing is unsuitable. Residential areas are adversely affected by proximity to 
industry, whereas industrial areas have stagnated because of misplaced residences which obstruct 
industrial expansion. 

If it were possible to shift the various nonconforming uses around as one does pieces in a 

chess game, the blighting effect of mixed land uses might be eliminated. However, since this 

shifting of existing structures is not likely to come about voluntarily, it will be necessary to elim- 

inate the disturbing element if either good residential or efficient industrial areas are to become 

stabilized through the process of redevelopment. 

| Street Traffic 

Only a small number of streets in the three districts are of such a nature that they may be 
classified as strictly residential despite a large number of residential land uses. Unsegregated 
land uses have resulted in commercial and business developments which require all purpose 
streets. | 

Traffic congestion and noise incident to motor vehicle and mass transport traffic is a con- 
tributing cause of blight. Where practically every street is a major traffic artery, there is no pos- 

sibility of preserving the peace, quiet, and safety essential for a good residential district. One 

of the best ways to prevent blight is to establish self-contained neighborhood units from which 
all but strictly local traffic will be excluded. 

Parks and Playgrounds 

The inadequacy of parks in District I is striking. This is a particularly serious problem in 

view of high population density in this area. The presence of large playgrounds in all the dis- | 

tricts, however, minimized the over-all park deficiency and resulting high penalty scores. In 

general, neighborhood parks are inadequate. Consequently in any replanning of these districts, 

neighborhood parks must be provided. 

The tabular material available in the appendix permits a detailed examination of major de- 
ficiencies on an individual block and frontage basis. Frontages are numbered clockwise from 
the north frontage. 
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Master Plan Land Use Recommendations 

The reconstruction of an area should be related to the city as a whole so that the needs 

of the occupants of the area are reasonably met either on the site or in easily accessible loca- 

tions. Such needs include work, housing, shopping, recreation, and education. 

The Blighted Area Law, Sec. 66.406 of the Statutes, requires that any proposed project must 

conform to a comprehensive city plan. The law siates: 

The planning commission is directed to make and, from time to time, develop a comprehensive or general 

plan of the city, including the appropriate maps, charts, tables and descriptive, interpretive and analytical 

matter, which plan is intended to serve as a general framework or guide of development within which the 

various area and redevelopment projects under this section may be more precisely planned and calculated, 

and which designates the proposed general distribution and general locations and extents of the uses of the 

land for housing, business, industry, recreation, education, public buildings, public reservations and other 

general categories of public uses of the land. 

The Urban Redevelopment Law, Sec. 66.405 of the Statutes, also requires that the develop- 

ment plan be in accord with ‘The Master Plan.” 

The Land Use Recommendations of the Master Plan in Districts I, II, and III as shown in Figs. 

17, 18, and 19 indicate the proposed general development of the areas. 

From the survey and study of these areas, certain conclusions become evident: 

(1) That a reassignment of land use and the adjustment of population, involving better 

design with more amenities and assurance of stability in the blighted and substandard 

areas is required. 

(2) That practical measures of control must be applied to prevent and retard deterioration 

and to forestall the creation of undesirable conditions which ultimately result in the 

need for demolition and reconstruction. 

(3) That there are still some public improvements such as recreation areas, public build- 

ings, street relocations, etc., which must be provided. 

(4) That all the changes that are desired and justified will require years to accomplish 

and that, therefore, the program must be constantly adapted to changing conditions 

and needs. | 

CLASSIFICATION OF AREAS | 
FOR REHABILITATION AND REDEVELOPMENT 

In the determination of blocks for redevelopment or rehabilitation different classifications 

have been used: | 

1. Residential Redevelopment—Present and recommended usage is residential; however, 
the condition of the dwellings is so bad that demolition has either a first or second 

priority. 

2. Residential Rehabilitation—Present and recommended usage is residential; the condition 

of the dwellings warrants renovation and elimination of defects. 

3. Industrial Redevelopment—Recommended usage is industrial; the condition of existing 
dwellings is so bad that demolition has either a first or second priority. 

4. Industrial Redevelopment—Residence Rehabilitable—Recommended usage is industrial; 

however, the condition of existing dwellings warrants limited renovation and elimina- 

tion of defects. 
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5. Commercial Redevelopment—Recommended usage is commercial; the condition of exist- 
ing dwellings is so bad that demolition has either a first or second priority. 

6. Commercial Redevelopment—Residence Rehabilitable—Recommended usage is com- 
mercial; however the condition of existing dwellings warrants limited renovation and 

elimination of defects. 

7. Public or Institutional—Recommended usage is public or institutional; the condition of 

existing dwellings is so bad that demolition has either a first or second priority. 

8. Public or Institutional—Residence Rehabilitable—Recommended usage is public or in- 

stitutional; however, the condition of existing dwellings warrants limited renovation and 

elimination of defects. 

9. Nonproblem—Present and recommended usage coincides and the structures which exist 

are satisfactory for the purpose of this report. 

The classification of blocks for redevelopment or rehabilitation into these various categories 

is based on all the elements (facilities, maintenances, environment, and the Master Plan land-use 
recommendations). These areas are shown in Figs. 20, 21 and 22, and indicate the general areas 

for action. The red colored blocks; that is, those classified for residential redevelopment in the 

three districts, should be designated for demolition. In addition, those blocks classified for resi- 

dential redevelopment (orange colored) should be included in residential redevelopment project 

areas insofar as redevelopment is in keeping with a good neighborhood or community concept. 

Table 11 indicates the block classifications for redevelopment or rehabilitation by districts 

and total for all districts. It is evident that the biggest problem in dealing with these blighted 

areas exists in the category of rehabilitation rather than redevelopment. 

In Districts II and III, the largest problem, in terms of area, is that of rehabilitation. On the 

other hand in District I, the largest problem is that of demolition and redevelopment. 

In delineating areas for redevelopment and rehabilitation, one of the problems encountered 

was that of including parts of blocks. While it may be relatively easy to delimit areas for re- 

development or rehabilitation by combining the appraisal elements and the master plan land 

use recommendations, it is a much more difficult problem to delimit project areas in keeping 

with a neighborhood or community concept. 

In District I, one of the possible major improvements which would eliminate blight and add 

to improved environmental conditions is the expansion of the public recreation facilities around ‘ 

Lapham Park. A factor which contributes to the high penalty score for environment is the limited 

amount of park space. The dwelling units in block 3 of census tract 29 northwest of Lapham Park 

are so dilapidated that redevelopment has a first or second priority. The County of Milwaukee 

is already the owner of all the property in this block. Actually it would also be desirable to 

include blocks 2 and 8 of census tract 29 for adequate park development as recommended in the 

master plan, even though these blocks could be rehabilitated. Inclusion of these blocks would 

provide the recreational area needed and recommended by the master plan. 

A similar opportunity for providing a recreational area exists in block 4 of census tract 6 of 

District II. The City of Milwaukee here too already owns all the property in this block, but the 

process of eliminating substandard dwellings is dependent on providing replacement housing. 

In any redevelopment program involving public improvements such as street widenings, 

grade separations, enlarged school sites, and other items conferring a city-wide benefit, the cost 
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Chapter II 

Table 1] 

CLASSIFICATION OF AREAS FOR REDEVELOPMENT OR 

REHABILITATION BY BLOCKS AND PARTS OF BLOCKS 

District I District II District III Total 

oo. ne Parts Parts Parts oO Parts 

Classification Whole of Whole of Whole of Whole of 
Blocks Blocks Blocks Blocks Blocks Blocks Blocks Blocks 

Residential 17 16 9 4 6 8 32 28 
Development 

Residential 
12 24 10 33 12 68 34 

Rehabilitation 1 

Industrial 

Redevelopment 10 8 4 2 ’ a 7 7 

Industrial 

Redevelopment- 2 3 3 9 6 3 i] 9 
Residence 

Rehabilitable 

Commercial i 17 _ __ 1 g 9 25 
Redevelopment 

Commercial 

Redevelopment- 1 9 _ 3 9 10 3 21 
Residence | 

Rehabilitable | 
fe 

Public Or 1 1 1 | 9 __ __ 2 3 

Institutional ~ gg : 
. no 

Public or | 

Institutional- | 

Residence l l — _— — l l 
Rehabilitable | 

Non-Problem 18 | 14 3 | 10 5 12 28 36 

Total 99 m0 = 85 — 256 _— 
| 
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of such improvements should not be included as a part of the expense for redeveloping a block 

or district. Such improvements are necessary for the proper functioning of the city as a part of 
the expense for redeveloping a block or district. Such improvements are necessary for the proper 
functioning of the city as a whole and should be provided on the same basis as for newly devel- 
oped sections of the city. 

Redevelopment and Rehabilitation Problems | 

In the selection and treatment of areas which are eligible and suitable for redevelopment; 

that is, areas in which the condition of housing and other land uses is such that it is economically 
impracticable to proceed with a program of rehabilitation, three laws are offered as an aid in 
solving of the problem. They are: (1) The Blighted Area Law, (2) The Urban Redevelopment Law, 
and (3) The Housing Authority Law. 

(1) The Blighted Area Law (66.406) gives the city the power to proceed under its own initiative to assemble 

blighted land for redevelopment purposes. 

(2) The Urban Redevelopment Law (66.405) permits redevelopment corporations to ask the city to condemn 

blighted land. 

(3) The Housing Authority Law (66.40) permits the city to create a Housing Authority and permits such an 

authority to condemn blighted land in its own right. 

It should be recognized that although primarily concerned with housing, these three statutes 

will not of necessity provide more housing as applied to blighted or insanitary areas. In fact, 
it is likely that instead of more dwelling units fewer units may be built in the redevelopment area. 
The present concentration of people in a limited number of housing units would not be permitted 
if and when selected areas are redeveloped under existing laws . Proposed restrictions relating 
to population density now being considered for these districts are more stringent than at present 

and would result in fewer people in such areas. 

Even though the cost of acquiring and assembling improved property is completely discounted, 

another problem which must be considered when a redevelopment program is proposed is that 
a considerable number of the present tenants in the area will be unable to pay the rents neces- 

sitated by high construction costs even with the inclusion of subsidies available in the Blighted 
Area and Urban Redevelopment Laws. Housing for displaced persons in this economic category 

must be provided before any program of redevelopment can be initiated. 

In addition, temporary as well as permanent shelter must be provided for these displaced 

persons. Temporary shelter is needed for those who require housing only during the construc- 
tion period and who can afford to pay established rents in the redeveloped area. Permanent 

shelter in other localities is necessary for those who (1) can no longer reside in their former areas 

because of density restrictions and (2) cannot afford to pay established rents for improved re- 

development housing. 

Replacement housing probably will have to be provided in undeveloped sections at the 

outskirts of the city. Such developments should be under the guidance of the Board of Public 

Land Commissioners and the Housing Authority of the City of Milwaukee. It is essential that the 
housing areas be integrated with the master plan of the City in order that the development fit 
into or constitute a good neighborhood or community unit. 

Important as is the problem of redevelopment that of the prevention of total blight in areas 
still rehabilitable is of more importance. Prevention is always more important than correction. 
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Furthermore, the introduction of conservation measures in areas at present only slightly affected 

by blight is less expensive than demolition and reconstruction. 

With the critical housing shortage, it is essential that present housing be preserved. Allow- 

ing dwelling units which are rehabilitable to continue to deteriorate will only add to the housing 

shortage and to the future cost of urban redevelopment. 

It appears that existing laws are insufficient to deal with the problem of rehabilitation; how- 

ever, much can be accomplished by strict enforcement of present ordinances and by adopting 

laws requiring a higher minimum standard for the maintenance of structures. 

It is believed that with the enforcement of existing laws and with additional legislation, 

present values can be preserved or even improved and better housing standards secured in 

rehabilitable areas. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

AN ESTIMATE OF THE PROBABLE COST OF 

ACQUISITION OF CERTAIN 

BLIGHTED AREAS 

by 

THOMAS A. BYRNE 
Tax Commissioner 

The Redevelopment Coordinating Committee was reorganized effective January 1, 1947 so as 

to include as a member among others the Tax Commissioner. This recognized the need for pre- 
liminary appraisal of values in areas to be selected for redevelopment. It was also recognition 
of the impossibility, as well as the lack of need for, an actual appraisal by the usual methods of 

areas selected for study, but wherein immediate acquisition would probably not take place. 

Assessed value as well as probable acquisition costs are important in any contemplated 
redevelopment program. Under the urban rehabilitation law, the last assessed value preceding 
redevelopment would become the frozen tax base for the redeveloped area for a period not ex- 
ceeding 30 years. Under the blighted area law, the municipality would be compelled to acquire 
land in the areas selected for redevelopment, demolish the buildings so as to render the land 

usable for redevelopment, and then either sell it or lease it to private redevelopers at its value 

for the new use. Thus in either instance value becomes a very important consideration. 

At the outset it should be stated that the appended study by the office of the Tax Commis- 
sioner does not deal with use value as the term is used in the blighted area law. The study is 
intended merely to furnish a factual basis for a determination of first, the level of assessed 
value which would constitute the tax base in areas developed under the urban rehabilitation 

law and second, the probable cost to acquire certain areas under the blighted area law. 

In the absence of an actual appraisal of each parcel in the three areas selected for study by 
the redevelopment coordinating committee, assessed values were used as a basis for determining 
probable cost of acquisition. This was done by the development of certain formulas which took 
into consideration the deviations between assessed values and sales prices of various kinds of 

properties in various sections of the city. Thus the method used to establish probable acquisition 

costs was essentially based upon a sample of properties which sold in 1947. These sales were 
related to assessed values in such a manner as to establish first of all a ratio of the assessed 
value to the sale and then a reciprocal which represented the same ratio plus 15 per cent. This 
reciprocal was used as a multiplier against the assessed value of each piece of property in the 
areas selected for study. 

Method of Determining Acquisition Costs 

The office of the Tax Commissioner analyzed all sales of real estate on which it was able to 
obtain information. Only “usable” sales, that is bonatide market sales rather than sales be- 

tween relatives, sales by executors, trustees, land contract sales, and the like, were analyzed. 

These sales were analyzed on the basis of three statutory classifications of real estate; res- 
idential, mercantile, and manufacturing. Within each of these classifications, the analysis con- 
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cerned itself with sales of vacant property and improved property. Residential sales were broken 
down further for analysis into four price classes based on assessed valuation: those properties 
assessed under $5,000, $5,000 to $7,500, $7,500 to $10,000, and over $10,000. 

In the case of mercantile and manufacturing properties, the sales analysis, for all practical 
purposes, was confined to improved and vacant properties. 

The assessed values of these properties in these various classifications were related to the 
total sales prices of the properties in each category in each assessment district as well as city 
wide to determine a series of ratios of assessed values to sales. Thus for example the study 
showed that in the city of Milwaukee all improved residential property which was sold in 
1947 was assessed at 52.7 per cent of total sales prices. 

As stated before, these ratios were translated into reciprocals which, when applied to the as- 

sessment of each piece of property, would produce the price at which this property could be sold 

in 1947. This, of course, assumed that, generally speaking, individual properties would sell on the 

market at the same ratio to assessed value as would other properties in the same classification 

and in the same assessment district. 

In all cases, the reciprocal was increased by 15 per cent to reflect the estimated added amount 
which any governmental body would have to pay for property as a premium in order to avoid 
condemnation. This 15 per cent factor was based upon recent purchases made by or on behalf of 

the city or housing authority for various municipal purposes. 

In each area under analysis, there is some exempt property. This presented a problem since 

such property is not assessed nor were there any sales of such property. However, the valuation 
of such exempt property is maintained in a separate file. The acquisition cost of these proper- 

ties was estimated to be the value shown on the exempt card plus 15 per cent. It may be that these 

estimates are not entirely realistic under present conditions. 

Estimates of acquisition costs for each area are presented in appendix F. Acquisition costs are 

given by blocks and for each area designated for certain uses on the master plan and indicated for 
certain types of treatment as a result of the studies made by the Health Department and the Land 
Commission as set forth earlier in this report. Separate totals are presented for areas designated 

for residential redevelopment (colored red on maps), for present residential property in areas 
designated for industrial development (colored yellow), for present residential property in areas 
designated for commercial use (colored green), and for areas designated for public or institutional 

purposes (colored black). (See Figs. 20, 21, 22.) 

In conclusion it will be observed that the estimated cost of acquisition in all cases is consid- 

erably in excess of present assessed values. Obviously this is due to the present inflationary 
condition of the real estate market and to the further fact that for various reasons assessments 
are well below present day selling prices. It is probable that within the next several years as- 

sessments will be increased so as to reflect more nearly the full value as demonstrated by sales. 

One obvious effect of such a procedure would be to increase base upon which taxes would be 

levied under the urban redevelopment law. 

Moreover, whether a given block will in the future cost more or less than the estimates herein 
made will depend entirely upon the economic condition existing at the time of purchase. 

However, it is hoped that the estimates will be of value to the city officials in forecasting 

probable costs of the blight program in the areas mentioned, and to private redevelopers in 

estimating the cost of acquiring any particular project area in which they might be interested. 
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CHAPTER V. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

by 

REDEVELOPMENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 

The purpose of this report has been to delineate the inherent and varied problems attendant 
upon the elimination of urban blight and to establish a basis for a program of remedial action. 

Careful study of the significant data herein presented emphasizes that there is no simple solution 
to the problem of blight elimination and urban redevelopment. It is apparent that there are many 
questions that must remain unanswered until an actual physical beginning affords a basis for a 

program of continuing operations. | 

The complexities of the problem and the imponderables encountered in the attempted solu- 

tion should not, however, obscure the possibilities that exist and the methods that may be 
employed to make a beginning in the eradication of urban blight. 

Fundamentally, there are two considerations. First there are the causes of blight, which 
must be removed or inhibited. The areas which at present either present no particular problem 
or are only slightly affected by blight should be properly protected and conserved. This can be 

accomplished only by the effective application of regulatory powers—zoning, control of land use, 
compulsory standards of maintenance and repair, and prompt condemnation of worthless, sub- 

standard, and non-conforming buildings. 

The second consideration is the effect of blight. Conservation measures will not prove to 

be of much value except in areas found to be rehabilitable and there only in a limited sense. 
The major problem, therefore, is the treatment of areas that require rehabilitation of existing 

structures and areas in need of demolition and reconstruction. 

A review of existing and pending legislation appears to be in order, since any program em- 

bracing all aspects of blight elimination, urban redevelopment, and housing will have to be 
predicated upon one or more of the following laws. 

l. Section 66.40 of the Wisconsin Statutes under which the public housing authority oper- 
ates and which principally has to do with creating housing for lower income groups and 

veterans. 
| 

2. The Urban Redevelopment Law, Section 66.405 of the Statutes, providing for blight and 
slum area clearance and redevelopment by private capital. 

3. The Blighted Area Law, passed in 1945, Section 66.406 of the Wisconsin Statutes, pro- 
viding for blight and slum clearance by the city and the lease or sale of land so obtained 
to private enterprise at its use value. 

4, The City of Milwaukee ordinance (Chapter 75, Milwaukee Code of Ordinances), Rules 
and Regulations Relating to the Maintenance of Housing in a Sanitary Livable Condi- 
tion, and other building code and health regulations applying to housing. 

A program of redevelopment and rehabilitation under these laws can be realized in Milwau- 
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kee only after appropriate policy determinations have been made by the Common Council. To 
assist the Common Council in the formulation of such a policy, the following recommendations 

are offered. : 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
COMMON COUNCIL ACTION 

General 

1. That the Common Council adopt the Appraisal Method of the American Public Health Associ- 

ation’s Committee on the Hygiene of Housing as the official standard for measuring the 

quality of housing in the City of Milwaukee and as the official basic method for determining 
areas eligible for redevelopment or rehabilitation. 

2. That the Common Council authorize the continuation of housing appraisal in those remaining 
census tracts which exhibit at least seven of the ten elements of blight described in the intro- 

duction to this report (43, 44, 41, 40, 27, 28, 22, 23, 18, 19, 17, 2, 36, 35, 32, 133, 117, 124, 132, 125, 
126, 130, 129, 115, 127), and such other areas as may be deemed necessary by the Health 

Department and the Land Commission. 

3. That in the three districts embraced in this report, the Land Commission recommend to the 

Common Council and the Common Council thereupon designate by resolution the blocks or 
parts of blocks to be: 

(a) Converted to parks, playgrounds or other public purposes. 

(b) Redeveloped for commercial, industrial or other completely non-residential usage. 

and that existing dwelling structures in blocks or parts of blocks designated by resolution as 

suggested under (a) and (b) above be programmed for demolition; and that the program 
| include, insofar as possible, a time schedule for accomplishment. 

4. That the Land Commission recommend to the Common Council and the Common Council 

thereupon designate by resolution the remaining blocks to constitute either residential rede- 

velopment areas, residential rehabilitation areas, or non-problem areas. 

Residential Redevelopment Areas 

5. That the designation of blocks for inclusion within each residential redevelopment area, as 

hereinafter described, be based on purely objective considerations, applicable equally to all 

parts of the city; and that a suitable formula be adopted to serve as a basis for designating 
such areas; and that the formula be such that any residential redevelopment area will con- 

tain a preponderance of unrehabilitable structures. 

6. That the formula for delimiting residential redevelopment areas [subject to planning consid- 
erations as described under 7 (b)] be based on the following requirements: 

(a) A median facilities penalty score for all contained dwelling units of 50 or over, or 

(b) A median maintenance score for all contained dwelling units of 30 or over, or 

(c) A median combined subtotal scores for facilities and maintenance for all con- 

tained dwelling units of 60 or over. 
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7. That in its recommendations to the Common Council delineating Residential Redevelopment 
Areas, the Land Commission: | 

(a) Designate for demolition and for inclusion in residential redevelopment areas 
| all red colored blocks (classified for residential redevelopment in Figs. 20, 

21, 22). 

(b) Where necessary to create good neighborhoods, include additional blocks or 
parts of blocks basically suitable for rehabilitation rather than redevelopment’ 

| (i.e, orange colored blocks in Figs. 20, 21, 22). 

8. That in residential redevelopment areas, the Health Department in enforcing the “Ordinance, 

Rules and Regulations Relating to Housing," practice interim enforcement, dealing only with 
the alleviation of the most serious conditions and elimination of sanitary nuisances.’ 

9. That any residential redevelopment area chosen as outlined above be declared as consti- 
tuting a “project area’’ as defined in the “Blighted Area Law” (Section 66.406 of the Statutes), 
or as an “area” of substandard or insanitary character as defined in the "Urban Redevel- 
opment Law” (Section 66.405 of the Statutes). 

10. That residential redevelopment areas be programmed for demolition and reconstruction, in- 
cluding, insofar as possible, a time schedule for accomplishment.’ 

The Redevelopment Coordinating Committee recognizes that the demolition and residential 
reconstruction of only the red blocks in the 11 selected census tracts is an undertaking of con- 

siderable magnitude. If a large number of blocks which have been designated as suitable for 

rehabilitation are incorporated into residential redevelopment areas, the magnitude of the rede- 
velopment problem will be greatly augmented. Such an augmented problem may prove to be 
impossible of solution within the foreseeable future because of the limited financial resources 
of the municipality. 

It should be noted that the red colored blocks do not constitute the extent of the problem 
of residential demolition and reconstruction in Milwaukee. These blocks constitute the minimum 
area in which action is necessary in the 11 census tracts studied. The extent to which demolition 

is indicated in other blighted areas can be determined only by future studies. Formulation of 

policy and actual blight elimination activity should not, however, await the completion of 
additional studies. 

*The inclusion of rehabilitable blocks, adjacent to or surrounded by a majority of unrehabilitable ones, 

may be necessary in order to assure that a residential redevelopment area be of proper shape and homoge- 

neity. 

“Extensive rehabilitation or modernization should not be attempted in areas scheduled for demolition within 

a reasonably short period of time. The importance of a demolition program including a time schedule for 

accomplishment, therefore, is apparent. 

“Under existing legislation it is improbable that more than fragmentary redevelopment will be accomp- 

lished within any particular “residential redevelopment area,’ and the establishment of any time schedule 

for accomplishment is virtually impossible. If a complete reconstruction within each “residential redevelop- 

ment area” is to be accomplished in an orderly and progressive fashion, the securance of new legislation 

seems necessary. This need will constitute the subject of a separate communication to the Common Council 

at a later date. 
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Residential Rehabilitation Areas 

ll. That the Land Commission recommend to the Common Council and the Common Council 

thereupon designate by resolution the remaining orange colored blocks, in Figs. 20, 21, 22 
[not included as part of "residential redevelopment areas” under 7(b)!, as “residential re- 
habilitation areas.” 

12. That within such designated “residential rehabilitation areas,” the ‘Ordinance, Rules and 

Regulations Relating to Housing” be fully enforced by the Health Department. 

13. That the Land Commission recommend to the Common Council and the Common Council 

thereupon declare by resolution that any block or blocks included within such residential 

rehabilitation areas will not subsequently be included in resideniial redevelopment areas 

(scheduled for demolition) until a specified number of years have elapsed. If owners are to 

be encouraged and required to improve dwellings in residential rehabilitation areas, it is 
most important that no change be made in the use of all dwelling structures which now meet, 

or can be made to meet, and which will continue to meet suitable dwelling standards. Any 
vacillation in policy which would result in a block being first included within a residential 
rehabilitation area, and a few years later in a residential redevelopment area, would be dis- 
astrous to any sound rehabilitation activity. 

14. That adequate rehabilitation of dwelling units within residential redevelopment areas be 

pushed with all possible vigor. 

Recommended Procedure for Blight Elimination 

A two and one-half million dollar bond issue for blight elimination was recently authorized 

by Milwaukee voters. Aside from general policy and program determinations, a major problem 

is the selection of the most prudent method of using these funds in order to obtain the maximum __ 

possible benefits. : 

Obviously, there are two immediate limitations. First, two and one-half million dollars will 
defray only a relatively small part of the total cost of blight elimination even if confined to the 
three districts covered by this report. Second, the practical difficulties of relocating on-site fam- 

ilies during the existing housing shortage precludes large scale demolition and redevelopment 

and may make any time schedule for accomplishment impossible. 

Comprehensive block improvement embracing a combination of rehabilitation of the better 
existing dwelling structures and demolition and replacement of the more substandard structures 
could be undertaken at this time. 

The Redevelopment Coordinating Committee therefor recommends that after adoption by 

the Common Council of the recommendations described in 1 to 14 inclusive, the procedure be as 

follows: 

1. That the Board of Public Land Commissioners recommend to the Common Council and the Com- 

mon Council thereupon designate by resolution the boundaries of a residential project area 

or project areas in accordance with the provisions of the Blighted Area Law (Section 66.406 

Wis. Statutes). 

2. That the Board of Public Land Commissioners in adopting the boundaries of initial project areas | 

use the suggested neighborhood redevelopment project areas’ (Lapham Park, Brady-Hum.- 
boldt, Vieau Park) as shown in Figs. 23, 24, 25. 
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3. That blight elimination in the three project areas be accomplished by either of the following 

two methods or by a combination of both: 

(a) Redevelopment by demolition and reconstruction on a complete block basis.’ 

(b) Infiltration, that is, redevelopment by demolition of selected structures to be re- 
placed by new buildings and rehabilitation of other selected structures within the 

same block. 

4. That essential steps in the redevelopment of a block or blocks by the infiltration method 

be as follows: 

(a) Determine number and location of buildings to be demolished and determine 

alteration possibilities of remaining buildings. 

(b) Obtain options and buy at negotiated price as many parcels as possible. 

(c) Condemn remaining parcels, thus acquiring entire block. 

(d) Prepare plan studies of housing to be built on land to be vacated by demolition 
as well as treatment of existing buildings to be altered to meet reasonably com- 
parable standards. Indicate general type of structure ultimately to replace 
existing structures so altered or rehabilitated. 

(e) Demolish unfit and non-conforming buildings. Prepare site and offer vacated 
land for sale or lease for private development subject to general compliance 
with the overall plan for the block and with the city’s guarantee that the re- 

maining structures will be rehabilitated in conformance with the same overall 
plan and ultimately removed for replacement by new buildings. As a corollary 

development, the Housing Authority could incorporate part of its veterans’ hous- 
ing projects on such vacated land. | 

({) Rehabilitate, alter, and remodel remaining buildings as may be required. 

(g) Calculate amortization of total investment in rehabilitated buildings and establish 
schedule for their eventual demolition and for offer to sell or lease vacated land 

as under (e). 

Under such a plan, each entire block could eventually be rebuilt by private builders except 

for housing built by the city for veterans if so programmed. The remodelling of existing build- 
ings could also be undertaken by the city, and the units could remain under city ownership until 
amortized. The life span of each structure, in terms of investment and probable use value, could 
be determined in advance. 

*The Redevelopment Coordinating Committee, in preceding portions of this report, has indicated the need 

for redevelopment of areas of greater scope than the project areas here suggested. The project areas for 

initial redevelopment constitute only a small portion of the total redevelopment need within the 11 census 

tracts studied. 

®>As has been repeatedly pointed out, the practical difficulties associated with the relocation of on-site 

families during the existing housing shortage preclude large scale demolition and redevelopment on a 

block basis. It may be possible in selected blocks to erect new structures on those portions of lots un- 

occupied by dwelling structures such as rear yards and alleys. Subsequent to erection of new structures, 

the existing buildings could be demolished. 
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If authorized, the Housing Authority could undertake such a project in its entirety with the 

aid and cooperation of other city departments. While under city ownership, the remodelled 
structures could be used to house veterans and families of low income. The problem of re- 

housing on-site families will naturally occur. In a project of this sort, however, there may be pos- 
sibilities for temporary on-site arrangements; whereas, in an area contemplated for mass 
demolition and total redevelopment, the simultaneous rehousing of numerous families during the 
current shortage of housing will probably constitute an insurmountable obstacle. 

Recommended Procedure for Commercial Redevelopment 

In addition to the planning of project areas in which residential blight is to be eliminated 

by a process of demolition and residential reconstruction and/or residential rehabilitation, there 

is another major problem. This involves the elimination of blighted dwelling structures in non- 
residential areas and making available needed space for commercial, industrial, and other 
nonresidential uses. 

Although the current housing shortage militates against the remolition of residential struc- 
tures for the conversion of land use to industria! or other purposes at the present time, the Re- 

development Coordinating Committee recommends the procedure to be as follows: 

1. That the Board of Public Land Commissioners recommend to the Common Council and the 
Common Council thereupon designate by resolution the boundaries of an industrial project 
area or project areas in accordance with the provisions of the Blighted Area Law (Section 

66.406 Wis. Statutes). | 

2. That the essential steps in the redevelopment of industrial project areas be as follows: 

(a) Make a complete appraisal of the area and obtain all necessary information re- 

garding residential occupancies such as number of families, occupancy status, 

rentals or rental equivalents, etc. 

(b) Determine number and location of residential or partly residential buildings to 
be demolished. 

(c) Obtain options and buy at negotiated price as many residential or partly resi- 
dential parcels as possible. 

(d) Condemn remaining parcels, thus acquiring all residential or partly residential 

properties. 

(e) Purchase or condemn as many remaining mercantile or industrial buildings as 

appear to be physically worthless or unrehabilitable. 
({) Demolish all sub-standard residential or partly residential buildings and all 

worthless mercantile or industrial buildings as rapidly as present on-site resi- 

dents of dwelling structures can be relocated. 

(g) Offer vacated land for sale or lease for private development for mercantile or 
industrial use. 

Residential and industrial redevelopment projects of the types suggested above could be- 

come entirely private operations, with the city lending its assistance only in the acquisition 
of land and in the exercise of regulatory control dealing with the type and quality of develop- 

ment to be undertaken. In the case of an industrial type project, the cleared land could, in 

selected locations, be used for automobile parking or other nonresidential uses. In any event, 

the full possibilities of the proposals cannot be realized until the work is actually undertaken. 

Specific problems can be resolved only in terms of specific blocks that may be designated for 
remedial action by the Land Commission and the Common Council. 
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13 23 23 66 65 33 65 | 73 31 | 42 | 60 77 | 99 | 125 
14 19 19 45 44 42 65 | 78 26 | 35 | 54 83 | 103 | 119 
15 10 10 19 19 67 83 | 92 16 | 36 | 46 90 | 123 | 135 
16 4 4 11 10 35 45 | 67 8 | 15 | 35 46 | 85 | 100 
17 14 14 32 32 36 50 | 84 18 | 25 | 36 52 | 74 | 99 

roran | 188 188 478 468



Table 13 

HOUSING STATISTICS FOR CENSUS TRACT 21 

FACILITIES 
wo ox NO. OF TOTAL WELL. FACILITIES MAINTENANCE & MAINTENANCE 

BLOCK STRUC- STRUC- DWELL- ING 
NO. TURES TURED ING UNITS UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER 

SCORED UNITS SCORED QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- Sy 

TILE TILE THE TILE TILE TILE = 

1 6 6 10 10 15 | 38 | 63 15 | 44 | 52 33 | 83 97 = 
2 30 30 77 77 26 57 | 77 33 | 50 | 64 73 | 107 | 132 be 
3 22 22 55 55 39 | 58 | 73 | 29] 45 | 65 | 74 | 115 | 137 3 
4 20 | 20 47 46 17 | 35 | 56 23 | 35 | 47 47 | 79 98 = 
5 16 16 28 28 24 41 | 65 16 | 26 | 65 46 | 68 | 103 t 
6 4 4 9 8 35 55 | 108 0| 10 | 17 55 | 88 | 103 | |& 
7 | 16 16 29 29 24 58 | 75 6/ 13 | 25 35 | 70 96 & 
8 9 9 | 15 | 15 55 65 | 78 26 | 35 | 51 68 | 99 123 c 
g 38 38 84 84 || 35 55 | 74 35 | 45 | 60 77 |105 | 131 tO 

lL 10 26 26 54 54 27 50 | 64 24 | 46 | 63 54 | 95 116 3 
° 11 42 42 89 87 19 33 | 59 33 | 49 | 60 59 | 84 | 112 pe 

12 16 16 37 36 21 34 | 71 36 | °55 | 65 64 | 90 125 S 
13 25 25 44 44 41 56 | 71 24) 50 | 69 62 | 110 | 152 © 
14 24 24 64 59 16 | 45) 73 7| 14 | 26 26 | 62 89 S 
15 34 34 79 77 16 25 | 44 12 | 25 | 29 30 | 52 74 S 
16 14 14 35 35 45 65 | 79 14 | 30 | 60 57 | 112 | 137 2 
17 18 18 52 _ 51 19 33 | 53 13|_27 | 48 | 49 | 70 91 =: 
18 36 36 77 77 31 | 69) 98 24 | 35 | 54 62 (111 | 140 
19 22 | 22 45 45 | 31 49 | 66 | 28 | 45 | 63 67 | 99 | 123 = 
20 15 15 25 25 | 19 33 | 55 | 13; 27 | 50 33 | 66 106 S 

—21_|_22 ~+|__22 37 65 25 | 36 50. | 88 | 111 | | § 
22 INDUSTRIAL _ | 
23 INDUSTRIAL 
24 38 38 87 86 24 57 | 71 3] 25 | 39 43 | 82 | 104 

TOTAL 493 493 1079 1064



Table 14 | 
HOUSING STATISTICS FOR CENSUS TRACT 29 

| we or wo. oF roma. oweLl FACILITIES MAINTENANCE a MAINTENANCE | 

wo Tunes | URE ime” | orem conan | Stet | SEES | conan | SME | SEP | eon | SME 
FILE me || ree ree || rice TILE 

1 56 56 118 117 19 | 46 | 65 6 | 17 | 33 38 | 64 | 87 
2 20 20 AT 47 28 | 50 | 70 7 | 16 | 34 | 36 | 67 | 105 
3 8 8 14 14 16 35 | 54 | 29 | 44 | 49 63 | 75 | 106 
4 20 | 20 | 40 40 | 19 | 32/ 59 | 5 | 9 | 15 | 26 | 46 | 79° 
5 26 26 50 49 10 28 | 49 9 | 19 | 43 19 | 55 | 92] |, 

| 6 55 55 | 104 | 101 15 23 | 45 0 7 | 21 18 38 | 67 ~ 
La) ee 62 142 138 19 35 | 63 T1527 30 | 54 | 74] /8 

| 8 55 55 131 130 15 | 23 | 38 | 11 | 23 | 36 | 32] 50] 7o0|] {® 
| 9 59 59 142 141 18 34 | 60 8 16 | 32 32 | 55 | 88 > 

10 14 14 30 28 | 24 | 34] 59 | oO 5 | 25 | 25 | 57 75 
11 38 38 | 82 80 20 | 44] 57 | 10 | 17 | 29 | 39 | 65 | 82 
12 35 35 62 59 20 40 | 59 || 16 | 32 | 44 45 | 73 | 97 
13 20 20 76 76 12 19 | 51 0 0 9 10 18 | 59 

14 4) 34 34 72 70 36 | 55 | 65 | 17 | 35 | 48 | 59 | 89 / 111 
15 32 32 81 | 80 | 18 | 40 | 69 | 13 | 33 | 59 | 42 | 71 | 113 
16 41 41 104 103 24 | 41 | 69 | 25 | 37 | 59 | 54 | 91 | 122 
17 29 29 59 57 24 | 35 | 52 | 12 | 15 | 39 || 43 | 62) 99 

| roran | 604 604 | 1354 | 1330 |



Table 15 

HOUSING STATISTICS FOR CENSUS TRACT 30 | 

a. oor | Noor ora. owe FACILITIES MAINTENANCE & M, MNTENARICE : 

wo | Sunes | temee | “Ie” | units | urrer | | tower | urren = Lowen | upren e cower | | 
TILE mus [ome | | me | tue TILE ~ 

1 15 15 51 48 28 | 50 77 0 5 21 | 32, 66 | 90 = 

2 1 1 1 1 (Scdre Incomplete) S 

3 31 31 66 66 17 | 34 | 52/8 | 16 24 | 25 | 43 | 64 : 
4 49 49g 92 | 92 17 | 32 55 4 | 15 26 || 26 46 | 81 G 

5 Al 41 72 72 19 | 40 62 5 | 17 46 | 31 72 | 96 q 
| 6 36 | 36 71 71 | 24 | 45 | 61] 9 | 27 | 36 | 38 | 70/105 | | $ 
. 7 — 18 | 18 33 32 gs | 18 25 0 0 o | 12 21 | 27 

8 - 24 24 53 53 15 | 52 | 75] 0 6 14 | 18 57 | 87 S 
9 26 26 79 79 11 | 23 57 0 | 17 39 | 13 62 | 95 < 

10 25 25 96 96 | 16 | 33 52 7 | 18 27 || 28 54 | 71 2 
11 32 32 78 77 17 | 26 56 | 12 | 26 40 | 38 58 | 88 : 

12 31 31 69 65 17 | 32 48 | 24 | 37 50 | 42 73 }103 | { 

13 19 19 66 66 31 | 55 66 | 12 | 15 31 | 61 76 | 95 : 
14 17 17 22 16 25 | 43 57 4 | 15 27 || 37 70 | 82 | > 

15 23 23 97 97 12 | 53 75 6 | 15 21 || 30 65 | 101 S 
16 21 21 57 55 17 36 | 60 | 6 | 15 | 29 | 26 | 55 | 78 y 

rota. | 409 409 | 1006 976 |



Table 16 

HOUSING STATISTICS FOR CENSUS TRACT 31 

wags |e en oe 
BLOCK STRUC- DWELL- ING ne == sue | unre | ere | ay | tomen verano [bowen | urren || cower 

1 28 28 3 0 20 7 18 30 O | O |} O- 7 16 30 

2 | 38 38 | | Tt 
Tas [as [a0 30 | 13 | 24} 31 | o | 0 | 4 | 13) 28 | 33° 
ee 

4} a 81 | 11 | 25 | 48 | oO | oO fe for q 
7 29 | 29 | 47 48 1328 | 50 | 8 | 10 7 | 16 48 | 61 | JR 

ss —8_|__25 | __25 | 101) 99 a7 ate 0 os 16 34 | 55 | 
i ee 

ca 21 | 21 | 53 | 53 | 20 | 25 | 53 | o | 3 | g 12 | 27 | 53 > 
11 26 26 50 | 50 15 | 35 | 57 0 Oo | 7 | 15 | 41] 61 
12 5 5 8 8 27 a4 66 | 11 11 | 23 39 62 76 
13 1 1 2 2 0 58 | 0 0 | 10 | 0 0 69 0 
14 13 13 24 24 19 46 | 79 | O | 3 | 12 22, 51 | 88 
15 13 13 25 25 17 — 38 72 0 3 9 17 O17 87 

16 26 26 75 74 21 42 66 0 4 16 26 48 72 

TOTAL 295 295 664 650



Table 17 

HOUSING STATISTICS FOR CENSUS TRACT 6 

| uo. or wo, oF ora. owe. FACILITIES MAINTENANCE & MAINTENANCE : 

wo. | ‘runes | Jedneo | units | sconeo | Guam | meoian| ‘usm || Guam |weoian | ‘cuan’ | Quam: |meoan | ‘cuans | | 
TILE TILE TILE TILE TILE TILE bn 

1 | 22 11 52 32 7 | 25 | sof oj} 2 6 | 12 | 25 | 60 y 
2 22 11 53 29 12 | 15 ig | o | oO 5 | 7 14 | 37 = 
3 30 13 71 43 i3 | 27 | 7] 1 | 4 7/13 | 32) 81 = | 
4 7 7 54 52 43 | 63 74 | 10 | 18 | 34 | 68 86 | 99 @ 
5 18 7 80 38 25 | 53 75 | oO | 0 4 || 28 53 | 78 q 
6 22 9 47 26 6 | 20 55 | o | Oo 0 | 10 30 | 57 = 

I 7 27 15 117 77 19 | 36 67 || 0 0 O | 17 32 | 72 ms 

T 8 20 15 125 125 || 16 | 41 | 71 0 | 7 22 || 16 53 | 85 &. 
9 15 9 64 64 28 | 47 75 | 0 | 0 0 | 28 50 | 76 S 

10 19 13 65 59 31 | 48 62 | o | 3 7 | 37 4s | 61 $ 
11 21 11 209 127 33 | 38 65 | o | 0 01] 27 37 | 75 9 
12 10 10 74 67 22 | 37 54 0 | 2 6 | 24 38 | 53 - 

—13 | SCHOOL | a 

14 | 13 | 11 | 136 | 136 | 26 | 37 | 45 | o | o | o | 22 | 35 | 50 | |® 
15 | 15 | 8 | 124 | 82 | 35 | 47 | 66 | o | 4 | 9 | 4 | 54 | mm | [8 

16 6 6 83 76 g | 22 so | Oo | 2 6 || 10 23 | 81 5 
17 10 | 10 204 62 39 | 60 9 | o | 7 34 | 43 86 | 116 : 

sora, | 277 166 |1558 |1095 |



Table 18 

HOUSING STATISTICS FOR CENSUS TRACT 7 

| so. or cova oweet. | FACILITIES | MAINTENANCE & MAINTENARICE 

| BLOCK tue. STRUC- DWELL- ING ne 
| NO. TURES TURED ING UNITS UPPER LOWER | UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER 

SCORED UNITS SCORED QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- 

! TILE _ TILE | TILE TILE TILE TILE 

__1 |. _INDUSTRIAL| | a — fp 
_ 2.) INDUSTRIAL, | ff _ 

—5_|___ INDUSTRIAL |& MANUPACTUR NG | yf 
— 4) 27 4 18 25 | 387 | 61 | (10 | 28 27. | 40 | 65 
ee 14 | 25) 60 | O | 1 /| 16 18 | 35 | 76 — 
6 | 25 | 13 +) 74 | 438 20 | 87 | oO | lo | 13_| 26 | 39° 

ee es 1 es 2036 60 | o | 5 | 9 | 23 | 38 | 81 
$a 3S) 483 |) =a 73 —20_ 

_9 INDUSTRIAL) ee — f ne 
_10_|"__INDUSTRIAL |& PLAYGROUND _ |} — 
_11_|__INDUSTRIAL |& MANUFACTURING N 
AR) 9) 8 20 | 20 | 17) 44 65 | oO oa as 4470 S 

iB 1329 a 67 | 39 33 41/55 | 0.) 10 | 25 | 29 | 52 75 3 
an 14____30____tl___68_|_ 24 | 23) 5070 o/s 10 | 28 | 49 | 67 | = 

| 15 |. 33 12 84 45 9 25. 44 | 0 rere’ 48 = a : 
16) 26 |B | —29_ 74 |_o |__| 39 | 73 | ss 
—12_ 10.9). 68 _|_67 _ 9 _|__27 | 3 | 13 | 20 | 26 | 39 | 87 | 
18, 16 8 | 140 | 54 | 44 | 65 | 88 9 | 20 | 27 59 | 83 | 101 | 

19 J ISTHTUTIO L L | _ | ; 
20 55} 31 __|__31__} 16 | 43 | _85_ | 0 | 22 | 27 16 | 57 | 110 

—21_|__22 | _22 | 48 | 45 88s | 8d —1_|_12_|_33 “4p | 19113 | 
22 | 9 dT | 48 3 | 25 L 85 | 95 | 
23 I AL} ee i] 
24 | INDUSTRIAL| | a | 

—25_| INDUSTRIAL; fT a oo 
26, 10 | 10 | 23 | 23 30 ~ 84 9 | 18 | 28 49 | 88 | 129° 
27 | 7 TS o3 | 65 | 79 | 16 | 21 | 29 75 | 90 | 108 

_ 28 | INSTITUTIONAL & MANUFACTURING a eee Cee 
29 | 14 | 41 | 104 |g 41 | 57 | 89 | o | 5 74 | 99° 
30 | 15 | 9 | 126 5 | 29 _o | 4° _29 | 60° 
31_|___21 | 10 | +160 | 99 | 39 | 58) 81 | 9 | 16 | 22 | 52 | 78 | 96 
32 | 19 | 8 | 74 | 47 i9 | 36; 63 | o | oO| 12 20 | 39 | 70° 

TOTAL 431 234 1410 883 |



Table 19 

HOUSING STATISTICS FOR CENSUS TRACT 8 

oe co. or vorat sweet. | FACILITIES MAINTENANCE a M, INTE A RCE 

BLOCK STRUC- STRUC- DWELL- ING 
NO. TURES TURED ING UNITS UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER 

SCORED UNITS SCORED QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- Ss 

owe MME ERE | URS) ha TILE ee TILE TILE — TILE TILE OE = 

1 61 23 136 | 60 26 52 | 72 1 11_|.17 34 | 59 89 = 
2 INDUSTRIAL 7 oo th 
3 INDUSTRIAL | 3 
4 INDUSTRIAL a oe = 
5 16 8 | 24 | 15 19 51 | 61 2 12 | 27 | 48 | 70 87 2 
6 25 13 61 29 33. 63 | 68 0 4 12 31 64 77 3 
7 | 44 18 105 | 48 25 60 | 86 2 8 | 17 32 | 68 95 & 
8 | 75 38 139 72 23 50 | 67 0 6 | 16 | 29 | 59 77 q 
9 50 | 19 | 3695 | 89 14 95 | 52 0 1 7 16 | 31 57 > 

| |_10 37 | 14 69 28 42 54 | 70 0 7 17 43 | 68 86 2 
> | 11 39 | 17 75 | 40 | 13 24 | 37 0 4 9 15 32 48 ms 
12 | 24 11 47 23 27 48 |_ 71 0 2 | 11 | 38 | 54 71 a 
_ 13 17 7 33 16 10 20 | 30 0 3 |.10 || 13 | 32 40 S 

14 23 10 41 | 21 14 18 | 25 Oo | 0 5 10 | 23 33 s 
15 22 10 40 19 15 55 | 86 0 0 13 | 50 88 S 
16 21 | @Q 35 18 i5 | 25 | 45 0 0 5 13 | 30 52 = 
17 | = @Q 9 13 12 6 | 13 | 23 0 0 1 9 | 16 | 33 SO 
18 19 | 9 | 35 19 16 24 | 30 4 9 | 13 23 | 34 49 ~ 
19_| 24 10 39 20 6 16 | 29 0 ae: 11 | 23 36 = 

_ 20 | 16 6 24 9 17 | 27 | 47 1 5 | 8 27 | 37 56 S 
_21 ); #5 | #45 | #8 8 19 | 35 | 45 O | 4/1 +7 27 | 39 | 52) (§ 

22 4 4 10 12 25 40 | 75 9 | 16 | 22 | 33 | 67 | 100 & 
23 12 6 19 9 12 18 | 34 3 6 8 9 | 23 37 

TOTAL 543 246 1048 517



Table 20 

HOUSING STATISTICS FOR CENSUS TRACT 114 

FACILITIES so. or sora oweLt. FACILITIES MAINTENANCE aM NTEN ANCE 

BLOCK armUe. STRUC- DWELL- ING 
NO. TURES TURED ING UNITS UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER 

SCORED UNITS SCORED QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- 

TILE TILE TILE TILE TILE TILE 

_ 1 | 6 | #25 | 12 12 49 | 73 | § 4 | 6) 8 94 | 76 | 104 
2 {| 18 | 13 | 26 | 26 37. | 53 | 74 o | 11 | 43 46 | 79 | 110 
3 | ia { 11 | 28 | _ 28 28 | 531 79 1 9 | 25 41 | 64 93 
_4] ep] 7 | 26 5 __85 | 10¢ Pi | 98 | 116 
_ 5 | 42 | 41 | 41 | 4 4° 00 p | 10 | 18 B | 85 | 10¢ 
_ 6 INST ON ee ee 

7 7 7 25 2 46 62 |_7 8 13 56 | 79 88 
8 INDUSTRIAL 
9 INDUSTRIAL | 

10 13 13 32 32 22 48 | 71 0 5 8 26 | 48 79 
ll | 14 13 4] 90 5 8 j 59 | 107 132 aw 

| 12 14 12 40 4c j 64 q ‘ 0 Ad 73 93 — 

by 13 INSTITUTIONAL | _—_____ _—___ | % 
| , 14 13 13 18 is | 40 | 54 |_ 7 12 | 20 | 49 | 77 | 93 = 

15 14 14 26 26 26 43 | 67 0 7 | 10 29 | 52 85 = 
16 7 7 15 9 35 45 | 63 0 5 | 29 35. 54 66 ~ 

l 9 9 5 I 5 | 9 7 (> eu ] Q 98 uM 

20 2] 9 29 56 A 0 3 o L 113 

_ 21 | #220 | #39 | 35 g ; _ 54 | 69 Dp | oO | 5 ft 
22 | 25 | #310 | #39 24 15_ | 40 | 79 D | 4) +~6 _ 51 | 82 

_ 23 | 14 | #26 | 24 12 42, | 53 | 72 4 2 9 | 60 | 77 | 
_ 24 | 21 | 1 | 29 17 32 | 51 | 74 4 | 7 | 10 _ 63 | 84 

_25 | 5 | 5 | 14 __43 | 7 _ 2. 57 | 7 
_26 | 25 | +29 | 34 _ 23 p | o| € 29 | 54° 
_ 27 | 48 | #39 | #22 __60 | 80 Dp | oO 43 | 63 | 80 

28 21 11 43 25 | 80 0 7 | 415 | 33 80 
29 29 12 39 v 29 | 58 0 1 + 22. 32 54 
30 18 8 40 17 11 26 | 56 1 | 12 39 54 
31 17 10 29 22 20 35 | 55 | 3 | 4 8 20 43 64 

TOTAL 390 257 783 643 —



Table 21 

HOUSING STATISTICS FOR CENSUS TRACT 113 

| | | | | | | | FACILITIES | — — | vorat sweee. FACILITIES MAINTENANCE | & MAINTENSNCE 

BLOCK STRUC- DWELL- ING 
No. cv UReS TURED | ING UNITS UPPER LOWER || UPPER LOWER || UPPER | LOWER 

SCORED | UNITS SCORED QUAR- weoian QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN | QUAR- w 

_ | TILE TILE TILE _ TILE TILE TILE 09° 

4) a | a | tt : 17 34 4 4 8 | 14 25 | 47 63 > 
2 13 __ 13 45 45 22 33_| 69 3 7 | 21 28 | 39 | 97 em 

3 66 30 107 53 25 50 | 82 0 5 | 26 38 | 63 | 105 | | 
4 89 39 | 145 75 18 30 | 50 0 4 9 23 | 37 61 = 
5 22 22 72 67 34 46 | 74 1 8 9 38 | 54 93 = 
6 21 21 45 45 21 47 | 80 0 3 1 8 28 | 50 | 81] |R 
7 25 25 51 | 51. | 28 50 | 78 0 5 | 17 32 | 62 | 100 a 
8 29 12 47 21 24 56 | 66 0 4 5 25 | 60 73 a 
9 18 18 37 18 18 22 | 49 0 6 8 21 | 29 53 o 

[ |-to | 23 | 12 | 38 | 4s 17 4 0 4 | 12 | 19 37 = 
PF ji 23 23 45 44 38 | 52 0 4_|_15 21 | 39 56 | | 2 

_ 12 9 9 14 14 5 10 | 45 0 0 | 6 8 | 13 45 & 
13 11 11 27 27 20 51 | 58 0 O | 16 20 | 53 73 < 
14 19 19 43 41 29 40 | 79 0 10 | 15 35 | 50 95 S | 
15 24 24 45 45 || 12 | 26) 63 0 1 3 17 | 31 65 3 
16 27 13 42 24 20 45 | 93 0 1 4 21 | 51 | 95 3 
17 32 15 47 25 31 40 | 58 0 0 0 31 | 42 59 . 

18 30 17 68 48 48 | 65 0 0 0 20 | 48 65 . 
__19 31 | 14 42 21 18 | 30 0 0 | 0 13. | 20 30 a 
20} 24 11 39 21 18 31 | 34 0 0] 5 19 | 31 38 | {§ 
_ 21 23 13 32 20 9 23 | 40 3 4 6 || 13 | 25 49 S 

22 95 11 53 42 23 46 | 67 0 0 0 92 | 44 65 % 
23 29 17 35 25 15 32 | 51 0 4 9 16 | 43 64 

| 24 16 G 18 5 10 35 | 41 0 | O 0 10 | 35 41 
_ 25 | 32 | 18 | 53 __18 | 62 Dp | o| 3 8 | 16 | 65 

TOTAL 672 424 1221 868 | 

|



Table 22 

HOUSING STATISTICS FOR CENSUS TRACT 116 

reese ees 

FACILITIES 
co. or NO. OF TOTAL OD WELL. FACILITIES MAINTENANCE & MAINTENANCE 

BLOCK STRUC- STRUC- DWELL- ING 
NO. TURES TURED ING UNITS UPPER LOWER upren | LOWER UPPER LOWER 

SCORED UNITS SCORED QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- QUAR- MEDIAN QUAR- 

TILE TILE TILE TILE TILE TILE 

1, 38 8 6 27, | 44 | 54 | 10 | 15 | 18 40 | 55 | 70 
2 | 17 | 17 | | 20 | 52 | 72 oO | 0 | O 19 | 59 | 73 

_ 3 | 16 | 16 | 388 | 34 10 | 37 | 59 Oo | O | 9 130) 37 | 65 

_ 4 | 321 | 16 | 56 | 32 28 57 | 73 | 0 é _| 61 76 

_ 5 | 11 | 11 | 21 1 29 | 49 | 68 | O | 8 | 24 54 | 83 

— 6 | 15 | 15 | 25 35 | 69 | 87 | O |_6__|_49 41 ae 

7 | 29 |) 615 | 48 15 | 24 | 46 | O ; O | 4 18 | 28 | 50_ 
8 | 17 | 17 |B __ 18 | 29 Oj O 4 —_ 20 | 33 

9 | 30 | 20 | 62 48 15 | 48 oO | 0 10/16 | 48 
10 31 16 45 2) 26 | 43 | 55 | 1 1 4 28 47 60 

Al _|24 24 | 40 14 31 | 65 | O | 4 | 4 14. | 37 | 78 be 
12 | 27 | 15 | 42 | 26 | 15 | 37 | 59 | O | O | O | 15 | 37 | 65 _ ia 

\ 13 | 29 17_-«| 47 | 8 | 84 | bo | 7 4 | 48 | 68 | 88 y 
? 14 | 26 13 | 46 | 84 | to | 16 | 50 | OF} OU | A | 3 | 7 | 50 S 

15 | 22 2 pi 17 | 32) 49 _9 | 16 _45 | 62. = 
_16 ISTRIAL| _ _ — bs 
17 |. 20 | 20) 37 35 | 52 _1 | 6 25 | 37 | 53 

18 34 17 | COCA 16 a3 64 0 0 0 16 o3 64 

19 41 19 96 3 16 30 | 49 0 0 4 17 32 54 

20 31 30 76 76 10 16 39 0 0 4 10 17 40 

_ 21 | 34 | 34 | 48 | 48 13 | 30 | 53 | O | 7 | 212 21 | 37 | 61 

22 |) 79 | 33 | 113 583 7 | 13 | 28 oO | O | 90 7 | 14 | 36, 

23 | 81 | 32 | 113 | 954 10_ | 24 | 43 Oo | O | J 120) 24 | 47 

24 | 76 | 34 | 99 | 46 __ 28 | Oo I5 | 29 | 60. 
20 29 28 91 4 29 49 0 7 34 oa” 

26 6] 26 80 46 8 | 40 2 0 6 20 46 63 

27 69 24 82 24 33 39 0 0 1 29 37 20 

28 | 64 24 85 30 20 28 ol O | 6 | 14 23 33 61 

29 48 20 73 31 29 49 a7 2 4 7 36 a7 64 

TOTAL 1021 578 1620 986
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Appendix B 

APPENDIX B 

DWELLING APPRAISAL ITEMS 

An effort is made here to explain health, safety or other significant aspects of each appraisal 
item, as presented in Table 5. Where an item represents a new type of evaluation, the reasoning 
behind it is more fully explained than where it follows usual housing survey practice. 

Each item is identified by its number on the Unit Appraisal Form, followed by the number of 

the field schedule item from which it is scored. For each item the condition earning zero penalty 

and the condition incurring the maximum score is specified. 

The items apply equally to family dwelling units and rooming units except as noted. Scores 
for any item may vary slightly in a rooming unit from the dwelling unit values given here. 

Following the explanation of an appraisal item in terms of its purpose, content and range of 

scores, reference is made to a table or tables appearing in appendix C. These tables show the ex- 

tent of occurrence of each particular deficiency within each of the 11 census tracts. Just as the 

appraisal system facilitates the presentation of data on the basis of census tracts, the same data is 

readily obtainable on the basis of individual blocks or any conceivable group of blocks. Presen- 

tation of such detailed data tabulated on a block basis would serve to make this report unneces- 
sarily voluminous. The Health Department can, however, tabulate such data on a block basis for 
any individual or organization having use for it. 

Facilities 

Deficiency items 1-20 deal with the fixed physical characteristics of the dwelling or rooming 
unit and containing structure. Items 1-6 give the characteristics of the structure, and items 7-20 

give those of the individual unit. | 

1. Structure: Main Access: scored from schedule item 57. The purpose is to penalize a struc- 

ture not provided with normal access from a street, on the ground that access through a rear 
yard or alley may involve specific hazards, such as lack of light at night or accident haz- 

ards in circulating through a space which may not be provided with standard walks and 

may be littered with refuse. The item is not intended to measure the more fundamental de- 
fects often associated with rear yard or alley structures; they will be disclosed by other 

deficiency items. 

The standard penalty scores range from zero for normal street access to 6 points for 
main access through an alley. 

Table 23 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units by census tract having 
main access to the structure from the street and from the alley or rear yard. Access to 
the structure from the alley or rear yard varies from 1.0 per cent in census tract 6 to 15.0 

per cent in census tracts 29 and 116. 

2. Water Supply: (source for structure): scored from items 58 and S8a. This item distinguishes 
between structures served by regular municipal or other public source and those which have 

private supplies or lack a water supply on the premises. The purpose is to penalize slightly 

8] —
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all structures depending on a source of water which is not publicly supervised and may 

be subject to contamination, and to impose severe penalties for water supplies which 
the health department deems positively unsafe. Scores range from zero for public supply to 
a maximum of 25 points for a non-public supply disapproved by the health department. 

Where a supplementary appraisal is made under S8a, this item can become a basic de- 
ficiency with specific disapproval by the health department. Where no such supplemen- 
tary appraisal is made, the maximum standard score is 8 points for no water supply on the 
premises and the item does not become a basic deficiency. A token score of 3 points is 
given for any non-public supply, and all such cases can be segregated by punch cards for © 
further investigation. 

3. Sewer Connection: scored from S89 to 89a. In this item, resembling the one above, distinction | 

is made between siructures served by public sewers, those with private septic tanks or other 
water-carriage system, and those with no water-carriage system of sewage disposal. The 
purpose is to penalize structures which do not have assurance of safe and adequate sewage 
disposal through connection to a public sewer, and to impose severe penalties for disposal 

facilities deemed actively unsafe by the local health department. 

Standard scores range from zero for public sewer connection to 25 points for sewage 
disposal disapproved by the local health department. In case of such disapproval, a basic 
deficiency is designated. 

In the absence of a supplementary appraisal by the health department, the maximum 

score is 8 points for no water-carriage disposal and the item is not charged as a basic de- 
ficiency. A token score of 3 points for private water-carriage disposal serves here, as in the 

previous item, for segregation of these cases in analysis of punch cards. 

The penalty scores for sewer connection are in addition to those for toilet facilities of the 
- dwelling or rooming unit (item 9, below). 

This and the previous item will generally produce zero scores in central urban areas. 
Penalties would automatically accrue to some suburban and most rural housing, but these 
are not severe if the private well and sewage disposal system are in good order. 

4. Daylight Obstruction: scored from $l6a. This item measures the degree to which a structure's 
daylight is obstructed by adjacent buildings. This is done by counting the number of win- 

dows on each side of the structure, then reporting the height, distance and lateral placement 
of buildings on each side. These field data are processed by office calculations which 

translate them into a single obstruction factor for the building as a whole. The score is 

based on this factor. Special penalty is automatically given for obstruction (or special 

credit for lack of obstruction) of windows on a southerly side, which are essential to ade- 

quate sunlight. | 

Standard scores range from zero for structures with insignificant obstructions to 20 points 

for the most extreme conditions. 

The penalty scale is so constructed that scores of 5 or 8 points will result when day- 
light obstruction is serious enough to necessitate the use of electric lights on a clear day in 
a substantial proportion of the rooms in the structure. Very few structures will incur the 

‘Units in such structures will show a basic deficiency for their individual supplies, under item 11, below. 
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maximum penalty of 20 points, and buildings must be extremely close together with a high 
percentage of windows on the obstructed sides to incur a penalty of 10 or 15 points. | 

This item is not classed as a basic deficiency because daylight obstruction has not | 
heretofore been subject to objective measurement in extensive surveys. Daylight obstruc- | 

tion is, however, a problem of fundamental importance. ! 

No attempt is made in this item to appraise the adequacy of natural light in individual | 
rooms or units of the structure. A unit containing a room without windows will, however, 
be penalized under deficiency item 17, below. 

Table 24 in appendix C shows the pez cent of dwelling units having no or only mod- 
erate daylight obstruction as compared to the per cent having substantial or extreme day- 
light obstruction. Substantial to extreme daylight obstruction varies from a low of 26.0 per 
cent in census tract 20 to 53.0 per cent in census tract 29. 

9. Stairs and Fire Escapes: scored from $10. The adequacy of means of egress from multiple 
dwellings and other dwelling structures of three or more stories is evaluated, taking into 
account the number of exits and selected indices of deficiency in the exits present. Penalty 
scores range from zero, for two means of egress with no deficiency indicated, to 30 points 
for a single means of egress from a building of four stories or higher. Requirements are 
relaxed for structures of so-called full fireproof construction. 

Although this item can incur high penalty scores, it is never charged as a basic de- 

ficiency. The reason is that in a structure with inadequate stairs and fire escapes, certain 

units such as those on the ground floor may individually have adequate egress. Therefore, 

the basic deficiency for means of egress is charged only to units, under Dual Egress (item 

13 below), where individual units with adequate egress will escape penalties. 7 

Table 25 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units within structures having 

adequate or inadequate stairs and fire escapes. 

6. Public Hall Lighting: scored from 511. Penalties are imposed on structures containing public 
halls if a substantial part of those halls shows inadequate daytime light or is without 
installed artificial light fixtures. These deficiencies are scored as indices of accident and 
moral hazard and as obstacles to cleanliness. 

Penalty scores range from zero for halls with adequate daytime lighting throughout and 
with light fixtures in each story of each hall, to 18 points for structures with no hall light fix- 

tures and a substantial part of the halls showing inadequate daytime lighting. 

Table 26 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units in structures with fairly 

adequate public hall lighting as compared to those with very inadequate public hall light- 

ing. The percentage with inadequate lighting varies from 0.3 in census tract 6 to 17.5 in 

census tract 20. 

7. Unit: Location in Structure: scored from heading of Unit Schedule. This item penalizes units 
located in a basement, or on the fourth floor or higher in a building without elevator. 

For basement units a token penalty score of 3 points is assigned, on the presumption that 

such units will be inferior to others in such respects as size of windows, exposure to wind- 

blown dust or debris through placement of windows close to ground level, and tendency 
toward dampness. 
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No attempt is made in this item to score the more fundamental defects commonly asso- 

ciated with basement units, such as poor toilet facilities, windowless rooms, eic., for these 

conditions are reported separately under other deficiency items. In other words, this item, 

like item 1 (main access to structure), imposes a small penalty for the deficiencies inherent 
in poor location, and the occasional high grade basement unit, like the occasional high 
grade rear yard house, is thus protected against a large and inequitable penalty on the basis 

of its location alone. 

In the case of units on the fourth or fifth floor of a walkup building, penalties of 4 or 8 

points are assigned. Units in such locations always involve excessive stair climb for all 

members of the household, with definite hardship or health hazards for mothers of small 
children, pregnant women and victims of cardiac impairment. 

Table 27 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units in basements or on the 

fourth floor or higher without elevator facilities. The percentage of such units varies from 
0.6 in census tract 113 to 6.6 in census tract 7. 

8. Kitchen (or Special Rooming Unit) Facilities: scored from D1. This item penalizes the absence 
of any or all of the standard kitchen facilities; installed sink, installed range and a retriger- 

ator usable in all seasons. It also penalizes sharing of kitchen facilities. The item thus serves 

as an index of safety of food storage, adequacy of provision for cooking normal family meals, 

and of general convenience in the basic function of preparing and serving food. Scores range 

from zero for full private kitchen to 24 points for shade kitchen without sink and refrigerator. 
Kitchen facilities are omitted from the Rooming Unit Schedule. 

Table 28 in appendix C shows the per cent of units in which the kitchen is shared, or 
in which there is no refrigerator or no kitchen sink. This percentage varies from 5.0 in cen- 
sus tract 116 to 16.5 in census tract 114. 

9. Toilet: scored from D2. Toilet facilities available to the unit are scored in terms of location, 

type, and privacy or sharing. Three separate indices are thus provided as to the adequacy 

of this most basic sanitary facility. For rooming units, the item is modified to provide for 

multiple toilets within the unit, and for sharing by a reasonable number of occupants with- 

out penalty. 

Score range, for a dwelling unit, from zero for a private flush water closet inside the 

unit to 45 points for a frostproof hopper outside the structure and shared by three or more 

families. 

A basic deficiency is shown for this item if the toilet is shared with another dwelling 

unit, if it is a privy of other than approved sanitary type, or if the toilet is outside the 

structure. 

| By reporting and scoring separately the location, type, and sharing of the toilet, a bet- 

ter distinction is obtained than where a single Yes-No entry is made to show whether there is 

an inside private flush toilet. For example, a dwelling unit may have a private flush toilet 

which is not inside the dwelling unit but just outside in a locked compartment off the public 
hall. This is not an inside private flush toilet, but it is considerably better than one in the same 
location shared with another family. Under the method of reporting and scoring used, the 
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private hall toilet described would receive a penalty of 8 points but would not be classed as 
a basic deficiency. 

Table 29 in appendix C shows certain characteristics of toilets within the various census 
tracts. A private toilet located inside of the dwelling unit varies from a low of 54.1 per cent 
in census tract 114 to a high of 89.7 per cent in census tract 29. 

10. Bath: scored from D3. This item treats the bathing facilities available to the unit in a fashion 
similar to that described for toilets above: with consideration of type, location and sharing. 
Scores range from zero for a private tub or shower with piped hot water inside the dwelling 
unit to 20 points for no installed bath available to occupants of the unit. A basic deficiency 

is charged if a bath is lacking, is outside the structure or shared with occupants of another 

unit. 

A feature of this item is the distinction between installed baths with and without piped 
hot water.” Considerable percentages of so-called private baths have no hot water tap, 

a deficiency which largely nullifies the value of the bath. 

Table 30 in appendix C shows certain bath charatteristics within the various census 

tracts. The percentage of dwelling units, with private bath with piped hot water, varies from 

a low of 30.0 in census tract 20 to a high of 62.7 in census tract 31. The percentage of dwell- 
ing units with no bath available varies from a high of 50.0 in census tract 20 to a low of 
0.2 in census tract 6. 

ll. Water Supply (Location and type for unit): Scored from D4. This item evaluates adequacy 
of water supply for the unit as distinct from safety of the water source for the entire struc- 

ture, covered in item 2 above. Lack of piped hot water or the necessity of carrying water from 

outside the unit are penalized on the ground of inconvenience and as obstacles to normal 

cleanliness and good housekeeping. Penalties range from zero for piped hot and cold water 

inside the dwelling unit to 15 points for any supply outside the structure. Dependence on water 

supply outside the dwelling unit or outside the structure constitutes a basic deficiency. 

Table 31 in appendix C shows certain characteristics of the water supply of dwelling units 

within the various census tracts. The percentage of units with hot and cold water supply 
inside the unit varies from a low of 40.0 in census tract 20 to a high of 79.4 in census tract 6. 

12. Washing Facilities: scored from DS. The lack of a wash basin in the unit (separate from a 
kitchen sink), or the absence of an installed laundry tub on the premises, is penalized as an 

index of inconvenience and barrier to normal cleanliness. Penalties range from zero for pres- 

ence of both facilities to 8 points for absence of both. In rooming units the laundry tub is 
not required and scoring is based on whether all wash basins have hot water and whether 
the number of basins bears reasonable relation to the number of occupants. 

Table 32 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units with an absence of both a 
wash basin and an installed laundry tub. This percentage varies from 3.7 in census tract 
6 to 56.0 in census tract 20. 

“Piped hot water means a tap at which hot water can be drawn from a heater; it does not necessarily 

mean continuous running hot water as supplied in high grade apartment buildings. 
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13. Dual Egress: scored from D6. This item penalizes any dwelling unit that lacks two separate 

safe means of reaching the outdoors at ground level. In case of fire this defect can be the direct 

cause of deaths. Any dwelling unit showing but a single means of egress is charged with a 

basic deficiency. Penalty scores range from zero for two means of egress to 30 points for a sin- 

gle means of egress in a unit on the third floor or higher. 

The definitions and field instructions for this item are particularly explicit in order to 
assure reasonable interpretation of dual egress in such types of buildings as the ordinary two- 
story single-family house with a single stairway. In rooming units, two means of egress must 

be accessible from every room in order to escape a basic deficiency. Requirements are re- 

laxed in the case of fireproof structures, though few such buildings will ordinarily be found in 
low-grade areas subject to survey by this method. 

Table 33 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units, within each census tract, 
without two separate safe means of reaching the outdoors at ground level. The percentage 
varies from a low of 18.0 in census tract 116 to a high of 48.0 in census tract 6. 

14. Electric Lighting: scored from D¥. Lack of installed electricity is penalized on the ground that 
other forms of artificial lighting seldom provide adequate illumination for close visual tasks 

and that they will usually involve special fire hazard. Penalties range from zero for electric 

lighting installed and used to 15 points for no electricity installed. The latter condition is classi- 
fied as a basic deficiency. 

Table 34 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units within each census tract 

with no electricity installed. The percentage varies from 0.0 in census tract 114 to 1.1 in census 

tract 20. 

15. Central Heating: scored from D8. The lack of furnace or other central source of heat is given 
a small penalty on the presumption that stoves or other local heat sources within the rooms 

of the unit will entail some nuisance in the handling of fuel or removal of ashes. Scores range 
from zero for central heating installed and used to 3 points for no central heating. No attempt 
is made in this item to evaluate the adequacy of heating, since local heaters well distributed 

through the unit can supply entirely adequate heat (see next item). 

Table 35 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units within each census tract 
lacking furnace or other central source of heating. The percentage varies from a low of 0.4 
in census tract 6 to a high of 73.0 in census tract 20. 

16. Rooms Lacking in Installed Heater: scored from D9. Under this item a penalty score is assigned 

according to the proportion of rooms in the unit which lack an installed heater (flue-connected 

stove, radiator, furnace register or other safe permanent heating device). This determination, 

although a relatively crude index of heating adequacy, gives a much stronger basis for penalty 

scores than the classification merely by central or local type of heating, commonly used in 

housing surveys. Penalty scores range from zero for all rooms with installed heater to 20 points 
for all rooms in a large unit lacking installed heater (substantial cookstoves are counted as 

heaters). 

A basic deficiency is declared only if: (a) all rooms of a small unit (one through four 
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rooms) lack installed heater; or (b) if three-fourths or more of the rooms in a large unit (five 
rooms and over) lack such heaters.’ 

Table 36 in appendix C shows for each census tract the proportion of rooms in dwelling 
units which lack an installed heater. The percentage of rooms in the dwelling units which 

lack an installed heater in one-half or less of all rooms varies from a low of 84.0 in census 
tract 20 to a high of 99.6 in census tract 114. 

17. Rooms Lacking Window: scored from D9. This item discloses rooms without a window to the 

outside air, and acts as a supplement to item 4 on daylight obstruction of the building as 

a whole. A windowless room is widely recognized as one of the most fundamental defects 

in housing. Penalty scores range from zero for no windowless room to 30 points for one room 
without window in a small unit. Rooms with a skylight only are also penalized. In general, if 
any room of the unit lacks a window a basic deficiency is recorded. 

Table 37 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units with one or more rooms 
lacking a window. This percentage varies from a low of 0.6 in census tract 116 to a high of 
19.5 in census tract 20. 

18. Rooms Lacking Closet: scored from D9. The proportion of rooms in the unit which lack a 
closet (opening directly from the room or adjacent to it) is scored as an index of inconveni- 

ence in housekeeping and of poor dwelling design. Scores range from zero, where every 

room is supplied with a closet, to 8 points where three-fourths or more of the rooms lack 
this facility. This item is not only diagnostic in its own right but contributes to the general 
index of room adequacy, discussed below (item 20). 

Table 38 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units in which three-fourths or 

more of the rooms lack a closet. This percentage varies from a low of 4.6 in census tract 

6 to a high of 20.0 in census tract 20. 

19. Rooms of Substandard Area: scored from D9. The proportion of rooms which fail to meet 

a reasonable standard of size is the basis for scoring under this item. This appraisal is 
made not as an index of overcrowding but rather as a measure of the unit's adequacy for 
normal occupancy. The standards for this item have been derived from investigations of 

the Subcommittee on Occupancy Standards of the Committee on the Hygiene of Housing and 

from criteria of other national housing bodies. The required area for each type of room is 

adjusted to the total number of rooms in the unit. For example, in a unit having only one 

bedroom the area requirement for that room is 120 square feet; whereas in a four-bedroom 

unit only one bedroom need meet this standard, two should be as large as 100 square feet, 
and the fourth may be as small as 70 square feet. 

Penalty scores range from zero, where no room is of substandard area, to 10 points if 
three-fourths or more of the rooms fail to meet the area requirement. Even this latter con- 

dition is not charged as a basic deficiency, since overcrowding can be avoided by under- 

“Scoring for this item and for items 17-19 is done from tables on the scoring template which make the 

allowances needed for smaller and larger units. 
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occupancy. Over-occupancy in units with small rooms, however, will get stiff penalties (and 
basic deficiencies are chargeable) for occupancy items 28 and 29, below. 

Table 39 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units with one or more rooms 

of substandard area. This percentage varies from a low of 66.2 in census tract 7 to a high 

of 97.2 in census tract 114. 

20. Combined Room Facilities: scored from 16-19 above. Under this item the scores for items 
16-19 inclusive are totalled as a supplementary score on general adequacy of rooms. This 
score is not included in the total score, for to do so would give double weight to items 16-19. 
The penalty for item 20 is recorded on the punch card, however, for analysis. | 

It is obviously impossible in an appraisal of this type to evaluate the adequacy of room 
design and the subtle qualities of dwelling space in the way that an architect or home econ- 

omist could do. The present item has proved useful, however, as an over-all index of room 
quality in lieu of refined judgment on these intangibles. Well-designed modern dwellings 
will show low penalty scores, if any, for lack of heaters, windowless rooms, rooms without 

closets, or rooms of substandard area, whereas buildings which were slapped together at 

the least possible cost and without thoughtful design will generally reveal this fact by con- 
siderable penalty scores for the combination of these items. 

The possible total score for item 20 is 68 points, and four classes for this item on the punch 
card give good discrimination. 

Table 40 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units in each census tract which 
fall within each of the four classes of combined room facilities. The percentage in the 
best class (Class O) varies from a low of 22.0 in census tract 20 to a high of 50.0 in census tract 

7. The percentage falling in the poorest class (Class 3) varies from a high of 12.0 in census 
tract 20 to a low of 0.0 in census tract 8. 

ep Maintenance 

Items 21-25 deal with upkeep and sanitary condition of the unit and the structure which con- 

tains it. Reporting of sanitary condition and of disrepair has been widely recognized as a 
difficult problem in housing surveys. Inadequate maintenance can give rise to some of the most 

intolerable of all housing conditions, but it is hard to design a schedule for maintenance items 

which will not depend unduly on subjective judgment of enumerators, with highly variable 
reporting from one field worker to another. 

In the present method, the influence of judgment is held to narrow limits by breaking 
the items down into numerous subitems and by requiring the enumerator to report only the pres- 

ence or absence of selected conditions which are closely specified in his instructions. He is not 

asked, for example, to report whether a toilet fixture is clean or dirty, for it has been found that 
even persons with closely similar background will differ in their judgment on such an appar- 
ently simple point. Instead, in this instance, the enumerator reports as index items three things 
which are known to be generally associated with insanitary toilet conditions: lack of an artificial 

light in the toilet compartment, lack of an outside window or ventilating duct, and the presence of 
specific defects in the toilet fixture which put it out of normal working order. 

21. Toilet Condition Index: scored from D2. This item reports conditions inimical to a sanitary 
condition of the toilet which serves a unit, using the criteria mentioned in the paragraph 
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above. Scores range from zero for no deficiency to 12 points for deficiency on all three 

index factors. 

Table 41 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units having toilets in reasonably 
good condition as contrasted to those in poor condition. The percentage in poor condition 

varies from a low of 0.0 in census tract 6 to a high of 6.0 in census tract 21. 

22. Deterioration Index: scored from S12 and D10. Specific indices of disrepair and physical 
deterioration are reported for the unit and the containing structure. The Committee on the 
Hygiene of Housing has made extensive studies to develop sound indices, for reporting of 

disrepair has been perhaps the least reliable feature of past housing survey practice. The 

difficulty has been that the enumerator is usually asked to make a total judgment as to 
whether the dwelling is in good repair, needs minor or major repairs, or is (by reason of 
disrepair) unfit for use. These categories are unsatisfactory for use with enumerators who 

are not skilled building inspectors, and experience in various cities has indicated that dif- 
ferent workers will obtain quite different results for similar structures. In one western city, 

two surveys in one district within a period of two years—during which no striking changes 
had occurred—showed in one count 1,500 dwellings substandard for disrepair, in the other 
about 3,000. 

To avoid such weakness and variability the Committee has defined specific indices of 
deterioration, all of which are readily observed in exposed surfaces of a dwelling. 

Deterioration is grouped into two broad classes and four specific forms, as follows: 
(a) Part or all of the thickness of a surface material is missing at one or more places; 

1) Hole through the entire thickness of the surface; 

2) Surface worn, but without hole through; 

(b) Substantially all of the thickness of the surface material is present, but the ma- 
terial has shifted from its normal position; 

3) Surface broken: cracked through its entire thickness, with separation 
of the broken parts; 

4) Surface loose: deformed, warped, bulged, settled, swollen, separated 

(but not broken), shrunken, shaky underfoot, out of level, or out of 
plumb. 

The common types of deterioration, including holes in walls or floors, worn or broken 

steps, weathering of masonry, broken windows, etc., are readily classified under these four 

headings, regardless of the materials and method of construction. 

The four forms of deterioration are classified into types according to the part of the dwell- 
ing affected and the severity (usually the depth) of the deterioration. A type of deteriora- 

tion is classified into degrees (0, 1, 2) by the extent of the deteriorated surface. 

Elements of the structural shell (walls, floors and ceiling) are reported separately from 

stairs and windows, and certain appendages of a structure are ignored. Each condition re- 

ported is taken in terms of its type and the highest degree to which it occurs in the unit or 
structure. Scores are assigned according to the degrees of the field entries. 

Each unit carries a score for deterioration within it, and also the score of the containing 
structure. Scores range from zero for absence of significant deterioration (degree 0 through- 
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out) to a maximum of 50 points—25 points each for unit and structure—where both show de- 
gree 2 deterioration for several of the index conditions. 

A basic deficiency is declared for a score of 15 points or over; the usual level of 10 
points has been raised here to prevent declaration of a basic deficiency for minor scores 
on several forms of deterioration. 

Tests have shown that the scores will give an accurate classification over the range 
from buildings in good repair to those in extreme disrepair as judged by an experienced 

building inspector, and that closely similar scores will result from inspection of the same 

dwelling by different workers. 

While deterioration is readily classified into definite types and degrees, mastery of the 

item requires understanding of numerous subordinate principles and of varying relation- 
ships between the parts of a structure. The full explanation and instructions are therefor 

quite detailed. The item requires more training time and supervision in the early stages of 
field work than any other on the schedules. 

Table 42 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units for each census tract dis- 
tinguished by degree of deterioration. The percentage of units showing little, if any, deteri- 
oration varies from a high of 90.7 in census tract 6 to a low of 14.5 in census tract 20. 

Similarly, the percentage showing extreme deterioration varies from a low of 0.2 in census 
tract 6 to a high of 44.5 in census tract 20. 

23. Infestation Index: scored from 513 and Dll. Primary emphasis is put on rat infestation, con- 
sidered to occur when rats are observed or specific evidence of their presence is found. Other 

vermin are given only token scores unless special local emphasis is desired. 

Standard scores range from zero for no evidence of infestation to 15 points for a unit 
showing both rat and other infestation. 

Table 43 in appendix C shows the percent of dwelling units in each census tract with 
evidence of rat infestation on the premises. This percentage varies from a low of 1.9 in 

census tract 31 to a high of 59.0 in census tract 20. 

24. Sanitary Index: scored from 514 and D12. Conditions scored for the structure are those 

ordinarily encountered in the yard—accumulation of garbage and other refuse, and defective 
refuse containers. For the unit they include six indices of insanitary conditions or specific 
safety hazard: plumbing leakage; plumbing stoppage; low water pressure, damp walls, ceil- 
ings or floors; hazardous heaters and hazardous electric wiring. Because the threshold of re- 
portability for some conditions cannot be exactly specified, the scores for components of this 
item are kept small and no basic deficiency is declared. A maximum of 30 points for struc- 
ture and unit deficiencies can, however, be incurred, and scores within this range give sharp 
indication of premises well or poorly kept from the sanitary and safety viewpoints. 

Table 44 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units in each census tract classi- 
fied by sanitary index. The percentage of the best sanitary conditions (Class O) was 100.0 
in census tract 6 and the poorest—81.0 in census tract 20. 

25. Basement Condition Index: scored from S15. Here the unit participates in the score of its 
| structure, and the indices are leakage or backflooding, specific hazards in basement stairs, 
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and accumulation of combustible material. The maximum score is 13 points where all three 
deficiencies are observed. 

Table 45 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units in each census tract with 
no serious basement deficiency. The percentage with the best basement conditions varies 

from a high of 97.5 in census tract 31 to a low of 73.0 in census tract 20. 

Occupancy 

Housing surveys have commonly dealt with crowding of dwellings through the single index 
of number of persons per room. This figure, while basic, fails to reflect either the size of rooms or 

their type of use. With variation in either or both of these characteristics, a given number of 
persons per room can take on quite different meanings. Determination of persons per room is, 
of course, retained by the present method, and in a form which gives comparability with find- 
ings of the Housing Census and other standard surveys. To it are added three other indices which 
permit much more refined conclusions as to the nature of overcrowding: persons per sleeping 
room, area per person of sleeping rooms, and area per person of rooms (if any) not used for 
sleeping. 

Cubic space, the basis of most legal requirements for occupancy, has been abandoned here, 
and floor area is used as the criterion of adequacy. The old-line cubage concept is based on the 

idea that infiltration of air into buildings (and thus the adequacy of ventilation) will vary 
with the cubage. Rudimentary analysis of published ventilation data suffices to show that this 

is by no means the case. Infiltration in the ordinary house is governed not by cubage but by 
perimeter of window and door openings. On any other grounds than ventilation, floor area is 

obviously superior as the test of space adequacy, as it is floor space on which one walks and 
places furniture. By what magic does a 10x12 foot room have a capacity (as it does under 

numerous legal codes) of two persons if the ceiling is nine feet high, but three persons with 

a ten-foot ceiling. 

26. Persons per Room: scored from D9 and D13. As noted above, this crude though fundamental 
item gives comparability between the present appraisal method and customary survey find- 

ings. The number of occupants of the unit is divided by the number of habitable rooms. 
Scores range from zero for one person or less per room to 30 points for four or more persons | 
per room; a basic deficiency is declared for more than 1.5 persons per room. 

Table 46 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units in each census tract classi- 

fied on the basis of number of persons per room. The extent to which overcrowding, on the 
basis of persons per room, occurred shows less variation among the various census tracts 

than any other appraisal item. The percentage of dwelling units with one or less persons 
per room varies from a low of 78.5 in census tract 29 to a high of 88.6 in census tract 116. 

27. Persons per Sleeping Room: scored from DS and D13. Each room used for sleeping under 
the given occupancy of the unit is counted as a sleeping room for purposes of this item, 

even though it may be furnished and reported as a living room or other non-bedroom. The 

total number of occupants is divided by the number of such sleeping rooms. Scores range 

from zero for two persons or less per sleeping room to 25 points for four or more persons. 

Basic deficiency is declared when the number of persons equals or exceeds two times 

the number of sleeping rooms plus 2: in other words, where three persons are sleeping in 
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each of at least two sleeping rooms. A penalty of 5 points is assigned for the undesirable 
but tolerable condition of three persons sleeping in one room only, as in the case of parents 

with infant sharing the principal bedroom. 

Table 47 in appendix C shows the per cent of dwelling units within the various census 
tracts classified on the basis of number of persons per sleeping room. The percentage of 

dwelling units with two or fewer persons per sleeping room showed comparatively little vari- 

ation, ranging from a high of 89.5 in census tract 30 to a low of 83.2 in census tract 8. 

28. Sleeping Area per Person: scored from D9 and D13. Rooms are classified by the office en- 

tries for item D9 into sleeping and nonsleeping rooms, and the room areas in each group are 
totaled. Dividing the total sleeping area by the number of occupants gives a measure of 

bedroom crowding—the form of crowding most intimately associated with spread of disease. 
Scores range from zero for 60 square feet or more per person to 20 points for less than 25 
square feet per person, with 10 points and basic deficiency for less than 40 square feet. 

This item provides an essential supplement to the two previous items. The total penalty 
for crowding will be intensified where over-occupancy occurs in rooms of normal or inade- 
quate area for customary occupancy. Room dimensions are not difficult to obtain, but even 
if they were, they would be justified by the relatively great refinement they give to occupancy 
evaluations. 

Table 48 in appendix C of this section, shows the per cent of dwelling units within the 
various census tracts classified on the basis of sleeping area per person. The percentage of 
dwelling units with 50 square feet or more of sleeping area per person varies from a high 

of 84.1 in census tract 6 to a low of 72.4 in census tract 116. 

29. Nonsleeping Area per Person: scored from D9 and D13. This item considers the area of 
rooms (if any) not regularly used for sleeping under current occupancy of the unit. The total 
area of nonsleeping rooms is divided by the number of occupants, to measure the adequacy . 
of space available for normal living purposes. This is a new concept in extensive housing 

surveys, and one which it is hoped will gain wider recognition. By any decent standard, a 
dwelling is grossly deficient in which no room can be used for general purposes after most 
members of the household have retired (except, of course, a one room unit, for which allow- 

ance is made under this item). 

scores are based on a sliding scale, with adjustment for small households. To earn the 

score of zero, 210 square feet of nonsleeping area is required (as would occur in a living room 

and small kitchen) for a four person household, with an increment of 10 square feet for each 
additional person. Space in a kitchen not used for sleeping is counted toward the total, 
though alone it will not usually satisfy the requirement. The maximum score of 25 points is 

given for less than 50 per cent of the standard requirement. Though this item is considered 
of fundamental importance, no basic deficiency is declared because of its newness. 

Items 28 and 29 interact with great effectiveness. Where all rooms of a unit are used as 

bedrooms, the penalty for sleeping area per person will be reduced, but at the cost of «a 

penalty score for lack of normal living space. Conversely, if living space is gained at the ex- 

pense of crowding the bedrooms, this will be clearly shown in the scores for these two 
items. 
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Table 49 in appendix C, shows the per cent of dwelling units in the various census tracts 

classified on the basis of non-sleeping area per person. The percentage of dwelling units 

with less than 80.0 of the accepted standard for non-sleeping area per person varies from a 

low of 2.8 in census tract 116 to a high of 8.0 in census tract 20. | 

30. Doubling of Basic Families: scored from D13. Occupancy of a dwelling unit by two or more 
families of such composition that they would normally live alone is penalized, though not | 

severely, since voluntary and involuntary doubling cannot be distinguished. A score of 8 

points is given where two families live together, 10 points for three or more families in one 
unit. 

Table 50 in appendix C, shows the per cent of dwelling units in the various census tracts 
in which there is doubling of basic families in the unit. This percentage varies from a low 

of 2.7 in census tract 6 to a high of 16.0 in census tract 20. 
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| APPENDIX C 

PER CENT DISTRIBUTION | 

OF DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

, BY CENSUS TRACTS 

Table Deficiency Page 

| 23 Main Access to Structure 22.0.2... eceececeecececceceeceeeeeeceecceeeeeeeeeceeeeeneeeeesteseeeeeeeee = 99 

24 Daylight Obstruction .02...2.22...2...2ceiceecceccee cece cece eee eeeeeeeeeteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeteeeeeeee 96 

29 Stairs and Fire Escapes -002...2......2:cceeccseceecceeceeeeceseeeeeeeeeeeceeeneeeenestetetsereeeeeeee 97 

26 Public Hall Lighting 222222... cece eect eee cece eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeseeetetetteeeneeseeereee 98 

27 Unit Locettion 2222... eee ceeeec cece eee ec ec ec eee eeeee cece ceceeeeeeeseeeteeestessteeetettetee 99 

28 Kitchen Facilities 22... cceeeeceeccecceceeeeeeeceeeteceeeteneeeeeeeteteceeereesstescsseeseeee 100 

ZO Totbet once cece cece cence ence eee c cece cece cece ec cecceceeeeeeeeeeecenesseeneteseeesestteseettteeeee. LO] 

SO Berth neice cceccececeece cece ceecececeseseceseeceneesrececeneseeseceeeneseeneeseeeeetemmsesmneeeeeeeeee 102 

S81 Water Supply -2..n......ceececccesceeceeeeecceeeceeeeeneeeeeeceseeeseeseeseteteneesteeettesteesteceeeees 103 

32 Washing Facilities 2.2.2.2... ....eeeetceeccece cece cece ee eeeeeeeeeeeteeeeeetteetetteeereeeee 104 

33 Dual Egress from Unit -..22..2..2...22.2..22.ceceeceecceceeceeeceeeeeeeeeeeseeeeeeeeeeteeeeceeeeeeee LOS 

34 Electric Light ......2......2.....1eeceeeeeeeeeceeceeceeceeeeeeeceeeeeeeecceseeeenetteseceseeseeteececseeeeee 106 

389 Central Heating no... ceeceeieeeecee cece eeece eee eeeeeeeeeeeteeceeceeeseeeestesesecetneeteseeeeeeee LOT 

36 Rooms Lacking Installed Heater 22222... 108 

37, Rooms Lacking Windows  -...0..........e:cecceccceceeeeeeeeeeeeteeeeeeeeenteetesterteeeeeeee LOY 

38 Rooms Lacking Closet 2.2.2.0. ....eecciccee cect cee eee eee cece eceeteeeeceteeeeneeteeeeeeeee. 110 

39 Rooms of Sub-Standard Are oe. eecececeeeteeete eee eeteeeeeeteeeeeeee LIL 

40 Combined Room Facilities 220.2... eeceeeteceececeeeteenteeteecteestereereeeeeeee LI2 

41 Toilet Condition Index -2u.........eceeeeeeeceeeeeeeeceeeeeteeeeeeetetetetetenteeteceeereeeee. LIB 

42 Deterioration Index 2... cece cceceeeee eee cece cece ee eee cent eeeeeteeteeeeeeetenseee LIA 

43 Infestation Index ooo... .eceeecceeeeeeeceeceeeceeceeeecencesceeseesnesseeseeentesseeeeeteceteeesereeeee LIS 

44 Sanitary Index - 2.2.2... cee ceeececeececee ec cee een eeeceeceeeceeeeeeeeneeeeeeeseeesestteseeneseeeee. LIEB 

45 Basement Index 2... cceeceeeeeeee ee see ec ee ece cee eeeececeeeeeeetecteesteseeeeseeeeeee LIT 

46 Persons per Room ooo... ccceceeseseececeeeeeceeceeeeseeneesetsesteeesevtstesnseeeeeeeeeee 118 | 

47 Persons per Sleeping Room .......0....2..22222..2.0.2ecetecteneeeeeeeeeeeteee eee eee. 119 

48 Sleeping Area per Person o22..222.....2.eecce ieee eee eee eee eeee cece teeteeeeeetteeeseeeeneeee. 120 

49 Non-Sleeping Area per Person 200.2... .eeteciceee cee eeeeeeeeeeeeeetenetnteentereeeeeeee LZ] 

50 Doubling of Basic Families 022.222.2222. eetceeee eee. 122 
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Table 23 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES | 
BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

MAIN ACCESS TO STRUCTURE 

Census 1) Alley or Rear Yard 0) Street 
Tract (3 to 6 Points) (0 Points) 

20 11,0 89.0 

21 13.0 87.0 

29 15.0 85.0 

30 09.0 91.0 

31 10,4 89.6 

6 01.0 99.0 

7 02,5 97.5 

8 11.0 89.0 

114 03.6 96,4 

113 11.0 89.0 

116 15.0 85.0 
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| Table__ 24 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

DAYLIGHT OBSTRUCTION 

Census 1) substantial to extreme 0) None to 
Tract (5 to 20 Points) moderate 

(0 to 2 Points) 

20 26.0 74,0 

21 40.0 60.0 

29 93.0 47.0 

30 38.5 61,5 

31 34.0 66.0 

6 32,5 67.5 

7 32,0 68.0 

8 48.0 92.0 

114 40.7 99,3 

113 35.0 : 65.0 

116 36,2 63.8 
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Table_25 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

STAIRS AND FIRE ESCAPE | 

Census |3) Class 3 2) Class 2 1) Class 1 0) Class 0 
Tract (20 to 30 (15 to 19 (8 to 14 (0 to 7 

Points) —__ Points) Points) Points) 

20 03,0 02,4 09.1 85.0 

21 0.0 0.7 07.3 92.0 

29 01.4 0.1 10,0 88,5 

30 0.6 01.4 11.5 86.5 

31 0.0 0.0 07.8 92.2 

6 02.3 01.8 13.4 82,9 

7 01.5 04,2 | 10.9 83.4 

8 01.0 0.4 13.7 84.9 

114 01.3 —60.8 19.7 78,2 

113 0.0 0.6 17.9 81,5 

116 0,3 0.0 04,6 95.1 
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Table 26 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

PUBLIC HALL LIGHTING 

Census 1) Class 1 0) Class 0 

Tract (5 to 18 Points) (0 to 4 Points) 

20 17.5 82.5 

21 08,0 92.0 

29 06.0 94,0 

30 07.0 93.0 

31 01.7 98.0 

6 0.3 99,7 

7 01.5 98.5 

8 0.8 99.2 

114 02.8 97.2 

113 03.8 96,2 

116 01.5 98,5 

= |
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Table 27 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

UNIT LOCATION 

Census 1) 4th floor or higher )) Other 
Tract walkup or basement (0 points) 

(3 to 8 points) 

20 05.0 95.0 

21 03.3 96,7 

29 02,3 97.7 

30 02,8 97,2 

31 0.8 99,2 

6 02.5 97,5 

7 06.6 93.4 

8 02,7 97,3 

114 03.1 $6.9 

113 0.6 99.4 

116 01,1 98,9 
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Table 28 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

KITCHEN FACILITIES 

Census 1) Class 1* 0) Class 0 
Tract (8 to 24 Points) (0 Points) 

20 08.0 92.0 

21 08,5 91.5 

29 | 07.1 92.9 

30 09.0 91.0 

31 ! 08,3 91.7 

6 10.5 89.5 

7 11.0 89.0 

8 | 05.6 | 94,4 
| 

114 | 16.5 83.5 

| 
113 | 11.6 88.4 

116 05.0 | 95.0 

*One or more of the following: 

Kitchen shared, no refrigerator or sink 
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Table 29 

| PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

TOILET 

3) None avail- |2) Outside 1) Outside 0) Inside 
able (45 Points) structure unit Unit, 

Census’ |Outside struc- or shared private private 
Tract ture 3-units (10 to 29 (8 Points) (0 Points) 

sharing Points) 
(30 Points) 

20 01.5 14,5 04.0 80.0 

21 01.5 15.0 04,0 79.5 

29 01,5 07.8 01,0 89,7 

30 01.3 16.8 02,5 79.4 

31 01.4 13.7 01.9 83.0 

6 0.0 44.0 01,2 94,8 

7 01.6 34,2 01.5 62.7 

8 01.7 09.9 06.6 81.8 

114 01.8 41.9 02,2 54.1 

113 0.6 23.4 03.0 73.0 

116 0.8 18,2 03.0 78.0 

—_—_—_—_————oOsSsKH:...eeaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeSSS eee eeeeeee—————————— 
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Table_ 30 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

BATH 

3) None 2) Shared or | 1) Private-. 0) Private- 
Census Available outside cold water hot water** 
Tract structure 

(20 Points) (8 to 19 Points)| (3 to 7 Points) |(0 to 2 Points) 

20 90,0 05.0 10.0 39.0 

21 40.0 07.5 09.5 43.0 

29 22.0 11.0 12.0 95.0 

30 20.6 10.6 11.0 97.8 

31 16.8 07.0 13.5 62.7 

6 0.2 23.4 21.0 55.4 

7 13.3 25.3 12.7 48.7 

8 32.0 33.0 06,1 40.4 

114 21.5 21.0 23.0 34,5 

113 07.0 16.0 23.5 53.5 

116 23,5 15.5 07.0 94.0 

** May include private bath outside unit 
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Table 31 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

| OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES | 

BY | 

CENSUS TRACTS 

WATER SUPPLY | 

3) Outside 2) Outside 1) Inside unit, | 0)Inside unit 
Census .; 
Tract structure unit cold only hot & cold 

Pac (15 Points) (10 Points) (8 Points) (0 Points) 

20 0.1 02,9 57.0 40.0 

21 0.5 04,5 45.5 49.5 

29 0.3 01,7 31.0 67,7 

30 0.1 0.6 27.0 66,9 

31 0.0 06.7 23.7 69.6 

6 0.0 14,4 06,2 79.4 

7 0.4 10.7 15,90 73.4 

8 03.3 0.8 36.0 59.0 

114 0.0 22,0 27.7 49,8 | 

113 0.0 09.0 23.5 67.5 

116 0.3 05.7 29.5 64,5 
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| Table 32 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY : 

_ CENSUS TRACTS 

WASHING FACILITIES 

C 1) No wash basin or 0) One or both 

Tract. laundry tub facilities present 
rac (8 Points) (0 to 5 Points) 

20 96.0 44.0 

21 48,5 51.5 

29 38.0 62.0 

30 32.0 68.0 

31 23.9 76.5 

6. 03.7 96.3 

T 22,9 17,5 

8 39.0 65.0 

114 44.7 55.3 

113 30.0 70.0 

116 30.5 : 69,5 
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| 

Table 33 

| 

| PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

DUAL EGRESS FROM UNIT 

Census 1) No dual egress 0) Dual egress 

Tract (10 to 30 Points) (0 Points) 

20 23.0 77.0 

21 24,0 | 76.0 
| | 

29 22,0 | 78.0 
| | 

30 | 20.0 | 80.0 

31 25.9 74,1 

a 48.0 52,0 
| | 

7 35.0 | «65.0 
| ! 

8 | 24.6 | 75.4 

114 | 38.8 61.2 

113 27.0 73.0 

i 

116 | 18.0 | 82.0 
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Table 34 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

ELECTRIC LIGHT 

Census 1) Not installed 0) Installed or 
Tract (15 Points) not used 

(0 to 7 Points) 

20 01.1 98.9 

21 0.5 99,5 

29 0.3 99,7 

30 0.2 99.8 

31 0.2 99.8 

6 0.1 99.9 

7 0.8 99,2 

8 0.6 99.4 

114 0.0 100.0 

113 0.5 99.5 

116 0.6 99.4 
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Table 35 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 
BY | 

CENSUS TRACTS 

CENTRAL HEATING 

Census 1) None 0) Installed 
Tract (3 Points) or not used 

_ (0-2 Points) 

20 73.0 27.0 

21 63.0 37.0 

29 50.0 50.0 

30 38.0 62.0 

31 36.5 63.5 

6 0.4 99.6 

7 18.0 82.0 

8 44,8 55.2 

114 | 32.9 67.1 

113 39,5 60.5 

116 35.0 65.0 
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Table 36 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

ROOMS LACKING INSTALLED HEATER 

Census |3) Allrooms’ |2) 3/4 or more | 1) 1/2 to 3/4 0) Less than 
Tract (15 to 20 (10 Points) (8 Points) 1/2 

Points) (0 to 5 Points 

20 1.0 | 1.0 14,0 84,0 

21 0.7 0.8 10.0 88.5 

29 0,1 0.0 1.2 98.7 

30 0.1 0.0 1.3 98.6 

31 0.2 — 0.0 1.0 98.8 

6 0.6 0.0 0.0 99,4 

7 0.7 0.8 4.7 93,8 

8 0.0 0,2 4.5 95.3 

114 0.0 0.2 Set 96.6 

113 1.1 0.0 260 96,4 

116 0.1 0.0 0.8 99,1 
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Table 37 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

ROOMS LACKING WINDOWS 

Census 1) One or more 0) None or skylight 

Tract (10 to 30 Points) (0 to 5 Points) 

20 | 19,9 80.5 

21 05.0 95.0 

29 03.0 97.0 | 

30 03,2 96.8 

31 01.0 99.0 

6 02.0 98.0 

7 04,2 95.8 

8 02.3 97.7 

114 03.8 96.2 

113 02,7 97.3 | 

116 0.6 99,4 
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. Table_ 38 | 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES | 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

ROOMS LACKING CLOSET 

Census 1) 3/4 to all 0) Less than 3/4 
Tract (8 Points) (0 to 5 Points) 

20 20.0 _ —_ 80.0 

21 13.0 87.0 

29 13.0 87.0 

30 | 10.3 89.7 

31 06.5 93.5 

6 04.6 95.4 | 

7 08.6 91.4 

8 12.2 87.8 

114 11.5 88,5 

113 10.4 89.6 

116 08.2 : 91.8 
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Table 39 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

ROOMS OF SUB-STANDARD AREA 

Census 1) One or more 0) None 

Tract (5 to 10 Points) (O Points) 

20 83.0 17.0 

21 81.0 19.0 

29 84,5 15.5 

30 78,5 21,5 

31 76,0 24.0 

6 70.0 30.0 

7 66,2 33.8 

8 88.0 12,0 

114 97.2 02.8 

113 75.0 24.5 

116 83.3 16.7 
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Table__ 40 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

COMBINED ROOM FACILITIES 

3) Class 3 2) Class 2 1) Class 1 0) Class 0 
Census (30 to 60 (15 to 29 (8 to 14 (0 to 7 
Tract Points) Points) Points) Points) 

20 12.0 36.0 30.0 22.0 

21 03.5 25.0 38.0 33.0 

29 01.4 14,1 44.0 40.5 

30 01.9 11,1 48.0 39.0 

31 0.6 07.0 45.0 47.4 

6 01.5 04.9 53.4 40.2 

7 01.6 11.5 36.9 90,0 

8 0.0 14,1 38.8 47.1 

114 02.0 16.0 41.0 41.0 

113 01.5 12,5 42.0 44.0 

116 0.1 07.6 93.0 39.0 
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Table 4] 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

TOILET CONDITION INDEX 

Census 1) Class 1 0) Class 0 
Tract (5 to 12 Points) (0 to 4 Points) 

20 05,9 94,5 

21 06,0 94.0 

29 03.0 97.0 
| 

30 02.8 | 97,2 

31 0.6 99,4 

6 0.0 100.0 

7 | 02.9 97.1 

8 03.7 96,3 

114 04.6 95.4 

113 04,95 95,0 

116 02.3 97,7 
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Table_ 42 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES | 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS | 

DETERIORATION INDEX 

Census 3) Class 3 2) Class 2 1) Class 1 0) Class 0 
Tract (30 to 50 (15 to 29 (8 to 14 (0 to 7 

Points) __ Points) Points) - Points) 

20 44,5 35.0 06.0 14.5 

Zl 39,0 29.0 15,5 16,5 

29 18.0 26,0 17,0 39.0 

30 12,0 21.0 17.5 49.5 

21 01.5 05.1 10,1 83.3 

6 0,2 03.7 05.4 90.7 

7 03,2 13,2 12,9 70.7 

8 01.3 06,2 09.7 82.8 

114 03.1 05.6 06.3 85.0 

113 03.1 04,8 07.C 85,1 , 

116 01.2 02.5 06.3 90.0 
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| Table_ 43 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

INFESTATION INDEX 

Census 1) Rat & Vermin 0) None or 
Tract (5 to 12 Points) vermin only 

(0 to 3 Points) 

20 59.0 41.0 

21 41.0 | 99.0 

29 33.0 67.0 

30 34.0 66.0 

31 01.9 98,1 

6 07.1 92.9 

7 06.8 93.2 

8 06.2 93.8 

114 08.5 91,5 

113 09,1 90.9 

116 07.4 92.6 
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Table_ 44 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

| SANITARY INDEX | 

3) Class 3 2) Class 2 1) Class 1 0) Class 0 
Census 

(20 to 30 (15 to 19 (8 to 14 (0 to 7 
Tract Points) Points) Points) Points) 

20 0.2 02.8 16.0 81.0 

21 | 0.1 02.1 10,8 87.0 

29 0.3 01.0 06.7 §2.0 

30 0.0 0.1 05.3 94.6 

31 0.0 0.0 0.3 99,7 

6 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 

7 0.0 0.0 03.4 96.6 

8 0.0 0.0 02.5 97.5 

114 0.0 0.3 04.3 95.4 

113 0.0 0.2 01.9 97,9 

116 0.0 0.1 0.8 99,1 
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Table 45 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES | 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

BASEMENT INDEX 

Census 1) Two or more index 0) One or no 

Tract deficiencies index deficiency 

(7 to 14 Points) (0 to 6 Points) 

20 27.0 73.0 

21 13,0 87.0 

29 12,5 87,5 

30 12.5 87,5 

31 02.5 97.5 

6 06.3 83.7 

7 18,1 81.9 

8 11.2 88,8 

114 08.7 91,3 

113 07.8 92.2 

116 03.1 96.9 
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| Table 46 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

PERSONS PER ROOM 

3) Two or more 2)1,.51t01.99 /|1)1.01to1.50 0) One or less 
Census (15 to 30 (10 Points) (5 to 8 (0 Points) 
tract Points) | Points) | 

20 03.0 04,5 13.5 79,0 

21 02.0 93.0 11.0 84.0 

29 02.0 03.0 15,5 78.5 

30 01.9 01.6 13,1 83.4 

3i 01.9 02.3 15.7 80.1 

6 02,5 0.6 09.6 87.3 

@ 03.3 01,5 14,7 | 80.5 

| 
8 01.1 03.5 11.0 84.4 

114 02.2 02.2 14,5 81.0 

113 |) 01.3 02.6 12.4 83.7 

116 0.7 01,1 09.6 88,6 
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Table 47 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

PERSONS PER SLEEPING ROOM 

| 3) or more 2) Total persons |1)Total persons | 0) 2 or less 

Census equal 2 x equal 2 x 

Tract sleeping rooms |sleeping rooms 
(15 to 25 Points) plus 2 plus 1 (0 Points) 

(10 Points) (S Points) | 

20 05.0 02,5 06.0 86,9 

21 05.0 01.0 07.0 87.0 

| 29 03.7 01,3 09,3 85,7 

30 03.2 0,8 06,5 89.5 : 

31 02,8 01.9 10.6 84,7 

6 02.2 0.3 09.1 88.4 

7 04,9 0.6 09.3 85,2 

8 04,7 01,1 11.0 83,2 

114 03.8 02.5 08.7 85.0 

113 03.8 01.4 10,2 84,6 

116 02.8 | 0.7 07.3 89,2 
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Table 48 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

SLEEPING AREA PER PERSON 

3) Under 2) 35.0-39.9 | 1) 40.0 -49,9 0) 50 sq, ft. 
Census 39 sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft. or more 

Tract (15 to 20 (10 Points) (5 Points) (0 Points) 

Points) 

20 08.5 05.5 08,0 78.0 

21 08.0 07,0 11.0 74.0 

29 07.0 06.0 14.0 73.0 | 

30 06,2 03.9 10.4 79,5 

31 04.4 02.8 10.3 82,5 

6 04,8 04,5 06.6 84,1 

7 05.5 03.3 09.0 82,2 

8 11,0 06,2 10.0 72.8 

114 05.4 06,2 07.4 81.0 

113 06,5 04,5 12.0 77.0 

116 10.4 06.2 11.0 72.4 
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| 

Table 49 

| 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF | 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

NON-SLEEPING AREA PER PERSON 

ae 

1\ Less than 80% 0) 80% of 

Census of standard standard or more 

Tract (10 to 25 Points) (0 to 5 Points) 

20 08.0 92.0 

21 03.0 97.0 

29 06.3 93.7 

30 | 04.0 96,0 

31 06.0 | 94.0 

6 03,9 96.1 

7 05.0 95.0 

8 07.1 92,9 

114 04,3 95.7 

113 06.3 93.7 

116 02.8 97,2 
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Blight Elimination & Urban Redevelopment in Milwaukee 

; Table__50 

| PERCENT DISTRIBUTION | 
OF 

DWELLING DEFICIENCIES BY FACILITIES 

BY 

CENSUS TRACTS 

DOUBLING OF BASIC FAMILIES | 

Census 1) Doubled in unit 0) Not doubled 

Tract (8 to 10 Points) (0 Points) 

20 16.0 84.0 

21 09.0 91.0 

29 13.3 86.7 

30 12.0 88.0 

31 10.9 89.1 

6 02.7 97.3 

7 05.9 94,1 

8 03.3 96.7 

114 05.0 95.0 | 

113 05.3 94,7 

116 07.1 92.9 

—]22—
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Appendix D | 
ee | 

APPENDIX D | 

RACE, SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD, RENTALS, BASIC ! 
DEFICIENCIES, AND TENURE BY CENSUS TRACTS | 
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Blight Elimination & Urban Redevelopment in Milwaukee 

Table_51 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION WHITE 

AND 

NON-WHITE BY CENSUS TRACTS 

Tract I TS T_T 
By D.U, By Pop. By DU. By Pop. 

20 82.0 79.0 18.0 21.0 

21 54,0 62.0 46.0 38,0 

29 64.0 68.4 36.0 31.6 

30 69.0 71,0 31.0 29.0 

31 08.7 10,0 91.3 90.0 

6 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 

7 01.8 01.9 98,2 98.1 

8 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 

114 0.0 0,0 100.0 100.0 

113 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 

116 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0 
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Table _52 _ 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD 

SIZE OF UNIT 
CENSUS TRACT 920 

| CLASS PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD | 1 ROOM 2 ROOMS | 3 ROOMS 4 ROOMS 5-6 rooms |” Room corer . 

—S 15 PERSONS OR MORE Co a 7) 

pe eres 2 
| |i | varensowe | 2 ls 

oy 11 __11 PERSONS 1.3 oo 1.3 > 

bo | 10 10 PERSONS | i 4 1.1 S 

) 2s persons ae | YE 
8 - § PERSONS 

1 8 4 2.2 oS 

a 
| 6 6 PERSONS 4A 4 1.1 5.0 1.3 7.2 

PSs rersons a ee ose | oaa pes 
gy 4 PERSONS 4 2 | 2,0 Ao 9.0 1.0 16.6 

3 | 3 PERSONS | 4A TO 8.6 1.0 17.4 
2 | 2 PERSONS | 4 3.3 5.5 9.0 7.5 A 26.1 

og 1 PERSON 2.0 | 2.2 2g 22 | 7 2 10.2 

TOTAL DWELLING UNITS 2,8 6.7 12.0 | 26.6 45.7 6.2 100.0



Table_53_ | 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD 
BY . 

SIZE OF UNIT = 

CENSUS TRACT_21 > 

CLASS | PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD 1 ROOM | 2 ROOMS 3 ROOMS | 4 ROOMS | 5-6 ROOMS | ” OR MORE cOnee | = 

4s | 15 PERSONS OR MORE | | _ 1 | 1 = 

14 14 PERSONS 0 = 

aia 13 PERSONS 4 ol oO e 

12 12 PERSONS ee 1 7) 3 S 

L 11 11 PERSONS oe 4 1 5 S 

o> 10 10 PERSONS 2 2 4 by 

| 9 9 PERSONS OO 5 6 3 i (1.4 x 
8 8 PERSONS 2 2 1.0 23 1.7 S 

7 7 PERSONS ol 8 2.3 1.2 4.4 : 

6 6 PERSONS 2 1.3 4,2 8 6.5 S 
5 5 PERSONS 4 7 20 2.0 5.8 5 9,2 2 

4 4 PERSONS 5 1.8 5.0 9.0 1.5 17.8 = 
3 3 PERSONS 22 02 2.2 Do. 9.0 20 17.8 < 

2 2 PERSONS 1.0 3.2 7.0 8.0 7.9 4 27.1 on 

1 1 PERSON 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.5 1.5 .3 12.3 . 

TOTAL DWELLING UNITS 4.2 7.8 14.5 25.0 42.0 | 6.5 100.0



Table 54 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD 
BY 

SIZE OF UNIT 
CENSUS TRACT 29 

fa 
| CLASS | PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD 1 ROOM 2 ROOMS — 3 ROOMS 4 ROOMS 5-6 ROOMS 7 OR MORE eee 

i 15 15 PERSONS OR MORE | 1 2 3 
ee ee ee oP 

pe | verensons 1 
| 4g 13 PERSONS “0 a 7 
_ le persons ig 

| 11 11 PERSONS I | ' 3 3 > 
pt a | i a ~ 

S 10 10 PERSONS 1 2 3 6 3 a 
2 |B PERSONS sf 3 1.0 | ty 

8 8 PERSONS | J 1.4 7 2.2 
- | OO a de 

7 7 PERSONS 1 1 2 5 2.6 1.0 4.4 
mms 

| 6 6 PERSONS A. 1 J | 5 1.5 | 5.1 1.1 8.4 

S| _5 PERSONS 2 | 2 8 3.6 6.7 1.0 12.5 
Po I | | ee 

tj arene 00) | | aT | 5.8 | 98 |g 18.5 
8 srensons a te 
| 2 2 PERSONS | 10}, 1.90 | 5.5 9.0 6.9 3 24.6 Te jf 9.0 | 6.9 |  «: 

4 | 1 PERSON | 8 1.5 2.2 2.0 | 8 2 7.5 
| — ae OO — _ 

PERCENT OF | | 
| TOTAL DWELLING UNITS | 2.1 4.6 13.5 | 31.1 41.4 7.3 | 100.0 
|



Table_55 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD 
BY bs 

SIZE OF UNIT = 
CENSUS TRACT 30 > 

CLASS | PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD 1 ROOM | 2 ROOMS | 3 ROOMS | 4 ROOMS | 5-6 ROOMS | 7 ee corer = 

14s | 158 PERSONS OR MORE ll 1 = 

14 14 PERSONS 1 1 = 

13 13 PERSONS | .2 .2 g 

12 12 PERSONS 7 0 S 

L 4 11 PERSONS : 2 2 S 

iS 10 10 PERSONS 1 ol 2 by 

| 9 9 PERSONS 1 20 6 1.2 x 

8 8 PERSONS | - 22 1.2 Zs) 2.2 S 

7 7 PERSONS wl 2 2.3 8 3.4 y ee a tt S 
6 6 PERSONS 4 1.4 3.8 1.4 7.0 = 

5 5 PERSONS a wl 3 1.6 6.7 1.8 10.6 = 

4 4 PERSONS wl 20 1.0 3.9 8.2 1.4 15.1 = 

3 | 3 PERSONS 8 1.0 2.6 5.8 8.6 9 | 19.7 S 
2 2 PERSONS 3.4 5.1 5.8 6.7 6.9 | 6 28.5 > 

1 1 PERSON 0.0 2.1 1.8 1.0 1.1 0 11.5 . 

TOTAL DWELLING UNITS 9.9 8.8 12.1 20.9 39.3 9.0 100.0 
To



Table_56 _ 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD 

SIZE OF UNIT 
CENSUS TRACT 3]. 

rr PERSONS OR MORE | - | ! .15 .15 

aa 14 PERSONS — .O 

is 13 PERSONS ! 0 

12 42 PERSONS | oe 15 15 _ 

| 11 11 PERSONS ee | | __ .15 .15 > 

nS 10 10 PERSONS | 3 215 ~45 So 

| 9 9 PERSONS i 3 45 75 1.50 = 

8 8 PERSONS F 45 9.9 30 265 y 
--7~—-«| «7 PERSONS a | 15 3 3.5 60 4.55 
6 | 6 PERSONS 13 | 42 1 47 7.20 

s | 5 PERSONS ee 45 | 2.7 6.8 1.0 | 11.10 
4 | 4 PERSONS 15 6 1.6 49 | 7.0 | 6 14.85 

3 3 PERSONS 45 (15 3.25 7.1 7.9 1.1 19.95 
2 | 2 PERSONS 2.5 6.4 4.2 | 5.7 7.25 6 26.65 

1 | 1 PERSON | 3.7 2.2 1.1 1.3 2.2 (15 10.65 | 

TOTAL DWELLING UNITS 6.8 9.5 10.9 23.6 41.8 7.4 | 100.00 
tt tt



Table_57_ | 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD 
BY by 

SIZE OF UNIT : = 

CENSUS TRACT_6_ > 

cass | PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD 1 ROOM | 2 ROOMS | 3 ROOMS | 4 ROOMS /| 5-6 ROOMS | ” OF MORE corer = 

45 | 15 PERSONS OR MORE = 

14 14 PERSONS = 

13 13 PERSONS : m 

12 12 PERSONS : c 

L 11 11 PERSONS ee q 

3 10 10 PERSONS 3 i) P 

, 9 9 PERSONS | < 

8 8 PERSONS ay oO 6 S 

7 7 PERSONS 1 ot 6 1.4 = 

| 6 6 PERSONS 2 1 1.30 5 2.1 S 
5 5 PERSONS 1 3 1.0 1.6 |. 4 3.6 2 

4 4 PERSONS 1.7 1.3 1.3 1.4 3 6.0 = 

3 3 PERSONS 1.0 4.9 3.4 2.3 2.0 2O 14.1 < 

2 2 PERSONS 7.0 23.0 13.2 1.6 1.6 5 46.9 o~ 

1 1 PERSON 13.8 9.9 of 00 a} 0 20.0 . 

TOTAL DWELLING UNITS 21.8 | 39.6 19.4 6.7 8.9 3.6 || 100.0 |



Table 58 — 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD 

SIZE OF UNIT 

CENSUS TRACT 7 __ 

CLASS FERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD 1 ROOM | 2 ROOMS 3 ROOMS 4 ROOMS | 5-6 ROOMS 7 oome core, 

14 | 14 PERSONS | Po 4 1 
13 | 13 PERSONS ee es 0 

12 12 PERSONS ee ee ee ee ee a x 

| ot 11 PERSONS _ a 1 2 > 

© 10 10 PERSONS | — d S| = 

| 9 9 PERSONS 8 9 1.0 e 

8 8 PERSONS ig 4 1.2 0 

7 | __7 PERSONS | 1 9 1.1 5 1.9 

_ & | S& PERSONS : 2 1.4 6 2.8 9 5.9 

5 __3 PERSONS ee 6 1.3 4.3 1.2 7.6 

A __ 4 PERSONS 1 5 1.1 | 2.9 © 6.0 | 1.2 11.8 

2 | SPeRsons | ar 4.9 | 2.0 5.2 9 | 16.8 
= PERSONS | 4,2 7.8 8.6 7.8 7.3 1 35.8 

1 | 1 PERSON 7.9 5.6 ____-2.0 9 9 d 17.4 

TOTAL DWELLING UNITS 12.8 17.5 18.7 15.7 29.6 o.f 100.0



Table_59 | 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD 

| BY by 
SIZE OF UNIT = 
CENSUS TRACT_8_ > 

cLass | PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD | 1 ROom | 2 ROOMS | 3 ROOMS | 4 ROOMS | 5-6 ROoMS |” PR OURRE cone. = 

45 | 15 PERSONS OR MORE | = 

14 14 PERSONS 
ig 2 3 

43 «| 13 PERSONS ee ee ee ee m 

12 12 PERSONS Cc 

L oat | PERSONS ee ee ee 4 : 

8 10 10 PERSONS 59 

| 9 9 PERSONS | 2 8 1.0 5, 

8 8 PERSONS 2 1.4 1.6 S 

7 7 PERSONS 2 1.2 2.9 .6 4.9 y Tf ot Ss 

6 6 PERSONS 4 1.0 5.5 8 7.7 +. 
5 5 PERSONS 1.1 3.7 8.1 9 13.8 2 

4 4 PERSONS 2 2.7 7.9 9.4 5 20.7 = 
3 3 PERSONS 4 2.5 8.1 9.5 8 21.3 S 

2 | 2 PERSONS 1.0 6.3 7.0 8.2 4 22.9 > 

1 1 PERSON 1.0 0 2.2 1.9 2 2 5.5 . 

PERCENT OF | 
TOTAL DWELLING UNITS i 1.0 1.6 | 15.4 31.0 46.0 5.0 | 100.0



Table 60 _ 
| PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD 

SIZE OF UNIT 

CENSUS TRACT 114 

CLASS | PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD 1 ROOM | 2 ROOMS | 3 ROOMS | 4 ROOMS | 5-6 ROOMS |” eOOMe corer 

4s. | 15 PERSONS OR MORE OO | 0 

--44~—«|s«14 PERSONS a ee 0 

13. | «13 PERSONS es ee ee | 0 

7 12 PERSONS ee 5 5 N 

| it 11 PERSONS J 0 > 

2 10 10 PERSONS 2 5 7 S 

| 9 9 PERSONS 2 5 5 1.2 S 

ge 8 PERSONS pg Pg eg 03 2.3 y 

7 7 PERSONS gg 3 2.5 

6 6 PERSONS a 8 3.2 8 5.3 

| 5 5 PERSONS 2 7 1.7 3.9 1.0 7.1 

4 | A PERSONS 2 | at 33 | 62 | to | 124 
3 3 PERSONS 3 2.2 | 5.0 __ 3.5 8.3 1.3 20.6 

2 2 PERSONS 4.2 6.1 9.6 9.0 | 6.0 | °O 27.4 

1 PERSON 13.0 3.8 | 1.7 5 1.0 0 20.0 

TOTAL DWELLING UNITS 17.5 12.5 15.4 16.0 31.9 6.7 | 100.0



Table_61_ | 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION , 

SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD 
BY bs 

SIZE OF UNIT = 
CENSUS TRACT 113 > 

CLASS | PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD 1 ROOM | 2 ROOMS | 3 ROOMS | 4 ROOMS | 5-6 ROOMS | 7” oome corer = 

1s | 18 PERSONS OR MORE 0 = 
“> 14 14 PERSONS .0 S 

13 13 PERSONS 0 @ 

12 12 PERSONS wl 32 3 S 

L 11 | 11 PERSONS nk 2 = 

e 10 10 PERSONS 5 2 7 by 

| 9 9 PERSONS 4 5 | 9 S 

8 8 PERSONS 1 9 | 8 1.8 | S 

sy ~ | 7 PERSONS | 4 5 2.3 1.4 4.6 3 | 
6 6 PERSONS 1 4 7 2.6 | 1.1 4.9 S 

5 5 PERSONS 7 8 2.1 5.5 2.7 11,2 = 
4 4 PERSONS 2 2.1 2.7 11.2 2.0 18.2 = 

3 3 PERSONS 1.5 4.5 5.7 10.4 1.3 23.4 S 
2 2 PERSONS 9 3.7 6.0 5.8 5.3 9 22.6 o~ 

1 1 PERSON 6.1 1,7 1.2 1.3 9 0 11.2 . 

| TOTAL DWELLING UNITS 7.0 7.3 15.5 18.8 40.3 11.1 100.0 |



Table 62 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD 
BY 

SIZE OF UNIT 

CENSUS TRACT 116 

CLASS PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD 1 ROOM 2 ROOMS | 3 ROOMS | 4 ROOMS | 5-6 ROOMS | 7 owe cote, 

15 15 PERSONS OR MORE —_ 0 

14 14 PERSONS 
0 

13 13 PERSONS 0 

12 12 PERSONS 0 
ee ° > 

| 11 11 PERSONS 1 1 ne 

i a ° = 

oe 10 10 PERSONS > 
T _ 2 2 a. 

9 9 PERSONS 1 1 3 5 ~ 

| 8 8 PERSONS .1 dD i) 1.1 

7 7 PERSONS .3 1.7 1.1 3.1 

6 6 PERSONS wl 8 3.6 1.4 9.9 
5 5 PERSONS 4 9 7.4 2.3 11.0 

A 4 PERSONS | 3 1.5 | 4.4 11.2 2.3 19.7 

3 3 PERSONS | 02 1.1 2.0 5.3 12.2 1.2 22.5 

__? | 2 PERSONS 13 | 34 | 5.7 | 47 | 18 | 0 | 274 
1 1 PERSON 3.1 1.3 1.9 1.0 6 .6 8.5 

TOTAL DWELLING UNITS 4.6 6.2 12.0 17.6 48.7 10.9 100.0



| Blight Elimination & Urban Redevelopment in Milwaukee 

Table 63 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION | 

OF 

RENTALS BY CENSUS TRACTS 

a RENT: AMOUNT REPORTED 

Census ||7) $40 |6) $30- | 5) $25-| 4) $20-| 3) $15- | 2) $10-| 1) $.01- 
Tract per mo,| 39.99 29,99 24,99 19,99 14,99 9.99 

______ lor more | per mo.|per mo, |per mo, | per mo, per mo, [per mo, 

20 3.0 9.0 14,0 22.0 28.0 18.0 6.0 

21 2.0 13.0 17.0 22.0 28.0 11,5 . 3,0 

29 3,0 18.5 23.0 24.0 22.0 8.5 1,0 

30 9.0 24.0 22.0 30.5 6,5 7.0 1,0 

31 14,4 29,6 21.4 17.8 | 11.9 4.1 0.8 

6 34.0 41.0 11.0 7.0 4.0 22 0.8 

7 26,9 31.5 9.0 11.0 11.6 7.9 2.1 

8 6.3 22,8 19,1 19,8 20.4 10.6 1.0 

i114 8.1 18.6 23.4 18.6 18.6 10.0 2.0 

113 13.0 26,3 22,6 15.6 14.0 6.8 1.7 

116 15.6 31.5 20.0 18,1 11.2 2.9 0.7 

—136—



Table 64 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF DWELLING UNITS 

BY NUMBER OF BASIC DEFICIENCIES 

BY CENSUS TRACTS 

| | Census| Census| Census| Census| Census! Census! Census! Census| Census Census Census 

Number of Basic Deficiencies|| Tract | Tract | Tract | Tract | Tract | Tract | Tract | Tract | Tract | Tract | Tract 

20 21 29 30 31 6 7 8 114 113 116 

8) 8 Basic Deficiencies 0.1 0.1 

7) 7 Basic Deficiencies 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 bs 

~ 
ars 6) 6 Basic Deficiencies 1.5 1.5 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.3 g 

~ Qu | = 
5) 5 Basic Deficiencies 30 | 40 | 11 | 15 | 06 | 25 | 33 | og | 22 ) 11 | 06 ~ 

4) 4 Basic Deficiencies 12.0 10.0 4.5 2.0 2.8 5.8 8.2 4.9 8.3 0.6 0.3 

3) 83 Basic Deficiencies 20.0 17.0 12.0 12.5 8.1 16.2 16.5 10.5 22.5 10.5 9.4 

2) 2 Basic Deficiencies 32.0 25.2 | 24.0 22.0 14.3 21.4 16.8 19.0 22.9 20.0 15.3 

1) 1 Basic Deficiency 20.0 28.0 28.0 25.0 27.1 29.2 20.3 26.3 17.4 21.0 | 26.0 

| 
0) O Basic Deficiencies 11.0 14.0 30.0 33.5 46.6 24.3 33.3 38.3 25.7 | 41.0 45.3



Table 65 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS | 
BY NUMBER OF by 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES AND RENT = 

CENSUS TRACT 20 Sy 

MONTHLY RENT | $0.01-14.99 | $15.00-19.99 | $20.00-24.99 | $25.00—29.99 | $30.00—39.99 |$40.00 ORMORE a 
eee Oe tet sS ee eaves eee eee . 

DWELLING UNITS 20.2% 29.7% 22,970 __ 14.6% ___ 9.0% ___ 3.6% = 
CLass NO. OF BASIC = 

DEFICIENCIES a S 

9 9 BASIC DEF. & 
ee a CO q 

= 
! 8 8 BASIC DEF. S 

wo | a by 

P 7 7 BASIC DEF. | 1.2% | 2.7% & 
oo = 

6 6 BASIC DEF. 4.8% 8% 2.1% 0.7% S 
3 ee |] Od 

5 5 BASIC DEF. 3.6% 3.2% 3.2% 1.6% 5.4% : 
a = 

4 4 BASIC DEF. 24.1% 15.6% 10.7% 8.3% 5.4% : > 
OO I =z 

. 3 3 BASIC DEF. 44.6% 27.1% 14.9% 10.0% 13.5% 6.7% = 
a re fa a fA fe ge S 

2 2 BASIC DEF. 16.9% 41.1% 29.8% 28.4% 24.3% 46.7% S 
© 

CO a ® 

1 1 BASIC DEF. 4,8% 9.0% 34.0% 35.0% | 16.2% 20.0% 

Oo O BASIC DEF. - 3.2% 5.3% 16.7% 32.5% 26.6%



Table 66. 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES AND RENT | 

CENSUS TRACT 21 

MONTHLY RENT $0.01-14.99 | $15.00—-19.99 | $20.00—24.99 | $25.00—29.99 | $30.00—39.99 |$40.000RMORE 

DWELLING UNITS |__ 14.7% 29.0% 22.0% 17.3% 12.3% 4.7% 
CLASS NO. OF BASIC | | 

| CDEFICIENCIES ee os ee 
| 

9 9 BASIC DEF. | | ae fem TO 
| 3} | 8 BASIC DEF. | 20% | ic a ee a 
r | 7 7 BASIC DEF. | 8% | | = 

I a 
| 6 6 BASIC DEF. - 3.0% 1.2% 1.0% | 2.0% So 

ee a 
5 | 5 BASIC DEF. 148% 3.1% | 2.3% | 2.0% 2.7% 

ee ee oe ee SS A | 4 BASIC DEF. | 20.0% 15.4% 7.6% 7.7% 2.7% 

3 3 BASIC DEF. | 33.5% 27.0% 16.3% 5.1% 9.1% | 14.3% | 

2 | zeasicorr, A 37.3% 26.4% 19.4% | 16.4% 4.7% | 
i! | 

| ee rT — nn eS 

1 | 1 BASIC DEF. | 4.6% 14,1% 37.5% 48.3% 45.4% 31.0% 

O O BASIC DEF. | - 1.1% 8.7% 15.5% 23.7% 50.0% |



Table 67 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 7 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF by 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES AND RENT = 

CENSUS TRACT 29 > 

MONTHLY RENT | g0.01-14.99 | $15.00-19.99 | $20.00—24.99 | $25.00—29.99 | $30.00—39.99 $40.00 OR MORE s2) 

PERCENT OF S 
DWELLING UNITS 9.0% 20.0% 24.0% 23.5% 19.5% 4.0% = 

CLASS NO. OF BASIC = 
DEFICIENCIES S 

9 9 BASIC DEF. G 
ee ee CO Gq 

3 
! 8 8 BASIC DEF. 4% = 

8 1.0% Ay e | 7 7 BASIC DEF. 0% 4% & 
ee ce = 

6 6 BASIC DEF. 1.0% 1.0% | S a ee 
5 5 BASIC DEF. 3.8% 1.4% 2.2% 2.2% S 

ee ne = 
“> 

4 A BASIC DEF. 14.3% 6.4% 42% 3.3% 3.1% - 4.4% = 

3 3 BASIC DEF. 31.4% 21.7% 15.2% 5.1% 7.3% 6.7% | : 
ee a S 

2 2 BASIC DEF. 32.4% 37.5% 28.3% 16.4% 9.7% 20.0% S 
ee pe % 

: 1 1 BASIC DEF. 13.3% 26.8% 33.9% 38.7% 27.9% 15.6% 

| o © BASIC DEF. | 2.8% 7.6% 17.0% 33.5% 51.0% 51.1% 
jt



Table 68 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES AND RENT 

CENSUS TRACT 30 © 
: MONTHLY RENT | $0.01—14.99 , $15.00-19.99 | $20.00—24.99 $25.00—29.99 | $30.00—39.99 s40.000RMoRE 
OF i eee Ef 

a ERCENT OF | 8.5% | 17.0% 21.2% | 20.9% 23.6% | 8.8% 

| cLAss | NO. OF BASIC | | | 
| ___ DEFICIENCIES | — | 

9 9 BASIC DEF. | 

+, } 
| 8 8 BASIC DEF. | | > potter [OP 
T 7 | 7 BASIC DEF. | | = ee 

| 6 | 6 BASIC DEF. 1.5% | 1.2% 2.9% 

5 5 BASIC DEF. ! 5.9% 5.1% 6% 6% 25% 1.4% 

| 4 4 BASIC DEF. 19.1% 11.8% 2.4% 2.4% 2.2% 4.3% 
ee ee ee ee 

3 3 BASIC DEF. | 36.7% 20.6% 11.2% 11.4% 9.1% 8.6% 

| 2 | 2 BASIC DEF. 27.9% 30.9% 33.7% 19.8% 10.2% 14.3% 

1 1 BASIC DEF. 5.9% 25.0% 29.0% 34.7% 26.9% 17.1% 

Oo O BASIC DEF. 3.0% 6.6% 21.9% 31.1% 51.1% 51.4%



Table 69° 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF | by 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES AND RENT | = 

CENSUS TRACT 31 > 

MONTHLY RENT $0.01-14.99 | $15.00—-19.99 | $20.00—24.99 | $25.00—29.99 | $30.00—39.99 |$40.000RMORE Ri 

ee 3 
DWELLING UNITS 4.7% 12.0% 17.8% 21.3% 29.8% 14.4% $ 

CLASS NO. OF BASIC | < 
ee DEFICIENCIES a ef S 

9 9 BASIC DEF. & 
a oo Q 

3 
| 8 8 BASIC DEF. S 
———— a O 

, 7 7 BASIC DEF. a 7 oP 
6 6 BASIC DEF. 3.4% > 
TT a S 

5 5 BASIC DEF. 1.7% 2.3% 9% : 
ee a = 

A 4 BASIC DEF. 8.0% 3.4% 3.4% 1.9% 7% 4.2% = 

3 3 BASIC DEF. 43.5% 13.6% 12.5% 2.8% | 6.1% 4.2% = 
a ee S 

2 2 BASIC DEF. 21.7% 33.7% 21.6% 13.3% 4.8% 14.1% S 
ee eC s 

® 

1 1 BASIC DEF. 13.4% 27.2% 29.5% 32.1% 34.7% 25.5% 

oO , O BASIC DEF. 13.4% 17.0% 30.7% 49.0% 53.7% 52.0%



Table 70 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES AND RENT | 

CENSUS TRACT 6 

MONTHLY RENT $0.01-14.99 | $15.00—19.99 $20.00—24.99 | $25.00—29.99 | $30.00—39.99 |$40.000RMORE 

DWELLING UNITS 3.3% 3.9% 7.0% 10.2% 42.2% 33.3% | 

CLASS NO. OF BASIC 
| DEFICIENCIES ; 

og 9 BASIC DEF. | 
a oe N 

| 8 8 BASIC DEF. nd 

gpa | 4} ]9 
r 7 7 BASIC DEF. 02% = 

6 6 BASIC DEF. | 1.2% v 

5 5S BASIC DEF. 5.3% 3.0% 1.0% 1.7% 9% 

| A A BASIC DEF. 19.4% 7.9% 4.5% 6.1% 4.7% 8.2% | 
— ee a 

3 3 BASIC DEF. 54.8% 44.7% 31.4% 30.6% 14,8% 9.8% 

2 2 BASIC DEF. 25 8% 39.5% 41.7% 27.6% 18.4% 17.3% 

| 1 1 BASIC DEF. 2.6% 16.4% 12.3% 35.4% 38.5% 

oO O BASIC DEF. | 3.0% 22.4% | 23.6% | 25.3% 
|



Table 71. 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF by 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES AND RENT = 

CENSUS TRACT_7_ . 

eS On eee eee ld = 
DWebonie Units 9.0% 10.3% 11.0% 9.1% 32.6% 28.0% = 

CLASS NO. OF BASIC = oe DEFICIENCIES a S 

9 9 BASIC DEF. G 
ee ee Cc 

3 
| 8 8 BASIC DEF. S 

ef ym | 7 7 BASIC DEF. 1.2% & 
a . 

«6 6 BASIC DEF. 3.0% 2.4% | 1.5% 3.9% o | 3 ee | S'S 

s S BASIC DEF. 6.1% 3.9% 4.9% 1.5% 5.0% 1.9% : a eC = 
4 4 BASIC DEF. 22.7% 10.5% 12,2% 1.5% 9.6% 48% y 

a a : 

3 3 BASIC DEF. — 37.9% 34.2% 19.5% 19.7% 18.0% 6.8% = ee a S 

2 2 BASIC DEF. 25 8% 27.7% 28.1% 9.1% 15.1% 10.1% .. ee a & e 
1 1 BASIC DEF. 3.0% 18.4% 21.9% 34.9% 16.3% 24.2% 

O O BASIC DEF. 1.5% 5.3% 9.8% 31.8% 36.0% 48,3%



Table 72 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES AND RENT 

CENSUS TRACT 8 

MONTHLY RENT | ¢$0.01-14.99 | $15.00-19.99 | $20.00-24.99 | $25.00—29.99  $30.00—39.99 $40.00 ORMORE| 

DWEP une UNITS 11.2% 20.5% 20.2% 18.8% 22.6% 6.7% 

CLASS | NO. OF BASIC 
, DEFICIENCIES 7 

9 9 BASIC DEF. | 

Tf NN > 

| 8 8 BASIC DEF. <> 

. p+} }3 
tT 7 7 BASIC DEF. : & 

ee ba 

6 6 BASIC DEF. 2.3% 0 

5 5 BASIC DEF. 2.3% 2.6% 1.3% 

4 A BASIC DEF. 23.1% 10.4% 5.3% 2.4% 

3 3 BASIC DEF. 25.6% 24.6% 14.7% 6.9% 1.2% 4.0% 

2 > 2 BASIC DEF. 25.6% 32.5% 32.0% 19.5% 7.1% 4.0% 

1 1 BASIC DEF. 16.4% 23.4% 30.7% 36.1% 28.2% 20.0% 

O O BASIC DEF. 4.7% 6.5% 16.0% 37.5% 61.1% 72.0% 

ooo eo



: Table 73. 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION | 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF by 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES AND RENT = 

CENSUS TRACT 114 > 

MONTHLY RENT G0.01-14.99 | $15.00—19.99 | $20.00—24.99 | $25.00—29.99 | $30.00—39.99 |$40.000RMORE es 
mr rte fers ernie, (|e > 

DWELLING UNITS 12.5% 18.5% 18.3% 23.4% 19.4% 7.9% = 
CLASS NO. OF BASIC S 

DEFICIENCIES S 

9 9 PASIC DEF. | Gg 
et ef S 

| 8 8 BASIC DEF. = 

nn I 9 
i 7 7 BASIC DEF. 1.2% 9% ¥ 

_ a & 

6 6 BASIC DEF. 1.7% 1.2% 1.2% 9% S 
3 _ | $f Sr 

5 5 BASIC DEF. 3.4% 2.3% 2.3% 1.8% 5.6% 2.8% : 
a a eC = 

A 4 BASIC DEF. 15.5% 11.6% 8.1% 8.2% 13.3% 5.6% S: 

3 3 BASIC DEF. 39.7% 36.0% 24.4% 26.6% 20.0% 22.2% = 
a a S 

2 2 BASIC DEF. 29.3% 30.2% 23.3% 13.8% 18.9% 22.2% S 
& ee a % 

1 1 BASIC DEF. 7.0% | 16.3% 18.6% 22.0% 14.4% 13.9% 

| 0 © BASIC DEF. 3.4% 1.2% 22.1% 25.7% 27.8% 33.3%



Table 74. 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES AND RENT 

CENSUS TRACT 113 

MONTHLY RENT $0.01—14.99 | $15.00—19.99 | $20.00—24.99 | $25.00—29.99 | $30.00—39.99 |$40.00OR MORE 

| DWELLING UNITS 8.2% 14.0% 15.5% 23.2% 26.0% 13.1% 
| CLASS NO. OF BASIC : 

ee DEFICIENCIES $$} ___|—__|—___ 

9 9 BASIC DEF. 

oo LB 
| 8 8 BASIC DEF. | ~ 

rr I > 
) 7 | 7 BASIC DEF. 6% = 

6 6 BASIC DEF. 1.9% 1.2% 0 

5 S BASIC DEF. | 7.7% 1.1% 3.1% 0.7% 6% | a a 
4 4 BASIC DEF. } 28.8% 4.5% 4.1% 7.5% 4.9% 8.5% | 

A seeps OE 
3 3 BASIC DEF. 17.3% 22.7% 10.2% 10.9% 9.1% 14.4% 

ee | a 

2 2 BASIC DEF. | 34.7% 35.2% 27.5% 16.2% 16.4% 20.5% | ej sere | ona | mon | sean | et 
1 1 BASIC DEF. 5.8% 21.6% 25.5% 24.5% 24.8% 18.1% 

O | O BASIC DEF. | 3.8% 14.9% 29.6% 40.2% 43.6% | 37.3% 
| | !



Table _75_ 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

| : DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF by 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES AND RENT = 

CENSUS TRACT 116 > 

MONTHLY RENT $0.01-14.99 | $15.00-19.99 | $20.00—24.99 | §25.00-29.99 | $30.00-39.99 1$40.000RMORE a 

nnn 3 DWELUING UMITS 3.6% 11.0% 18.1% 20.0% 31.4% 15.9% = 
CLASS NO. OF BASIC S 

DEFICIENCIES - S 

9 9 BASIC DEF. | & 
a (OC OO q 

= 

| 8 8 BASIC DEF. S 

sf Ty 
| 7 7 BASIC DEF. 4.0% c 
a = 

6 6 BASIC DEF. 1.3% 8% S 

5 5 BASIC DEF. 4.0% 1.2% 1.8% = 
a J ee x = . 

A A BASIC DEF. 8.0% 6.6% 3.2% 2.9% 4.6% 1.8% - 

3 3 BASIC DEF. 32.0% 21.0% 17.7% 10.3% 9.5% 10.0% : 
OO es Ss 

2 2 BASIC DEF. 40.0% 17.2% 22.6% 25.5% 11.7% 11.0% ~ 
ee ff w 

1 1 BASIC DEF. 12.0% 42.1% 33.1% 32.1% 25.7% 15.6% 

O | O BASIC DEF. 11.8% 23.4% 29.2% 46.5% 59.8% 
|



| 

| 

Appendix D 

a 

Table _76_ | 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF DWELLING UNITS | 

BY 

TENURE OF OCCUPANT BY CENSUS TRACT 

| 

CENSUS |——____ TENURE: OCCUPIED UNITS | 

20 0.0 6.0 94.0 

21 0.5 13.5 86.0 

29 0.5 13.2 | 86.3 

30 1.1 15.4 83.5 

31 0.8 22.4 76.8 

6 2.6 9.6 87.8 

7 1.6 13.9 84.5 

| 8 0.0 26.0 74,0 | 

114 0.6 26.5 72.9 

113 0.3 26.2 | 73.5 

116 0.2 30.4 69.4 

—]149—



Table 77 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF DWELLING UNITS 

BY PENALTY SCORE AND TENURE OF OCCUPANT 

| BY CENSUS TRACTS = 

~~) ] CENSUS | CENSUS | CENSUS | CENSUS | CENSUS . 
< DWELLING TRACT 20/|TRACT 21 | TRACT 29 |TRACT 30 | TRACT 31 S 

U SCORE OWN- | TEN- || OWN- | TEN- || OWN- | TEN- || OWN- | TEN- || OWN- | TEN- =: 
ER ANT ER ANT ER ANT ER ANT ER ANT = 

15 280 POINTS OR OVER | ; .D% 1.0% $ 

14 | 260-279 POINTS 61% 8% 7% G 

“430 240—259 POINTS 2% 33% 6% | 1.7% 08% | 1.3% c 

L _12 | 220-239 POINTS 02% 03% | 16% | 4.5%] 18%) 4.0% S 

. —_ 200-219 POINTS | | 2.1%!) 1.4% | 1.8% || 1.9% 8.5%) 2.3% | 7.0% || .7% e 

_10 | 180-199 POINTS 4.5% | 3.5% || 1.2% |11.0% | 5.2% | 9.0% 2% S 
9 | 160-179 POINTS 8.5% | o7% | 7.0% || 8.2% | 15.0%] 4.3% |10.0% 6% > 

_ 8 | 140-159 POINTS 4.0% | 10.5% || 2.1% | 9.5% |11.4% | 24.0% 10.4% |15.0% 87% S 
7 | 120-139 POINTS 19.5%) 5.0% |11.5% [15.1% |17.5%|| 8.2% |12.0% 1.6% +. 

— & | 100-119 POINTS 8.0% /19.5% | 8.6% (15.0% [21.3% (14.5% 112.7% 116.0% || 3.4% | 5.1% = 

5 | 80- 99 POINTS 16.0% (13.5% | 8.6% |13.5% 20.1% | 9.0% 122.4% |10.5% || 6.0% 11.3% = 

4 | 89- 79 POINTS 12,0%| 8.5% 20.0% {15.2% |13.9% | 4.0% {17.2% |10,0% ||10.7% |15.8% < 

| 3 | 40> 59 POINTS 24.0% | 6.0% 15.7% |12.3% | 5.7% | .97%|| 9.8% | 3.2% |12.8% |22.1% 7 

2 | 20 39 POINTS 20.0%) 5.0% 24.3% | 7.0% 1% || 5.9% 03% 125.4% |26.5% 

1 1— 19 POINTS 12.0%! 2.0% 12.2% | 2.5% va a 

O o— POINTS 4.0% 1.4% 0%



Table 77 (Continued) 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF DWELLING UNITS 

BY PENALTY SCORE AND TENURE OF OCCUPANT 

BY CENSUS TRACTS 

; CENSUS | CENSUS | CENSUS | CENSUS | CENSUS | CENSUS 
DWELLING TRACT 6 | TRACT 71 TRACT 8 | TRACT 114 | TRACT113 | TRACT 116 

U SCORE OWN- | TEN- || OWN- | TEN- || OWN. TEN. || OWN- | TEN- || OWN- | TEN- | OWN- | TEN- 
ER ANT ER ANT ER ANT ER ANT ER ANT ER ANT | _ — a _ANT 

15 | 280 POINTS OR OVER ; 7 1% 

14 | 260-279 POINTS 7 ft 2% .1% 

| 13 | 240-259 POINTS | | | } | N 
| fo __ | | _—_—— a 

| 12 | 2207889 rom aaa atm | 3 - «2% 3% i ls 
" on 200-219 POINTS | 7 5% 29%) «3% an | ___ 207%) 43% 1% = 

| 10 | 180-199 POINTS 1.4% 3%) | 5%, | 2.0% 8% 3% * 

| Pie oo | es es | es yo eo oO 
9 | 160-179 POINTS 2.7% | 1,9% | 1.1% 1.5% 9%! = 61% 6% 

8 40-159 POINTS I 4.4% 5.0% a 2.47. [aa 0%) 1.9% | 42% Pecans [Eel sa nl nas a 7 | 120-139 rowrs _| _| 10.2% 1.9% 5.6% 1.5% 5.6% +h 8.0%  .5%) 5.4% | 2.5% 

| 6 100-119 POINTS | 1% 18.0% 1.9% 13.4% 2.9% | 11.1% Lele 16.0% | 1.4% 8.0% 03% 5.7% . 

5 B0- 99 POINTS 3.3% 18.3%) 6.5% 14.0% 0% 16.98 6.0% 29.0% 2.98 15.0% | 4.8% 13.3% 

+ | oo 76 rowrs oon 22,1%| 11.1% 12.8% | 11.6% 16.2% ‘s.ate 17.5% 15% 180% 12.5% 10.0% 
: 3 | 40— 59 POINTS ! 13.4% | 13.9%] 14.8% 13.9% 21.7% | 13.8% 23.6% 11.7%) 18.1% | 18.0% 1457p 19.5% 

2 20—- 39 POINTS 33.3%. 8.0%] 37.0% 16.0%) 28.3%) 21.5% 26.5% 11.7%) 34.6%) 21.0% | 34.9% 97% 

| 1 i— 19 POINTS | 36.7% 27% 25.97% 16.3%) 26.8%)! 10.7%! 27.2% 5.0%! 30.3% 11.0% 32.0% 18.4% 

° on POINTS | 2.2% 23% | 4% | 27% 3% 01% 1.4% 01% 1.0% |



| Table_78 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF os 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES BY RACE AND RENT |= 
CENSUS TRACT 20 > a ~ 

> 

MONTHLY RENT $0.01—$14.99 | $15.00—-$24.99 | $25 OR MORE | $0.01—-$14.99 | $15.00—-$24.99 | $25 OR MORE > 

| DWELLING UNITS 19.2% 43.8% 20.8% 4.8% 6.2% 5 2% | = 

CLASS NO. OF BASIC Cc 

DEFICIENCIES 
i 

L 7 7 BASIC DEF. | 1.0% 5.0% | z Ph —_}+—— oe 6 = 6 BASIC DEF. 4.0% 1.5% | 5.0% > 

° 5 BASIC DEF. 2.0% 3.0% 3.5% 5.0% 4.0% = 

Fy eee 20.0% 11.5% | 5.5% 25.0% 27.0% | 10.0% 3 
| = 

: © Basic per 35.0% | 21.5% 10.0% || 50.0% 23.0% 15.0% | = 

= |? BASIC DEF 35.0% 38.5% 30.0% 5.0% 27.0% 30.0% | < 

1 BASIC DEF. 4.0% | 20.5% 25.0% || 5.0% 11.5% 30.0% } 8 

° © Baers Oe 3.5% | 25.0% | 7.5% 15.0% | |



Table_79 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES BY RACE AND RENT 

CENSUS TRACT 21 
a 

MONTHLY RENT $0.01—-$14.99 $15.00—$24.99 | $25 OR MORE $0.01—$14.99 | $15.00—-$24.99 | $25 OR MORE 

PERCENT OF | 
DWELLING UNITS 8% 30% 17.5% 7% 20% 17.5% 

CLASS NO. OF BASIC 
DEFICIENCIES > 

pp | | CS TS 
: 7 7 7 BASIC DEF. 2.0% 0.3% = 

| S 6 BASIC DEF. 1.0% 1.7% | 1.0% 4.0% 1.0% ~ 

. 5 BASIC DEF 13.0% 3.0% 3.0% 12.0% 1.5% 1.0% 

4 4 BASIC DEF. 12.0% 15.0% 8.0% 18.0% 15.0% 4.0% 

3 3 BASIC DEF. 30.0% 24.0% 6.0% 23.0% 21.0% 10.0% 

2 2 BASIC DEF. 28.0% 30.0% 18.0% 27.5% 33.0% 15.07% 

' 1 BASIC DEF. 13.0% 24.0% 50.0% 13.0% 21.5% 37.0% 

O O BASIC DEF. 1.0% 2.0% 14.0% 2.5% 7.0% 33.0%



| Table_80_ 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 

OF 
DWELLING UNITS 

BY NUMBER OF by 
BASIC DEFICIENCIES BY RACE AND RENT = 

CENSUS TRACT 29 > 
tH 

RACE OF OCCUPANTS NON-WHITE WHITE 3 

MONTHLY RENT $0.01—$14.99 | $15.00—$24.99 | $25 OR MORE $0.01-—-$14.99 | $15.00—$24.99 | $25 OR MORE 8 

DWELLING UsITS 6% 33% 27% 3% 13% 18% 

CLASS NO. OF BASIC : C 
DEFICIENCIES 3 a —_——__——_| [3 

L 8 8 BASIC DEF. 0.3% = 

Pop : x 7 7 BASIC DEF. 1.5% 0.3% & 
ee ‘ ee ° ‘ i e 

. ®& 
6 6 nase DEF. 0.3% 2.7% 0.5% $ 

. > BASIC DEF. 4.5% 0.8% 1.5% 2.7% 0.7% 0.5% : 
>" 

4 4 BASIC DEF. 12.0% 44%, 5.5% 19.0% 4.1% 1.4% = 

8 3 BASIC DEF. 32.0% 20.1% 7.3% 29.9% 16.7% 3.7% < 
oa 

2 2 BASIC DEF. 41.0% 34.3% 13.4% 19.0% 27.1% 14.4% 8 

r BASIC PEF 06.0% 30.1% 34.3% 24.0% 31.9% 29.0% 

° 0 BASIC DEF. 03.0% 10.3% 37.1% 2.7% 19.5% 50.5%



| Table 81 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
OF 

DWELLING UNITS 
BY NUMBER OF 

BASIC DEFICIENCIES BY RACE AND RENT 
CENSUS TRACT 30 

MONTHLY RENT $0.01—$14.99 | $15.00—$24.99 | $25 OR MORE $0.01-$14.99 $15.00-$24.99 | $25 OR MORE 

PERCENT OF 

DWELLING UNITS 4% 26.5% 38.5% 3.5% 12.5% 15% 

CLASS NO. OF BASIC 
DEFICIENCIES S 

foo ofS 
6 6 BASIC DEF. 0.5% 0.6% 3.1% 1.1% = 

ry 5 {| *Ppaseerr 2.8% 3.9% 0.6% 9.3% 1.1% s 

4 4 BASIC DEF. 13.9% 8.6% 2.9% 25.0% 2.1% 1.8% 

. 3 BASIC DEF. 27.8% 16,9% 9.4% 46, 9% 11.5% 10.0% 

2 2 BASIC DEF. 44.3% 31.5% 15.4% 9.5% 35.2% 12.9% 

' 1 BASIC DEF. 8.4% 25.4% 32.0% 3.1% 29.9% 20.2% 

7 eee 2.8% | 13.2% | 39.1% 3.1% | 19.1% | 55.1%



Blight Elimination © Urban Redevelopment in Milwaukee 

APPENDIX E 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY BY CENSUS 

TRACTS AND BLOCKS 

Table Page 

82 District To oooocceceececeecececceccecceeee cence cee eeeceeeeeceee cee ceneeeceeeveneteceesteeseeesseeeseesee--LO7-164 

BB District TE ooo. ee ec eene cence en ene eens cceceecececeeceseecetseecenerseeeeseeeese- L69-171 

84 District TT ooo. ee cence ene ene ecencessanecsecetsseeseeeseeeeesee 72-178 

—156— | |



Table 82 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 

District_ 1 | 

1 SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES 

Sen EE BLOCK PENALTY Scns nnn EET EET 
| 1 z 3 4 Po 

20 1 STITUTIO 

2 66 76 75 90 68 y Z y 

3 44 D0 45 44 47 
ee ee a N 

! 4 66 66 96 80 77 x x xy xy > 
bens ® 

3 5 69 69 79 91 77 y y y yz S 

| 6 70; 70; 70] 76 72 y y y yz ~ 

7 111; 111] 117) #Ii1i! 113 wxy | wxy | wxy | wxy 

8 81; 100; 111 95 97 wx wxy | Wx wxy 

9 112; 136 88; 102 110 WxXY | WXYZ} Wx wxy 

10 95} 143; 125; 109 118 wx WXYZ Wxy | wWxy 

11 125, 119; 125! 125 124 wxy | WxXy | Wxy | Wxy_ 

12 BUSINESS | : | | 

*W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) 

X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 

Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 

Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table_82- 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 
by 

District_1 = 

Cd 
SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * bry 

TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES = 

BLOCK PENALTY TT 3 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 S ft | 2 8 tj? | 3 |4 7 (&§ 

20 13 101} 117] 111] 93 106 wxy | wxy |wxy | wxz + AUR fae Pat WHY | WKY | WXY_| WKZ | ) 3 
14 111 111; 117} 107 112 wxy | wxy | wxyz|wxyz | a 

| 15 101 120; 121 111 113 wxy | wxy | Wxyz/|wxy C Ue] ety Aah aay | AY ee eS 
| | | 16 120| 119; 130| 120 122 wxy | wxy | wxyz | wxy S 

a 17 122! 140| 132| 122 129 wxy | wxyz | wxyz | wxy by 
| |} |__|} ] § 

21 1 23 18; 18/ -- 19 = 

2 53,  34| 39| 58 46 wx [wx |wx |wxy | |= 
3 88 85 96 75 86 wxy | wxy | wxy | wxy : 

4 52 59) 61/ 61 58 y y * 
es es | es es es = 

5 77 63; 63! 103 77 y yz = 

6 81/ 95) 95| 115 97 wx Ps wxy vn = 
ey ——_— rte nner 3 

a | 
‘W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) . 
X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 
Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE} 
Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table_82 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 

District 1 

— | STOTALSS”™~*~*«~t;C<Ss~Si‘<‘<i<“‘ié<“‘i‘i‘s™SCSC”S*YSOMASOR DEFICIENCIES 

TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES 

a a BLOCK PENALTY a a a 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 A 

21 7 84 77 75 94 83 wxy | Wx wx WxXY 

| 8 81; 111 95 95 96 wx wxy | wxy | wxy 

9 49 49 39 63 50 
TE | N 

| 10 74 94 74 64 77 wx WxyZz | WX wx > 

a 11 63| 69) 64) 40 59 z ly = 
12 101; 87]| 101 96 wxy |wx | wxy 

13 63) 63 77 93 74 yy 

14 77 93 103; 103 94 y y YZ yz 

15 121 95 81; 105 101 WXYZ | Wxy | Wx WXYZ 

16 127 | 117 117); 101 116 WwxyZ | WXy | wxy | Wxy © 

17 80 | 104 120 102 wx Wxy | WxXyzZz 

| | 18 56 66 106 80 | TT ZY y 

*W —- LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) 

| X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 

Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 

Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



| Table 82 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 
Sy ; 

District_1 = 

SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * tr 

TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES = 

BLOCK PENALTY a a a, ae 3 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 A = 

21 19 66 72| 80) 66 71 zZ y 5 

20 80 86; 120] 110 99 wx | wxz | wxyz | wxy m 

21 127 87; 111) 111 109 WwxyZ | Wx wxy | wxy Cc _1e7) 87) ld wWxy2 | Wx | wxy | wxy | | ¢ 
| 22 BUSINESS S | 

= 23 BUSINESS bs 
| Se Se a ——}——}———] ] 8 

24 87| 101| 87| 110 96 wx |wxy | wx | wxyz . 

29 1 62) 62) 68| 58 59 z Z = 

2 60| 66! 60| 84 68 w wz |w wz : 

3 8 14 81 17 12 * a ——j| |} | —} fs 
4 49 591 49| 62 55 wx |wx l|wx |wx 2 

| 5 64 = * 2 59 , ; = 
| rr a | = 

i | | | on 

‘W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) ~ 
X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 
Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 
Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE) :



| Table 82 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 

District_1 

SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES 

BLOCK PENALTY a a a rs 

29 6 63 D3 63 87 67 YZ 

7 31 08 D0 31 44 y 

S OTT a Woojwojwoojw oo) 
| 9 20 60 90 54 64 Z Z Vz ag 

pot Tf es ns es ® 

: 10 52| 52] 98 62 66 yz 5 

11 64 74 110 88 84 wx wx WXYZ | WXY a 

| 12 88 74; 110/ 114 97 wxy | wx | wxyz! wxyz 

13 101 95 95 | 121 103 WXYZ | WXY | WxXyY | WxyZz 

14 110 88 74 98 93 WxyZ | WxXy | Wx Wwxy 

15 102 72 86 | 96 89 WXZ | WX wxy | WXy 

16 108 72 72 72 81 wyz | WwW Ww Ww 

17 108 92 62 | 72 84 wyZ |wyz |w Ww 

*W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) 

X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 

Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 

Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table 82 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 
by 

District 1 = 

a 

> 

| SUBTOTAL | MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * tr 

TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES = 

BLOCK PENALTY a a a a 3 

_ 7! | 4 | 3 | #4 _—!' | 4 | 3 | 4 S. 

- 30 1 87; 127 87 77 95 wx WXYZ | WX wy § 

| 2 INSTITUTIONAL S 

3 24 34 24 24 26 | C ee OF a jd 
! 4 50 40 40 62 48 o 
fo a a a a rs = 

8 5 58 52 62 72 61 y by 
ee} 8a | 

6 87 63 73 87 78 wxy | Wx wx Wwxy . 

7 33| 34] 23] 33 31 = 
ee | tree nen ern fa fe Ped. 

8 80 | 106 81 80 87 y yz y y : 

9 95 121; 114 81 103 wxy | wxyz|wxy | wx Fe Fee AS | i |g 

10 37 49 58 44 47 wx wx WxXZ | wx 2 

11 63| 42) 53] 34 48 z = 
ey ee fT § 

12 62| 62} 82/ 82 72 yz \|yz .. 
_————— np Ne ® 

“W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) * 
X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 
Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 
Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table_82 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 

District. 1 

SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * 

TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES 

BLOCK PENALTY a a a as 
1 2 3 4 1 2 | 3 | 4 

30 13 115 93 79 99 97 wyz |wy Ww WyZ 

14 28 40 30 44 35 Z y 

15 36 47 54 40 44 Z y 

| 16 99; 121, 117 107 111 WxXZ |Wxyz | wxy | wxy = 
— Tf ns ns ® 

2 31 1 25} 53] 59} 29 41 Z y = 
| | | Te | we 

2 INDUSTRY ne 
3 INDUSTRY 

4 53 79} 59 29 55 y y y 

5 17 17 23 17 18 

6 8 18 14 16 14 

7 48 46 62 96 63 Ww Ww wy WyYZ 

*W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) 

X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 

Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 

Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE) ;



Table 82 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 

by 
District_ 1 0a" 

ad 
SUBTOTAL . MAJOR DEFICIENCIES bey 

TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES BLOCK PENALTY FRONTAGES =~ 

—1 [2] 3 | 4 {5 —1 | 2 | 3 | 4 {5 | {? 
31 8 56 | 40 43 |103 60 y yz 8 

9 / 25 | 19 | 19 | 27 22 3 
JSS jee |S ft G 

10 23 17 17 17 18 q 

4] i1 50 | 58 | 26 | 22 39 y ly o 
L rs rs T_T 

12 85 97 73 37 69 72 y y y y by 
| oes py ee ee Fo a 

13 INDUSTR . 

14 53 85 95 87 80 Ww wy |wy | wy = 
JSS} eS | SS —__| ]& 

15 32 61 90 74 64 y y y : ; 

16 60 94 {112 |122 97 wx wx wx WXZ a 
mt | a | a | fe | | nt | err | ent fe 2 

17-25 Incl. INDUSTR | 2 

. I dd | 
*W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) ® 
X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 
Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 
Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table 83 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 

District IT _ 

Toa | MAJOR DEFICIENCIES” | 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES 

1 > 3 A BLOCK PENALTY 4 7 2 oo 3 A 

6 1 28' 20| 16 16 20 Zz 

9 56|/ 16: 26 16 28 yz 

| 3 58\ 36) 36 82 53 z yz 
! ee ee |} |) Ty | 
| 4 2 2 2 2 2 rep 

L —— |---| OS 
? 5 8| 18 8) 18 13 - 

| 6 6 18 e 6 6 — | | fy ts 
| 7 16; 26! 16 16 18 

| 8 20 8 8 60 24 yz 

9 38; 10| 24] 52 31 y z yo 

10 25|  27| 77/| 25 38 yz 
| 11 26 26 54 26 33 Ww Ww wz iw 

— ft 
‘W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) 
X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) | 

: Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 
Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



| Table 83 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY | 
by 

District IT | a 
me > 

SUBTOTAL ; MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * bry 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES = 

BLOCK PENALTY a a, ae 3 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 S. 

= a | s 
6 12 57 39) 37] 37 42 wz |w w w + oF} 89] 8 wz |wioeojwiooouw | }s 

13 SCHOOL = 
en | fe of Gg 

14 49 33 33 49 41 WZ Ww Ww wz C | _ #9 88} 33 WZ |woojw wz |) |e 
| 15 39 21 23) 31 28 Zz S 
: 16 26| 26| 28] 32 28 w |w lw |we ns op Oe WO |W |W Wl 

17 4] 55| 73) 55 56 Ww wy |wy |wy 5 
7 1 INDUSTRY = 

2 INDUSTRY S 
TT CO = 

3 INDUSTRY ~ _ | ENDUSTRY |__|} _]} Js 
4 54.5 | 28.5| 28.5] -- 37 z 2 

5 40 | 56 | 24 | 46 41 z ys oP P88 pS 
| 6 32 | 36 | 22 | 25 29 z ‘. 

—_—_enV—*w—w—n—nwnaaeeeeeeeeeee ee 
® 

“W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) . 
X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 
Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) | 
Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE) |



Table 83 _ 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 

District II _ 

— |.) suBToTAL”~*~*«wS*é<“‘™CSOSWW#~!#!#Ci*#*OOMAJOR ‘DEFICIENCIES: 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. ; rapes —_—— - BLOC DENALTY , rmonrasee . 

a a _20 | 32 | 20 | 30 25 ef 

8 38 | 19 | 18 | 3 26 | 
9 ___| BUSINESS | 

10 INDUSTRY. eee 
; i ___| ENDUBTRY. ft 

12 _ 87 | 66 | 79 | 91 83 we wx |wx jw |) | 
is _ 54.5) 93.5, 19.5) 2845 88 Yj}? | 
14 17 | 17 | 23 | 33 22 fe 

15 33 | 43 | 63) 43 45 Ww wioyw jw 

6 _#0 | 86 | 80 | 90 99 |W jf wz | wyz jw 
ad 76 | 84 | 50 | 84 a We | wyZ wo | wyz 
18 ——- 41 37 27 37 35 Z 

LAND CROWDING (I8ORMORE)——ss—‘“—<C_ 
X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 
Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 
Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table_83 _ 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 

oS 
| | | District_II = 

eS ——oemeDmDo’r0"@®DDR]RYESNONN9D aaa ————_—_—~LLyyyyeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeoeeeeeeooouwa”ws—=—@=@™—0”S2E2E2Ta=”™09?0@2@S>=—>—>—"@aq@€"_q*§"@"#2"““0“9#"_"”€@"—”—_—"—0mM“M<M€“-Wm. > 

| SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * . 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES = 

BLOCK PENALTY To 3 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 = 
—SS. |S —=>lE————————zkz=*£{VY_rze~-o. oE_—lq&iz&x=—ET=—T—=—T———=—=EE_ eS OS, OE——EmE E———Eq&qzke 2 

7 19 34; 34 34) 44 36 wx |wx |wx | wxz = PAP ee | >|" | 

20 34 54 34 68 47 wx WXZ | Wx WxXy a 

21 36; 46) 36) 60 44 y C SEE i C 
| 22 58 56 24 60 49 y y yz S 

& | 23 INDUSTRY | by =| (aout ||}; 24 INDUSTRY = 

25 BUSINESS > 
| _ Se | rep 

26 64/ 112] 110! 104 97 wx | wxyz|wxy |wxy : 
27 58} 105! 102 90 89 wx |wxy |wxy | wxyz ~ Vey wee ae a a ae 
28 INDUSTRY es 

29 38 48 50 66 20 wx WXZ | WX WxXy = 
J 

: | : mt | 
*“W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) * 
X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 

Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 

Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



| Table 83 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 7 

| District_ I 

SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES 

SE aE BLOCK PENALTY $$ 
—1_|_2 | 3 | 4 —1_| 2 | 3 | 4 

7 30 49 59 5] 59 54 | wx wx wx WXZ 

31 43 67 47 61 54 Ww WZ Ww Ww 

32 37 O93 39 75 ol Ww Wz wy WZ 

2 
| —+—}+— ——_}—_+— |* 
2 te 

| SS = 

ee ee es 

*W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) 

X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 

Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 

Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table 83 _ | 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 
oS 

District II oy 
ee > 

SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * try 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES >= 

BLOCK PENALTY TT 3 
1 2 3 4 1. 2 3 A S ee ij 2 | 3 | 4 / (§ 

8 1 20 | 30 | 46 | 52 37 y = he ee jf YS 
2 INDUSTRY oe 

3 INDUSTRY | a | axe epee fd 
| 4 INDUSTRY | S 

$ 5 50.5| 28.5| 12.5] -- 30 y by 90.9) 48,0) Le. Jj | 
6 54.5} 28.5) 26.5/ 22.5 33 y . 

7 72 | 32 | 20 | 34 39 ly > 
8 32 | 18 | 24 | -- 25 S 

9 20 | 22 | 12 | 22 19 + | 0 | ee | de fj fg 
10 32 44 74 60 O2 Ww Ww wyzZz |wy = 

11 50 44 96 48 59 w Ww wyZ |W = JOE SS PP Mw |W Wye |W TS 
| 12 23 | 25 | 55 | 13 29 yz S 

*W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) . | 
X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 
Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 
Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table 83 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 

District II | 

SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES 

a BLOCK PENALTY TT TL 1 | 2 3 4 _ | 1 2 3 4a 

8 13 21 21 73 21 34 Vz 

14 13 13 13 13 13 

15 17 41 15 15 22 y 
nn Mf bs 

| 16 24 24 48 32 32 w Ww wy Ww a 
pas OO ff NN & 

~ 17 41 39 39 85 51 WwW Ww Ww wy = 
| | a a. 

18 8.5| 18.5) 46.5) 14,5 22 yz a 

19 17 23 43 17 25 Z 

20 32.5) 38,5 8.5 8.5 22 y Z 

21 96 46 40 -- 61 wy Ww Ww 

22 80 30 30 -- 46 wxy | wx wx 

23 8 8 30 24 17 Z Z 

*W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) | 

X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 

Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 

Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table 84 | 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 
| by 

District ITI _ ~ 

aEeEeoCoOCQQQQQaammamaamm=eeeeme=eS=sS=sasamoaomauomamaaoaIEOElllleeeeeeaemaempmaamamamuuuuuuumuumuQuoumumOmeoOEOEeEeEeoeeooooo———eeaaem ooo aua_v’an-oW eee > 

SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * by 

TRACT NO. | BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES = 

BLOCK PENALTY a a a aa 3 
1 2 3 4 1 | 2 3 4 S 

————— | | —eeeeeeeeeSSSE.):»- OES. =e?) )._ o=lE—eeeee z 

113 1 54 50 | 36 | 77 54 y y y + 
tein | ete tte ee eee ee ee | ff So 

2 64 84 62 98 77 y y y m 

3 84 88 42 58 68 y yz y Cc | i ee Five | 
, 4 46.5| 89.5) 46.5! 73.5 64 yz y S 
L |] |_| -———} | 8 
. 5 57 92 57 95 15 y 4 Vy YZ by 

TT a ® . 

6 73 91 _ 105 83 88 wy wy wyZ |wyZ . 

7 60 | 88 |100 | 74 80 w wyz |wyz |wy > 

8 33. | 43 | 89 | 59 56 yz |y S 29 | F988 —_|___}% 7 | {8 

9 39 63 92 79 68 y yz y * 
) Oo a ie a 

10 93 51 25 51 : 55 wyZ | wy Ww wy = 

11 94 52 | 52 | 38 59 wyz |wy {wy iw = 

12 99 95 | 54 | 58 76 yz lyz ly y S 
_————————ee=es=asSsSaaaaaoaoOoOooooooeeee ee eee ®& 

“W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) * 
X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 
Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 
Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table_84 
. 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 

District IIT _ 

SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES 

BLOCK PENALTY —— 
1 2 3 4 1 2 

113 13 109 98 90 | 113 102 wyz | wy wy wyZ 

14 o3 74 39 ra 61 wy wy Ww wyZ 

| 15 31 | 62 | 45) 21 40 yz oy . 

16 12 12 12 12 12 --- jeer fee --- > | |} Sean ean ee ee ee 
3 17 30 | 20 30 | 20 25 Ww w w Ww = 

a Tf | TT NY 

18 6 6 | 16] 6 8 ~-- |--- |--- |--- iu 
19 6 6 6 6 6 wee fee- fee | --- 

20 6.5| 32.5 6.5 6. 13 Z 

21 23 37 35 39 33 Z 

22 36 32 26 42 34 Ww Ww Ww WZ 

23 13 41 13 13 20 Z 

| 24 12 | 12 12 12 12 --- |[--- |[--- |--- 

*W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) 

X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 

Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 

Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table 84 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 
by 

District IIT | ~ 

C'S 
| | SUBTOTAL | MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * by 

TRACT NO. | BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES _ = qa | a 3 A BLOCK PENALTY ~ 1 > 3 | A = 

a at 8 | 4A 8 
113 25 12 12 | 12 | 12 12 w--  [ae- | --- = = fe | fe | te Ett 
114 4 | 84 | 86 | 81 | 91 85 ly yz ly yz e 

2 95 105 87 77 91 ly yz y y C ee a Yo y% |¥ Wy | je 
a 3 4 | 88 | 48 | 62 73 wy wy jw jwy | S 

7 4 84 84 | 68 88 et w | | os ae a xfer 
- 5 50 | 38 | 48 | 88 56 Jocrjsrr iss ly | ds 28 | 98 | 40 cuT att ser ys 
_ ; 7 97 ~~ «118 99 79 97 wy oo wy | wy S 

8 INDUSTRY S oo EN DUSTRY ee ee ee 
9 INDUSTRY ~. _ ___—O| ANDUSTRY tg 

10 85 | 97 | 77 | 50 | 77 y yz ly y = 

ee : 
= | | | 

“W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) * 
X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 
Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 
Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table 84 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 

District III 

| SUBTOTAL | MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. FRONTAGE PENALTIES BLOCK. PENALTY FRONTAGES 

ee a 

__ 114 12 49) 35 | 71. 67 55 y --- |yz ly 

14 64 77 56 48 61 y YZ yz y 

15 96 102 86 106 97 y YZ Vz Vz N 

| 16 86 96 90 | 104 94 yz yz y yz > 

- 17 58 | 83 20 | 26 47 yz  \yz w-- | --- S 

: 18 48 | 18 | 12 | 28 26 yz |[--- |e-- |--- a 

19 71 | 40 | 58 | 87 64 wyz |w |wy_|wy 
—_ 20 89 69 | 73 99 81 wy w wy wy 

21 16 | 22 | 16 | 22 19 w--[--- |---| --- 

22 23 63 49 29 41 7m YZ y --- 

23 80 95 69 82 81 wy wyZ | wy WwyZ 

24 36 79 36 65 54 --- YZ --- VZ 

*W — LAND CROWDING (18 OR MORE) 

X — PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS (10 OR MORE) 

Y — NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE (24 OR MORE) 

Z — STREET TRAFFIC (12 OR MORE)



Table 84 | 

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 
by 

District III 09° 

aaa ey .«_»"’"7..0—0—’}\™—--’-’”-J71!.—I|NNnNN”-’-’-'—>—=—————l—ll—laaamamaees=®«SSS 
eT ——owwa=os > 

| | | SUBTOTAL MAJOR DEFICIENCIES * by 
TRACT NO. BLOCK NO. | FRONTAGE PENALTIES TOTAL FRONTAGES = 

TT I BLOCK PENALTY a a 3 
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ACQUISITION COSTS BY CENSUS TRACTS AND BLOCKS 

Table Page 

85 Estimated Cost of Acquiring Areas in District I _..2200000.............180-181 

86 Estimated Cost of Acquiring Areas in District TT 0. = 182 : 
| 

87 Estimated Cost of Acquiring Areas in District IT ...000000.........183-184 | 

88 Summary of Acquisition Costs of Areas Designated 
for Residential Redevelopment for all Three Areas 0.000000... 184 : 

(These tables refer to Figs. 20, 21, 22.) | 
| 
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Blight Elimination © Urban Redevelopment in Milwaukee 

Table 85 

ESTIMATED COST OF ACQUIRING AREAS IN 

DISTRICT I 

Estimated 
Census Block ——_—__-—_———--Assessed or Appraised Value——-————_____ Cost of 
Tract No. Land Improvements Total Acquisition 

A. Areas Designated for Residential Redevelopment (Colored Red on Charts) 

20 — 3° $ 8,400 $ 31,900 6 40,300 » 950,189 
13 92,000 125,100 177,100 310,198 
14 33,900 111,500 145,000 242,440 

21 — 16«& 10 31,900 66,900 98,800 189,219 
2 21,900 48,900 70,400 126,085 
3 23,100 75,000 98,100 170,647 
4&7 38,700 73,700 112,400 214,581 
g* 30,700 66,800 97,500 184,483 

1] 32,600 75,900 108,500 204,855 
14 15,600 19,500 39,100 60,887 
18 25,000 36,300 61,300 122,664 
19 39,400 99,000 94,900 180,174 
20 9,900 13,800 23,700 47,259 
24 72,400 129,600 202,000 365,614 

29 — |] 46,200 111,700 157,900 330,591 
1] 27,300 63,400 90,700 185,757 
12 9,200 20,700 29,900 63,773 
14 32,300 81,600 113,900 216,163 
15 43,500 103,300 146,800 244,286 
16 41,500 95,100 136,600 297,902 
17* 12,100 28,700 40,800 73,646 

30 — 1 4,300 11,400 15,700 29,090 
° 33,100 73,300 106,400 204,460 
6 32,200 168,000 200,200 304,638 
8 15,700 49,800 65,000 128,737 

12 19,200 94,700 73,900 191,173 
13 22,900 62,800 895,300 135,806 
14 12,900 34,800 47,700 108,810 
1S 35,200 98,600 133,800 279,875 

31 — None 

Total ........................822,300 $1,987,300 2,810,200 $5,233,652 

“Value of present church property omitted in these blocks. 

B. Residential Areas in Areas Designated for Industrial Purposes (Colored Yellow on Charts) 

20 — 2 5 2,300 5 4,700 D 7,000 S 12,166 
3 6,100 9,000 15,100 29,492 
7 6,400 14,200 20,600 40,855 
8 6,200 10,400 16,600 39,159 
9 7,200 7,800 15,000 29,680 
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Appendix F 

| 
Table 85—Continued | 

Estimated | 

Census Block —___-_______—-Assessed or Appraised Value-—————_-—____ Cost of 

Tract No. Land Improvements . Total Acquisition | 

10 $ 14,600 $ 11,600 $ 26,200 $ 41,454 

17 4,600 4,200 8,800 15,198 

21— 8 3,900 9,800 13,700 29,015 

12 12,100 29,000 37,100 69,382 

13 10,300 21,600 31,900 64,904 

16 6,100 10,300 16,400 32,000 
17 6,500 13,000 19,500 39,325 | 

18 1,900 2,100 4,000 8,472 | 

21 1,400 2,100 3,000 | 7,413 | 

31 — 12 3,300 2,900 6,200 12,251 

Total ....................5 92,900 $ 148,700 $ 241,600 $ 466,766 | 

C. Residential Areas in Areas Designated for Commercial Purposes (Colored Green on Charts) : 

21 — 14 S$ 2,600 5 6,000 S$ 8,600 S$ 16,649 

29 — 12 7,300 9,300 16,600 35,814 

30 — 8 2,600 1,500 4,100 8,101 

12 1,900 2,800 4,700 9,287 

14 | 2,900 6,600 9,500 18,772 

Total ....0.000.........5 17,300 $ 26,200 $ 43,500 $ 88,623 

D. Areas Designated for Public or Institutional Purposes (Colored Black on Charts) 

29 — 2 $ 15,700 5 40,400 $ 56,100 ® 113,914 

3 (All County owned) 

E. Total Cost for All Areas 

$ 948,200 $2,203,200 $3,151,400 $9,902,955 
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Blight Elimination © Urban Redevelopment in Milwaukee 

Table 86 

ESTIMATED COST OF ACQUIRING AREAS IN 

DISTRICT II 

Estimated 
Census Block —__________—_———Assessed or Appraised Value——-_—+¥—____ Cost of 
Tract No. Land Improvements Total Acquisition 

A. Areas Designated for Residential Redevelopment (Colored Red on Charts) 

6— 5 5 28,400 $ 72,200 S 100,600 $ 212,727 
17 31,400 22,000 -03,400 98,710 

8 — § 13,100 26,100 39,200 70,960 
6 22,800 99,600 82,400 158,239 
7 45,800 79,700 125,500 284,602 
8 53,700 111,600 165,300 391,671 

10 23,100 52,000 75,600 165,908 
15 19,000 41,500 , 60,500 114,544 

Total ....................5 237,300 $ 465,200 6 702,500 $1,497,361 

B. Residential Areas in Areas Designated for Industrial Purposes (Colored Yellow on Charts) 

7 — 21 $ 30,700 $ 22,300 $ 53,000 $ 106,808 
22 4,600 2,000 6,600 13,979 
26 4,100 1,600 9,700 12,073 
29 19,300 17,000 36,300 61,404 

Total 8 58,700 $ 42,900 $ 101,600 $ 194,264 

-C. Areas Designated for Public or Institutional Purposes (Colored Black on Charts) | 

7 — ll $ 52,800 $ 87,400 > 140,200 $ 214,932 
24 60,000 35,000 95,000 144,875 
29 27,000 ———_—— 27,000 46,818 

| 92,400 97,900 149,900 342,273 
2 2,900 ————— 2,900 4,040 
3 10,000 3,200 13,200 18,388 

Total ...................$5 205,100 $ 223,100 5 428,200 $ 771,326 

D. Total Cost for All Areas 

$ 501,100 $ 731,200 $1,232,300 $2,462,951 

(Ribbon park strips in 8/4, 7/2, 7/3, 7/10 excluded from valuations in Black area) 
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Appendix F 
ee 

Table 87 

ESTIMATED COST OF ACQUIRING AREAS IN 

DISTRICT Il 

Estimated 

Census Block —__—_______—_Assessed or Appraised Value—————_—_—____ Cost of 

Tract No. Land Improvements Total Acquisition 

A. Areas Designated for Residential Redevelopment (Colored Red on Charts) 

113 — 3 $ 28,600 S 955,900 S 84,500 $ 204,516 
7 7,600 26,700 34,300 78,190 

8 10,900 29,000 39,900 90,813 

114 — 11* 6,800 9,300 16,100 34,907 
12 20,300 84,860 105,100 190,195 
14 5,800 7,800 13,600 29,030 
18 32,100 60,500 92,600 198,948 
20 31,500 95,200 126,700 213,803 
27 26,000 61,600 88,100 188,332 

116 — 2 31,900 210,100 242,000 332,610 
4 25,000 59,600 84,600 204,105 
6 14,300 20,200 34,500 73,712 

13 27,300 96,600 83,900 181,969 
18 17,200 42,400 99,600 122,853 

Total ..................5 285,800 $ 815,700 $1,101,500 $2,143,983 
*Value of church property excluded in this block. 

B. Residential Areas in Areas Designated for Industrial Purposes (Colored Yellow on Charts) 

113 — 3 $ 14,300 $ 14,300 $ 28,600 $ 74,756 
114 — 2 7,800 9,000 16,800 43,915 

3 11,800 19,700 31,900 79,429 
4 7,700 16,400 24,100 56,997 

| ° 11,700 21,900 33,200 70,601 
7 7,200 16,100 23,300 48,413 

23 10,800 16,400 27,200 62,610 
24 13,600 18,500 32,100 83,909 

Total ..................6 84,900 $ 131,900 S 216,800 $ 520,190 

C. Residential Areas in Areas Designated for Commercial Purposes (Colored Green on Charts) 

113 — 3 5 1,800 5 500 D 2,300 D 6,012 
7 9,400 6,100 11,500 30,060 

114 — ll 1,400 800 2,200 5,750 

116 — 18 4,290 10,200 14,450 33,435 

Total ..................5 12,850 $ 17,600 ® 30,450 S$ 75,257 

D. Total Cost for All Areas 

$ 383,550 $ 965,200 $1,348,750 $2,739,430 
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Blight Elimination & Urban Redevelopment in Milwaukee 

Table 88 

SUMMARY OF ACQUISITION COSTS OF AREAS DESIGNATED 

FOR RESIDENTIAL REDEVELOPMENT FOR ALL THREE AREAS 

Estimated 
——__—_—___———--Assessed or Appraised Value——————______ Cost of 

Color Land Improvements Total Acquisition 

Red Blocks .................. $1,345,400 53,268,800 $4,614,200 $ 8,874,996 

Yellow Blocks ............. 236,500 323,500 960,000 1,181,220 

Green Blocks ................ 30,150 43,800 73,990 163,880 

Black Blocks .............. 220,800 263,500 484,300 885,240 

GRAND TOTALS .... $1,832,850 $3,899,600 $9,732,450 $11,105,336 
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Fig. 30A 

APPRAISAL OF NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT | 
Method of the Committee on the Hygiene of Housing 

American Public Health Association 

City State | 

BOARD OF PUBLIC LAND COMMISSIONERS 
BLOCK AND FRONTAGE RATING FORM: Abridged 

District Census Tract Block Appraisal 
Area 
Bounding Streets l. Le Oe 4. 

1. LAND CROWDING: Coverage by 2. PUBLIC PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS: 
structures 

Percentage A. Public in primary zone [__| 
Class Height Park: in second'y zone |__| 

a b not accessible I[__l 
L 0-19.9 TI OJ 
£ 20-39.9 | | {|_| Block Penalty [1 
3 40~-49,.9 | ti! 
4 50~-59.9 [ [ Be Playground: 
5 60-100 a ee in primary zone |__|! 

in second!'y zonet__J 
Major Deficiencies | | not accessible {_| 

Block Penalty | [ Block Penalty | i 

Combined Block Penalty [1 

3e SANITARY SEWERAGE SYSTEM: 4, PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY: 

| Frontage 1 2 3 4 5 Frontage 1 c 3 4 D 
No sewers | yt 1] i tl No mainef if If if tf 1 
Sewers in- Mains in- 
adequate [| li i i i] | adequate [Il IT Tf itt 

Special 
Major Deficiencies [| deficien=- 

cled IT yy | | 
Backflooding 

F-I-N L_IL_IL_JL_JI__J Penalty L_IL_IL_IC_IC_| 

Penalty | i! ir Major Deficiencies ! l 

Block Penalty | { 

5. NONRESIDENTIAL LAND USES: Linear Incidence of Business, 
Industrial, or Mixed Use. 

Percentage 
_Class Frontage 1 2 8 4 #465 

i 0-8.3 TIEN Ie WT Major 
8e4-3535.5 Ty } li ify ))=Deficitencies [1 

3 3324-66-56 | | ; it sa — 
4 66.7-83.2 fd Woot ou Block 
5 85.4-100 CICAICIE ACY  penaity 7 

Penalty LoItLIt jC] 
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Fig. 30B | 

le Le oe ae 5. | 

6. STREET TRAFFIC | 

Frontage 1 2 o 4 D | 

Residential Service Street ......e! ee | f {| : 
Commercial Service Street. ......el IU] [7 : 
Minor Traffic Artery ........e.e ~-l { L_j | | ry | | 
Major Traffic Artery . . . . « « « 6 « . | | ; | ; | | | i 

| | ig Ty i | 
Trolley Car inUse.........--FE Jit] | i | 

Penalty 9 CO OOo co 
Major Deficiencies | 

Block Penalty | 

7, RAILROADS AND SWITCHYARDS 
Distance Functional Class __ Physical Type 

Beyond 1000 ftd_I Tertiary RR. [| 11 Smokeless,dep.or elev.| iA 
Within 1000 ftJ_iTert.yr.or sec.RRd_|2 Smokeless, at grade [1B 
Within block I_I Sec.yd.or prim.RRd_1I3 Smoke prod.,dep.or el.j_I|B 

Primary yard [13 Smoke prod.,at grade [_:C 
Distance from Tracks Frontage 1 2 o 4 5 

500 - 1LOOO feet ® ee ¢e @ e e e e e | || | | | 

200 —- 499 feet . « « «© » «© ew ow « (| i ij t i] | 
100 ~ 199 feet ® e e e e e e ® e Vi LI LI I l 

O “~ 99 feet e e e e e e e e e ( | 1! 1] [i 

Penalty 
Tracks in block ....=.. -_ jhe ob dt] | 
Primary yard........ F Ut WU Vp 
Distance & type. ...... F VW WW tf | 

total [If if ir tpt 

Major Deficiencies | | Block Penalty | l 

9. SPECIAL ITEM 

SUMMARY OF RATING 
1. Lena C 3 Frontage 1 2£ 3 4 o Block 

® row ing e e e e e ° e e e e e e | 

2. Public Parks and Playgrounds. ... "| ! ; | | | | | 
3e Sanitary Sewerate System. . . . « « e TT | _— | | 
4, Public Water Supply ........o.! Ti | | | 1 fy 
5. Nonresidential Land Uses. ......t STi rit y ft 
6, Street Traffic. .....--+-e e« e i IE Ty ye tli | 
7, Railroads and Switchyards ......I/I Jt it | if 1 ii 
8. Hazards and Nuisance Index. ...../F TF IT Vt roi i | 
9. we ee ee FTE Ty ti oat) lu | 

Subtotal] [| [dt ly | | 

Added Penalty for proximity Al_ Tr itm tect wy 
to nonresidential frontage Bl Tr or Tt : {| | 

Totali Ti i | Ty ( |; { 

Major Deficiencies | [| Block Penalty | I 
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Fig. 30C : 

8. INDEX OF HAZARDS AND NUISANCES FROM INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL SOURCES | 

Penalty Penalty 
Number of Sources: Block Score OppeFrontage 1** Score*** 

| M*} C*] E* ae ee ee 

(1) a) Noise and vibration at | | {[ 

(2) b) Objecttonabie odors |_| _ | | | 
(3) c) Fire or explosion ae Ft ft 

14) &) vermin, votente, insecte | | ||| | | 
(5) e) Localized smoke or dust ft Pf 

(6) f) Glare at night | | | 

(7) g) Dilavidated structure or | 
insanitary vacant lot 

(8) 

(9) 
| TOTAL TOTAL 

COMBINED PENALTY 

*Code M «a Moderate, C = Considerable, E = Extreme 
**Includes sources on opposite frontage only. 

**#*#Penalties are assigned to frontages of this block. 

ne 

OppeFrontage 2 Pen. Opp,Frontage 3 Pen. Ovp.Frontage 4 Pen. 
po Score| M [C [E | Score{ M [ C [EE] Score 

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 

CP. C.P, C.P. 

COMBINED BLOCK PENALTY 
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